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Roland's electronic musical instruments have always been
the pace -setters on the world music scene, offering new

dimensions in both sound creation and musical expression.
Such innovative instruments were made possible by

Roland's constantly progressing technology.
The latest result of Roland's digital technology is S/A

(Structured/Adaptive) synthesis. S/A synthesis is
revolutionary in its ability to reproduce the sound of the

acoustic piano over the entire note range at all volumes more
faithfully and more realistically than ever before.

Roland's PCM recording technology that produced the fully
digital sound sources of the popular TR-series rhythm

composers has resulted in a unique new Roland
sampling keyboard.

Roland's analog/digital hybrid technology has been applied

to create one of the most advanced synthesizers on today's
music scene-the SUPER JX. Combining the advantages
of analog and digital technologies, the SUPER JX can
produce either percussive, clear "digital" sounds or deep,
broad "analog" sounds.

The Synthesizer for Professionals
To realise the musical images of professional musicians,
a synthesizer must be perfect in every detail.
The SUPER JX completely satisfies all professional
demands. The SUPER JX features sophisticated
synthesizer circuitry, extensive programmable functions,
flexible output, full MIDI implementation, and many other
attractive features which allow the user to explore new
dimensions not only in sound synthesis, but also in playing
technique and sound amplification.
By dramatically expanding the synthesizer's scope of
expression, the SUPER JX offers unlimited creative
possibilities in all music situations, from performing
to recording.
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E&MM October 1986 Volume 5 Number 8

4
E&MM changes its name -shock, horror
- as from November. The Editor adds his

twopennyworth.

`4wsdesk
News from the front, where the Personal
Computer World show steals most of the

thunder, with new-and musical-
releases from Amstrad, Atari and Apple.

Ornmunique 12
Readers' writes get their regular airing

on E&MM's letters page.

nterface
The solution to your problems may be

only a page or two away in the hands of
E&MM's consultation team.

ItTechnology
oduction 43

A full run-down on what's happening to
E&MM next month, how it'll look, and

why we're doing it.

18
Following in the footsteps of their

successful budget CZ models, Casio add
touch -sensitivity for the professional

user. Simon Trask evaluates the results.

S,G HDU 20
Digital recording direct to hard disk,

from the company that built its
reputation with the Wave synthesisers.

Paul Wiffen examines the new direction.

40iss Dr Pads 22
Put six PCM drum sounds in a small black

box, add a velocity -sensitive pad and a
sprinkling of controls, and you have some

pretty neat add-on percussion modules.
Dan Goldstein hits and listens.

Ogidesign Burner 23
Fancy putting that percussion sound you

sampled with your keyboard into your
digital drum machine? Rick Davies

discovers that all things are possible in
California.
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Ensoniq Piano
The Q -chip that was the heart of the

Mirage and ESQ I keyboards proves itself
to be yet more versatile in the latest in

electronic pianos. David Ellis dons
concert pianist's tails and tinkles the

ivories.

Aorg DSS
A synth that samples, or a sampler with a
built-in synthesiser? Either way, the DSS I
takes music -creation a step further, with

sampling, waveform synthesis and
analogue processing. Paul Wiffen fiddles

to his heart's content.

2 Synths
EK44 & 64

Which is better, analogue or digital? Elka
back the horse both ways by providing

synths of both persuasions, with modular
versions of both, too. Paul Wiffen thinks

they're onto a winner, whichever way
you look.

Steinberg
Trackstar

Ian Waugh examines a new starter
sequencer package designed to lure

Atari ST users into the MIDI software
habit. Is it friendly enough?

E&M M OCTOBER 1986

Django Bates
...Is one of Britain's most inventive jazz

keyboard players, with a myriad of
different strings to his performing bow,

and an unusually open-minded approach
to new technology. Simon Trask listens to

what he has to say.

Howard Jones
Breaking a prolonged silence, one of the

eighties' most successful solo pop
songwriters talks to Tim Goodyer about

his new home, his new album, and an
ever-expanding collection of

synthesisers.

ive...? 48
Leaving the comforts of the studio

behind, the Art of Noise step out into the
real world of live music, taking their

MIDI technology with them. Chris Meyer
lends an ear to see how they fare.

'Sharpe & Numan
Gary Numan renews his working

relationship with Bill Sharpe for another
single project. Dan Goldstein drops in on

them, and discovers the link could soon
become permanent.

Takes
Readers' demos rub shoulders with the

Human League's 'Crash' and This Mortal
Coil's 'Filigree and Shadow' LPs in

E&MM's music reviews.

ter Collins
While many producers are content to

work within one or two musical styles,
Peter Collins casts a much wider net-
using high technology to increase the

number of possibilities open to him.
Interview by Paul Tingen.

my*
Oo Mode Pt3 34
In the third part of this series on the

growing uses ofmultiple MIDI
channelisation, Paul Wiffen looks at the

advantage of using separate audio
outputs on the Akai 5900.

tchwork
The readers' synth sound page - with the

Korg DW8000, Casio CZ 101, Roland
Jupiter 6 and Yamaha DX100 all

featuring.
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CHANGES OF IMAGE
esigniis. subjective' is one of
this magazine's Publisher's
favourite expressions. He
utters it often, as editors, art
editors, readers and

advertisers add their comments to
the design of one of the magazines
his company produces.

Personally, I'd always considered
good design to be an objective thing,
something you could quantify fairly
easily by analysing how efficiently it
did its job.

Art, on the other hand, is a
different ball -game altogether.
Artists are an introverted and self-
indulgent bunch: they have to be if
they're going to create anything that
is truly a reflection of their own
personality, and unlike designers,
they're less prone to analysing the
efficiency of their work in any given
area.

However, modern musicians and
composers are a breed apart from
their artistic predecessors. In the
age of video and computer
technology, musicians can
communicate images of themselves,
worldwide, in a matter of hours.
These images are extensions of the
musicians' work, but they aren't the
music itself. In fact, they're
becoming increasingly divorced
from the business of writing a song,
arranging it, recording it and
performing it.

Howard Jones, for instance, has
teamed up with his photographer to
produce the image on the front of
this magazine. It's certainly an
impressive photograph (well, the
editor and the art editor like it:
readers and advertisers had yet to

offer their opinion as we went to
press), and if Mr Jones wants to be
seen standing in baggy clothes in a
field of oats, that's fine.

But the crucial thing about the
photograph (and, in fact, the vast
majority of visual images currently
associated with modern music) is
that it doesn't tell us anything about
Howard Jones' music. His love of
oats, maybe, but not his love of
notes. To the readers of this
magazine, it says nothing about the
tools of Jones' trade. And to the
record buyer of the eighties, it says
nothing about the way Jones makes
his music on a more general level.

Perhaps I'm reading too much
into the video revolution and the
problems of mass communication.
But it seems obvious that if
successful musicians aren't seen to
be playing their music by the
majority of people who like it, then
fewer of those people will be
inspired to go out and try something
similar themselves.

Surrealist videos and fields of oats
are all very well, but the odd shot of
fingers running across keys, sticks
hitting drums, or hands moving
sliders never did anyone 4ny harm.

Assuming you read magazines
from the front, as opposed to
reading from the back or
starting at the middle, reading
forwards and then going back

to the front, you won't know that
this is the last issue of EtSz.MM as we
know it.

The magazine is not about to
disappear from newsagents' shelves,
but when it reappears next month,

it'll be under the guise of 'Music
Technology' -a snappier, more
contemporary and more relevant
title.

You can read the full story behind
the switch in our special pull-out
feature in the centre of the
magazine, so I won't give too much
away here. Suffice it to say that
we're all quite excited about the
change in title and the
improvements in the magazine that
it'll enable us to make. We think
you'll be excited, too.

To our mild surprise, the music
industry has already greeted the
news of the name -change with
uncharacteristic enthusiasm. There
were a few raised eyebrows, of
course, and the odd cry of 'why
change something everybody
knows?' But in general, people have
welcomed the idea of a fresher, more
accurate title that reflects a fresher,
more accessible editorial style.

So now the only thing we have to
worry about is that the magazine's
readers don't miss out on the first
issue of 'Music Technology'
because they've spent too long
looking for E&MM. To help
eliminate this, we've produced a
dummy front -cover as part of the
above -mentioned introductory
feature, so you'll know the sort of
thing to look for.

But don't look for exactly that
cover; it's only a mock-up (well, we
don't want to give too much away),
and the photography will be
completely different. Not
necessarily any more musically
informative, but certainly
different. Dg
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snrricasEfts
ROLAND JUNO 1
ROLAND JUNO 2
ROLAND 1810
CAMO CZ101
CASIO CO3010
CASIO C21000
CASIO CZ5000
KORG DW60113

KORG DW8000
KORB POLY 8031
KORG MIRING SYNTH DSSI
YAMAHA DX7

YAMAHA
VARNA DY:21
YANAHA DX100
YAMAHA DOS
MAMA 121116
YAMAHA TX216
YNAWA PS88
YAMAHA F807
PROPHET VS
MONO ES01
SEQUENTIAL MULTTFRM

SOURCE

EMM SPECTRUM $YNTH
ROL479S/1200
KORG MICRO PRESET
KONG M10
KORG M10
CASIO GT101
CASIO 001000
ROOM W30
TECHNICS SK250
YAMAHAPS25
YAMAHA PS55
YAMAHA MK100
YAMAHA S100
CASIO 1070
ROIANO SHO9
ROUND 00640 106
ROUND /1140 1
KORG SIGMA
KORG POLY 61
KORG POLY MO
ROLAND IMB200
NC KB303
CASIO PT50
ULTIMATE 3 TIER STAND
MOOG TAURUS PEDALS
ROUNDHP70 W/STWO
ROLAND ARM 6
ROLAND AM 60
ROLAND JUPITER 4
ROLAND JUPITER 61F -CASE)
ROLAND 51109
ROLAND MC202 + SH101
YAMAHA CSIOM

RFC 711IC PIANOS
ROUND 091000
ROLAND HP2000
MUM HP3000
ROUND 195500
RERAN) HP5000
RAND 19450
ROLAND HP350
ROUND E119
MAIM PF80
YAWN PRO
MOM WM
KORG PIANO SG1

SAMPLERS
MONO MIRAGE TUB
MOM MIRAGE RACK
PROPHET 2000
PROPHET 2002
ANA 5900
MN X7000
MAI S612 + DRIVE
YAMAHA V55100
CASIO SKI
ROUND S50
ROLAND S0
BOSS ME12
BOSS MUM RACK SAMPLER

OMM IMADWIES
ROL/14015707 PERCUSSION
ROLAND 71505
ROLAND TR727
YAMAHA 602I
YAMAHA RIC21L
CASIO R21
ROLAND OCTAPAD
KORG DEM110
KORG DOM220 PERCUSSION
KIM COO I DIG DYWNIC OKRAS NEVA!
DR55
ROU/40 MCC
KAY RHYTHM UM
ROUND CR5000
ROLAND CR78
WC THE OAP
WAWA 14R10
KORG DDM20
BOSS PC2 pERCuSSION SYNTH
DIGISOuND VMM1U5 upers
APT COMER DRUM SYSTEM
EM DRUMULATOR
ROLA/401MM S/H

ROUND 76606 (SEP. OUTS.) S/H

KORG MR16 EX DEMO

SEOLIENRAL TOM EX DEMO

BOSS IIC2 EX DEMO

WWI PAS
SONOR MTECH MT 10 DRUMS
PERFORMER 7 PECE
YA/AVA 5000 4 PIECE
PEARL IBWORT 5 PIECE
PREMIER ARK 5 PIECE
YAMAHA 9000 SERIES 20% OFF!!
SONOR siGNATURE 6 PIECE
PEARL OLT 5 PIECE
SONORUTE 4 PIECE JAZZ
SONOR PERFORMER
REMO ENCORE KIT
PEARL SUPER PRO
KA/1LP%), 6PC_Ela_
TAmA HEWLSTAR (EX SIMON PHILLIPS!)

PAMIN 4 PIECE
GRETSCH 5 PIECE + SNARE DRUM SAL
SONOR SIGNATURE 7 PIECE 0UBP4GA

1AMA SVANGSTAR 5 PC SILVER

ELECTRONIC DRUM KITS
SIMMONS SOS9
SIMMONS SOS1000
SIMMONS TMI
SIMMONS ATM
SIMMONS SEE WANDER
PEARL ORX
up K2X

MW
£549.00
0249.00
£549.00
E269.00
E.269.00
£395.00
£425.00 EPOA

PIXIE FOR BARGAIN plum
PHONE FOR BARGAIN PRICE

£49.00POASH
SAL £14900
Oil 135.00
5/11 £19600
0/11 £14900
S/H 5000
SN E59.00

EX DEMO £175.00
ED DEMO £40.00

09900 075.00
£315.00 MOM

E249.00
1235.00
£149.00
£185.00
C399.00

045.00
SALE

PRICE

£2500.00 £1495.00
£115000 09940
£499.00 035000
£55000 0399.00
£575.00 0399.00

FROM £119680
£.2799.00 £285000
£80000 £82500

£19599 £1550.00
FROM E89980
FROM E496.00

20% OFF
499.00

P.O.A.

£16900
£399,001

E139900
SH 134903

SARI

REF PRICE

£119900 E1199.00
£750.03 £75000
0250.03 1250.00
0599.00 099.00
£450 00 £450.00
£8436 00 £499.00
£85071(1 £699.00

SALE
TIPP PRICE

£645.00 CAM
(1190.00 02011

EPOA

C345.00 EP%
E555 00 EPOA
[44500 WO*
£895 00 EPOA

FPO*
01249 00 £P0A
[649.00 VOA

02259 00 VOA
[1599.00 £1199.110
C54900 EPOA

[74900 OHM
C399 00 EPOA

0199500
£299900

£1195
E989.01)

299.00 VOA
£1899.00 EPOA
£1115.00 £111500
£799.0 6399.00

011 £19900
SAL £125.00
S/H £150,00
SAL £7500
SM UNDO
SAL E99.00
SIL £919
SEL1 £14903
MIL £39900
SAL E292.00
Srti £299.00
S/H £498.00
S/H £19900
S/H £109.00
S/H £14900
SA1 £17500
S/H £490.00
SH 044900
S/H 199.00
SAL £34600
SAL E20.00
SAL C399.00
5/11 £215
MIL £99.00
SN E99.00
SAL E395.00
SM £399.00
ON E275.00
SM £425.00
SAL 1219.00
S/H E799.00
SH £11000
S/H E225.00
SAS £27500

SALE
PRICE

C2799.00 EPOA

£134900 SYGA

£1499.00 ULOA

0220000 ESSA

12400.03 0P0A
£1400.03 £13903
£129500 £595.00
£75000 £49960

£1099.00 EPOA

£99900 EPOA

£111500 £111500
01775.00 VOA

SALE

RRP PRICE

£1320.00 £1320.00
£1080.03 £1090.60
[2195.00 £P0A
£1795.00 VOA
£1799.00 WOOL

C999.00 WO*
BARGAIN PRICE

£179.00 04800
£119.03 E99.00
£999.00 VOA

£199900 EPOA

£20000 £14900
£17500

SALE
PRICE

060*
WO*
EPOA

£24500
£24500
£345.00

ELECTRONIC DRUM KITS
SIMMONS 5956 SEQUENCER
SIMMONS SASS PERFECT
SIMMONS SOSO
ROLAND COMPLETE SYSTEM

ORMA STANDS
IRAK BOOM STAND SYSTEM 4
TRAK TELESCOPIC SYSTEM 4
TRAK KMAT STSIEPA 4
GWELLEDICALIBER PEDALS
CAKILE STOOL
PEARL 0800
PEARL 0800

PERCUSSION
BLACK MAMBA BONGOS
GUIROS

TAMBOURINE RALF MOON
DAVE

ARGE RANGE OF LATIN PERCUSSION ALWAYS AVAILAB11

BASCHET SOUND SCULPTURE N01
BASCHET SOUND SCULPTURE NO 2
BASCH61 SOUND SCULPTURE NO 3
POSTE 36" GONG  STAND
POSTE 28" GONG  STAND

SNARE DRUMS
WODONE 6 5" CHROME
YAMAHA moo 14,5" JADE GREEN

PRACTICE DRIAI KTISMADS
PRACTICE MT 5 PIECE
UMPET PADS
DEADHEADS

CYMBALS
SABAN AA 18" THIN CRASH
SABAN AA 16" BEIRA THIN
SABAN AA MINI HI -HATS
SABAN AA 20" CHINA
SABAN AA 18- MED THIN
SABAN AA 21" DRY ROE
SABAN AA 2T MED RIDE
SARAN AA REGULAR IN -HATS
SABAN AA FLAT 11 -HATS
SABAN AA 16" 11147
SABAN AA 12" SPLASH
SABAN AA 211 FLANGE MOE
SABAN PA 18" MED. THIN
SABAN AA 2(7" MED RIDE
SABAN AA 10' SPLASH
SABAN HH 19- MED. THIN
SABAN HH 10 MED. THIN
SABAN HO REGULAR HI -HATS
SABAN HH 20- HEAVY RIDE
SABAN HH 18" CHINA
SABAN HH 22" CHINA
SABAN B20 CHINA
POSTE 2002 SOUNDEDGE HATS
POSTE 2002 20" POWER RIDE
METE 2002 18" MED RIDE
POSTE 200)2 14" HEAVY HIHAT
POSTE 2002 20" CRASH
POSTE 2002 10 CRASH
PASTE 200214" CRASH
PAISIE 505 14" MED HI -MAT
POSTE 505 18" CHINA
POSTE 50518" HEAVY RIDE
POSTE 40418" CRASH
POSTE RUDE 18" RIDE/CRASH
POSTE RUDE 20" CRASWRIDE

POSTE COLOR 18" BLACK
POSTE COLOR 14" HI -HATS
PAISTE COLOR 16" RED
POSTE COLOR 20" RED
ZILLIONS - COMPLETE RANGE

1111114 HEADS REMO HEADS 20% OFF PAP
C.S.

6" REMO HEAD £4.00
8" REMO HEAD £4.30
By REMO HEAD 04.50
12- REMO HEAD £5.00
13' REMO HEAD E5.50
14" REMO HEAD £8.00
16" REMO HEAD E6.70
ID' REMO HEAD E7.50

2D' REMO HEAD £8.50
29 REMO HEAD £10.00
24" REMO HEAD £12.00
EVANS CHROME 8 BLUE
SELECT SIZES - 60% OFF R.R.P.
NEW PEARL RANGE IN STOCK FROM 3.50

ELECTRIC GINTNIS
FENDER VINTAGE '57 STMT SIT
FENDER VINTAGE '62 SIMI SIT
FENDER WAGE '62 STMT MX
FENDER WTAGE STMT BLUE
FENDER STANDARD STMT LOCKING MIT
FENDER CONTEMPORARY SWAT

ABOVE FENDER INC. CASE
FENDER JA2Z1MSTER
FENDER ESQUIRE

SOUIER TELECASTER
yAmARA sE350 81..K OR RED
YAMAHA 5E450
YAMAHA S.1550
YAMAHA SA800 WAGE
IBANEZ 115440
IBANEZ RS430
IDEA TELECASTER
TOKAI LES PAUL W/CASE
CimAR MAT WIRER
IBANEZ 010
HOHAER FERRARI, RED
YAMAHA 5E150. ONYX

Tom TS750
GIBSON FLYING V INC CASE
ARIA 22 DELUXE INC CASE
WASHBURN FORGE 3
FENDER ELITE TELE
ARA WILDCAT INC CASE
IBANEZ RS1300
IBANEZ AS50
LADO HANDMADE CUSTOM
GIBSON LES PAUL CUSTOM
YAMAHA SG2000
ARIA P0011
YAMAHA 001303T
WESTONETH 18 FMILESS BASS
AMA 0660 FRETLESS BASS
FENDER PRECISION. BROWN
TOM ORIGINAL

BASS GUITARS
YAMAHA 885000 VACASE
YAMAHA 001100
YAMAHA 911 HEADLESS WORSE
BANE! RB150
IBANEZ 0E1850
HoHNER ;STEINBERGEFE

SALE
RAP PRICE

£399.00
P.O.A.

S/ii 0450.00
£0000

£55.00 £45.00
060.00 E50.00
£55.00 £45.00
E70.00 030.00
tom C33.03
£5009 E40.00
£4.5.00 9 7 .00

SALE

51 £75.0£75.0PRICE012
FROM £15.00

£15.00 £10.03
£7.50 £5.00

£17000
mem
£15900
1:399.011
£199.00

SALE
RlV PRICE

£9900 E85.00
£18900 MOO

SALE

RP? PRICE

E150.00 09900
£6.50 £4.99

05000 040.00_

SALE
RIO PRICE

mom £106.00
£120.00 £89.00
£125.00 £99.00
£150.9 £11900
£130.00 £106.00
£16000 £12500
£150.00 011900
£180.00 £15400
£180.9 £154.00
F120.00 69.00
£75.00 E59.00

£150.00 £119.00
£130.00 £106.00
£150.00 £119.9
£89.00 E49.00

E175.00 £15000
E160.00 E199.00
0250.00 0199.00
£185.00 £182.00
£160.00 £139.00
£250.00 £192.00
E99.00 030.00

026000 E225.110

0150.03 E135.00
£10000 E80.00
£17000 £143.00
£150.00 £135.00
£100.00 £90.00
£80.00 E72.00

£100.00 £92.00
£85.00 E72.00
£80.00 £70,00
£65.00 158.00

0100.00 £92.00
0115.00 £10000

E90.00
£95.00 E70.00

£120.00 E90.00
eeoro £60.00
£10.00 £40.00

PRONE FOR PRICES

P.S. AM
£500 £3.00
£520 £3.50
£5.50 £400
£6.00 £4.50
E6.50 05.130

£7.00 £5.70
07.50 £6.00
MOO £7.00
£9.50 £8.00
£12.00 £9.00
£14.00 £1000

SALE
Rp PRICE

£425.00 0399.00
0425.00 039900
£425.00 £399.00
E42500 039900
0460.00 0379.00
£73900 £406.00

£460.00 045900
0385.00 0425.00
E290.00 £25900
£319.00 £265.9
0295.00 £225.00
£349.00 049.00
£529.00 £42500
042500 £359.00
£325.00 £299.00
£428.00 E209.00
£588.00 E37500
£175.00 £13500
£477.00 034900
£225.00 £188.00
£189.00 013E00

0371.00 £190.00
Sal C399.00

£399.00 £299.00
£299.00 £175.00
£749.00 £49500
£199.00 0169.00
£475.00 0249.00

MH E299.00
S/H 1299.00
5/11 E39540
SRI E349.00
5/11 c13900

ED DEMO £32500
SM £14500
S/H [24940
SH 0185.00
5/11 £13500

SUE
RM PRICE

0999.00 099900
£43900 E32900
£639.03 679.00
0199.00 [249.00
£425.00 £235.00
0225.00 £199.00

IBANEZ ROADSTER 08620
CLARISSA ACOUSDC/ ELECTRIC BASS
WESTONE SUPER HEAD FsS W. A. PLIJS TRI
YAMAHA BB300

YAMAHA BONS W/CASE
IBANEZ RBE50

ACOUSTIC GUITARS
IBANEZ V810
TAKAM1NE JAZZ
TAXAMINE CUTAWAY CLASSIC
WASHBURN SOLID FOLK

Acournc GUrTARS (NEW)
OVATION BALLADEER ELEC., W/CASE
OVATION ULTRA DELUXE ELEC.. WAGASE
OVATION ULTRA STD. ELEC., W/CASE
YAMAHA FG410
YAMAHA FG420 ELEC. CUTWAY
YAMAHA FG440 12 STRING
CLARISSA A0011EIC/9LECTRIC 12ST

COMPUTER MUSIC
ATARI PLUS STEINBERG
YAMAHA CX5M11
YAMAHA W10 KEYBOARD
YAMAHA YK20 KEYBOARD
YAMAHA 898501 MUSIC COMPOSER
YAMAHA YTIM502 FM VOCING
YAMAHA YR14504 MUSIC MACRO
YAMAHA FDO5F DISK DRIVE
YAMAHA PN101 PRINTER

APPLE IIE 1 MONITOR, PADDLES 8 DISK
DRIVES

COMMODORE 64 1 DISK DRIVE 8 CLAB
SOFTWARE

YAMAHA CXSM 128
BBC 8 I OPUS DISK DRIVE 8 VIDEO

DIGITISER 1 SOFILVARE
EAR BBC B MIDI SOFTWARE
ROLAND CAU802 SYNC BOX
ROLAND COMPUMUSIC SOFTWARE

(FOR APPLE OR CM641
IBMPC 2 DRIVES 1280 1 MONITOR

(MUCH SOFTWARE)
SPECTRUM L MIDI INTERFACE +

SEQUENCER SOFTWARE
BBC B DATARECORDER EMG MIDI

SOFTWARE L 1010055 MONITOR
ROLAND CMU802 COMPUSYNC

MULTITRACK RECORDING
AKA MGT 212
FOSTEX A80
FOSTEX A20
POSTED 260
FOSTER XIS
MANIA PAT1X
FOSTER 016

FOSTER 616 + REMOTE
FOSTEX 250 MULTITRACKER +
FUG/TOSE
YAMAHA MT440 4 TRACK
SOUNDCRAD 2400 24 TRACK DESK
SOUNDORAFT 2' 24 TRACK RECORDER
MCI 2 NTRACK CONSOLE

ASCAm 2 TRACE
TASCAM 38 8 TRACK
POSED A8
RSD 4 TRACK CASSETTE PLAYER

MIXERS
FOSTER 450
SECK 1882
SECK 121[2
DYNAMO( 24.8:16:2
PROMARK MX3
CANARY 122 POWERED

SEQUENCERS
ROLAND MC500
KORG SAS1
YAMAHA OX21
YAMAHA 051
CASIO SZ1

METAL Dam + REVERES
YAMAHA REV7
YAMAHA SPX90
ROLAND SILV2000
YAMAHA 0EV1 + REMOTE
ROLAND SOE1000
ROLAND SDE2500
ROLAND 5003000
BOSS RODIO DELAY
BOSS FISD I0 SAMPLEWDELAY
HORS SDD20/30 SAMPLER/DELAY MIDI
IBANEZ DM2000 DELAY
DELTA LAB DELAY

HORD SOD1030
IBANEZ DM1100
1000 G01 REVERE
CARLSBRO PRO FX ADR1
VESTA KOZO DIG 420 SAMPLER/DELAY
RAINBOW 2 SEC SAMPLING DELAY

POWER AMPLIFIERS
YAMAHA P2150
ROLAND SPA240
ROLAND S21120
ROLAND SRA RANGE

A11PILFICAT1011
CARLSBRO WASP LEAD
CARLSBRO SCORPION LEAD
CARLSBRO HORNET LEAD
CARLSBRO STRINGRAY 2. 12 LEAD
CARLS8H0 SCORPION BASS
CARLSBRO COBRA 90 BASS
CARLSBRO STRINGRAY 150 PASS
CARLSBRO HORNET 45ILYB0
CARLSBRO COBRA 9010130
CARLSBRO 150 KYBD
SESSION ROCKETTE 30
SESSION 90W I 15" BASS
SESSION 75-2 x 10
FENDER YALE REVERE
FENDER SIDEKICK 65
FENDER STUDIO LEAD
CARLSBRO MARLIN 150PA
CARLSBRO MARLIN 31:13PA
CAHLSBRO TAXIS 5T4080 PAIR

CARLSBRO TAURUS ST2120 PAIR

BOSS MS100A mowice
WESER° MARLIN 150PA
CARLSBRO IAARUN 300PA
ROLAND CPM120 POWERED MIXER
ROLAND PA250 POWERED MIXER
ROLAND CUBE60K KYBD AMP
ROLAND CUBE AND DAC RANGE
SESSION 1.12 BASS COMBO DT CAB
CARLSBRO 150 KYEID HD
CABLSBRO 90W BASS HE
CARLSBRO 6-150 PA HD

1E549.00

EX DEMO £595.00
EX DEMO [91913910
EX DEMO £1999.00
EX DEMO CP04

WM DMA
SRI FPO*
S/11 MAO

NAIL
RRP PRICE

£799.00 £719.00
£1699.00 0109900
£899.00 E199.00

01499.00 £1299.00
£466.00 637500
£493.00 £390.00

SALE
RAP PRICE

£793.00 [799.00
£69900 655500
F259.03 029.00

02499.00 £129900
C29580 £24500

SALE
REM PRICE

£1199.00 £949.00
059900 159990

£1300.00 £1100.00
£7588.00 £4985.9
0485.00 £0000
0549.00 £409.00
£899.00 £74900
0185.00 £140.00
£199.03 £19000
0799.03 E399.00
£499.03 0299.00
0249.00 £190.00
£399.00 E29900
£325.9 E240.00
£29900 £19900
£347.00 1220.00
£320.00 E220.9

124980
SALE

PRICE
£429.00 £399.9

[2911.00
627503

poA.
SALE

RAP PRICE

E87.00 E75.00
0137.03 012540
E201.00 £181.9
£449.00 E299.00
£12100 £11000
E263.00 0135.00
£426.00 03115.00
£221.00 £10900
£340.00 £27500
£532.00 £415.00
£175.00 E155.110
E375.00 E325.00
£315.00 EI75.00
E299.00 £193.00
£305.00 E275.00
£445.00 0299.00
£324.00 E289.00
£442.00 0395.00
£456.00 £355.00
£375.00 £24200
£115.00 699.00
E342.00 8265.00
£442.00 E366.00
£579.00 E40900
0115.00 E795.00
£375.00 E29900

P.O.A.
04500

£31100 1233.00
013520
E286.00

£249.00 1199.00
£399.00 .12111.11111

£51900 EBM.00
"WNW
elnro

£199.00 [189.00

RM
WLE

PRICE
SM £179.00

£525.00 £44009
£381.00 0225.00
£325.00 £19900

SALE
MP PRICE

£749.00 0775.00
£475.00 E425.00
0395.00 634900
£129.00 £115.00
0269.00 0215.00
£249.00 E179.00
£399.00 E290.00

SALE
RRP PRICE

WO*
0449.03 £3110.00
185 00 075.00

£16500 £14000
£39.0 EXKOO,
£3900 05.00
039 00 05.01:1

C39900 035900
£269 00 £20.00

NEW. £799.00

EX DEMO E395.00
NEW. £44900

EX DEMO E496.00
NEW) [14900

£89.00 [29.00

699.00

17099.00

099.00

EX DEMO [MOM
E36.00

SALE
RRP PRICE

£5995 £3999
£1699.00 E1499.00

£99500 MOO
£799.00 £899.00
£269.00 [24540
£499.00 £44980

£4300.00 E2870.00

Aarunanori PA EMIPMENT
ROLAND BOLT 00
FENDER SIDEMCK 30 BASS
FENDER SIDEKICK 50 BASS
BURMAN BASS FOG COMPLETE
FENDER BASSMAN 135+ 4612
TRACE ELLIOT GP11
ROLAND SPIRIT 50
FENDER 1x 15 BASS CAB
1x 15 PA CABS 20010/ EACH
2.12 75W CAB EACH
HAI VS MUSICAN
HH MD RANGE HORN
WH4612 CAB
BADGER DOWNBEAT
MOOS 6 6 PR
ROLAND SPA240
ROLAND PA250 POWERED MIXER
OHM 2615 CAB
30W BASS COMBO
FENDER HARVARD REVERB 2

MIX HARDWARE + SOFTWARE
ATCHRIDER 21:00 FOR MONO INDIT

TO MID
LEMI MIDI INTERFACE FOR APPLE NE

COMPUTER SCREEDS
TATTING RGB

ROLAND DG CC141
TV CONVERTED TO RG8 FOR BBC B
((OLAND DG R2 -121G SCREEN

RIM

SA1

SA1

SA1

SRI

SM
S41

511

SRI

S/H

511
SM
SAI
SAI
Sni
S/H

Sal
SM

ES DEMO

RAP

PLOTTERS RRP

ROLAND DG DXY100 £399.03
ROLAND DG OXY880 094100
ROLAND DG DXY800 0448.00

LIGHTING FOUIPMEIET
PROJECT LS808 MIR MIXER

FUGHTCASED
PROJECT UGHONG RIG LS888 + 8 STAGE

BLAZER AND STANDS AND LEADS 011M00
PROJECT 4 WAY UGHT BOX E1911.10
COMPLETE FUGHTCASED SET OF 3 F1ED HEADS L STANDS UNOANTT
LX601GS VIDEO UWE USA
GREAT WEST LIGHTING 12 CHANNEL

UGHTWG
RIG + 50 KASS
PROJECT 8 WAY PINSPOT + FRAME

SALE
PRICE '

MDOKMUD
EI
MAT
E446.00
1216.00
MOJA
£175.00
FIRM
£175.03
FIRD2
1316.0)
E50.00
016.03
MAIM

E479.CM
C2911.00
EISS.00
OLEO
MAO

£10500

EFFECTS PEDALS RPP

BOSS CE3 CHORUS 5105.00
BOSS 92 DIMENSION ICI £12900
BOSS 002 DIGITAL DELAY £175 03
ROSS DF2 DISTORTIOWFEEDBACK £77 00
BOSS 05D2 SAMPLER/DELAY E200
BOSS HC2 HANDCLAPS £78.00
BOSS HF2 FLANGER £03 00
BOSS HM2 HEAVY METAL 068.00

511 E299900 BOSS OG2 OCTAVES £75.00
BOSS CEO CHORUS /1900
BOSS PH2 SUPER PHASER 1 110 00
YAMAHA C010M11 COMPRESSOR £43.00

YAMAHA 5110MII DISTOR110N £43.00
YAMAHA 0010M11 OVERDRIVE 143.00

YAMAHA CHI OMII CHORUS £59.00
YAMAHA FLIOMII FLANGES 159.00

YAMAHA 5610011 GRAPHIC E0 £5900
FRONTUNE VOLUME PEDAL £22.95

FRONTLINE WAH WAIL PEDAL £31.95
YAMAHA PARAMETRIC EO £59.00
IBANEZ TUBE SCREAMER £55.00
LOCO FLANGER f59.00
KORG DISTORTION £6750
KORG OVERDRIVE £65.00
KORG CHORUS £69.95
KORG PHASER
MANE/ - COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK AT SALE PRICES
DOD PEDALS HALF PRICE INC FREE MAINS SUPPLY,
DOD FX90 DELAY 1119.00
DOD PIES STEREO CHORUS 089.00
DOD FX80 COMPRESSOR £69.00
DOD F475 STEREO FLANGER £89.9
DOD FY65 AMERICAN METAL £89.00
DOD F945 STEREO REVERE 1175.00_
AMDEK GRAPHIC E0 MT ETA 00
AMDEK 'AKIO° TUNING AMP EX DEMO

MOO MASER SAL

FLEUR() HARMONIX BASS BALLS SAL

ELECTRO HARM ONIX OC LAVER SA1

ELECTRO HARMONIK POWER BOOSTER
YAMAHA PEDAL BOARD INC PILASER COMPRESSOR. FLANGES
ONE SELECTOR
BOSS CU
BOSS BF2
PEARL OCTAVER

TIMERS
BOSS TR100
BOSS TU12
BOSS TU12H
KORG GT6OX

MICROPHONES
AUDIO TECHNICA NOSH
SHURE 12H
SHURE 14H
AXE 0321
YAMAHA MZ101
YAMAHA PAZ102
YAMAHA M2103
YAMAHA M1104
YAMAHA MZ105
SHURE 10H
SHURE 568A
SHURE S/458
SHIRE -AUDIO TECHNICA - BEYER - PHONE FOR PRICES_
MG 05168
MG 0224E
NEUMAN U87
NEUMAN U47
NEUMAN 5969
ATM PROD
FOSTEX NI11RP
SENNHUSER MD421
SHURE SM54
SHURE SM98

SM
ES DEMO

RIV
£13000
060.00
£63.03
£38.85

RIP
£89.00
£35.95
£44.95

£113.85
£8900
£99.00

£115.00
£8900
E99.00
£25.9

£110.00

ED DEMO
EL DEMO
EX DEMO
ES DEMO
EX DEMO
EN DEMO
EX DEMO
Ex DEMO
EA DEMO

WIRELESS MICROPROMS rtr
SUZUKI W6S800 SWIM SYSTEM £99.00
RESLD CABARET COMPLETE 0290.9
TM MIC smith(
YAMAHA GUITAR SYSTEM

RACK EFFECTS
PAR FLANGERMOUBLER
ROLAND SE0331 GRAPHIC E0
CM.SER ECHO
COTEC GE2010 STEREO E0

TAPE ECHOS
ROLAND ftE301
ROLAND RE101TUTU -- I AU I

10 BADDOW RD., CHELMSFORD, ESSEX
0245 352490/0245 353878

85 ST. MARY'S ST., SOUTHAMPTON,
HAMPSHIRE 0703 226798

125 ALBERT ROAD, SOUTHSEA,
PORTSMOUTH, HAMPSHIRE 0705 820595

REM

SH
EX DEMO

SAI
SH

RIP
SA1

S/H

CIPLOO
C290.07

SALE
PRICE
PAZ

EOM
EAUTO
19510

SALE
PRICE
19600

MOOD
MIAMI

SALE
MICE

MOM

10000
E9L00

MO
PRICE
MCC

Elam)
f131.011

£341.041

£160.00
£40.00
E80.00
E55.03
MOO
EAUTO
MUM
DUO
00.00
CCM
ESLCO
MAAS
MOO
122.E
0106
E30.03
C30.00
MAO
6100
E5200
0E00
MBA

MAO
E46.00
CAM
£16.9
64900
E87.03

fit 00
MOO
MOO
f10,00
MOO
610

EOM
EWA
ESLOO
ENDO

"-DALE
PRICE
MOO
fAIRD)
FALCO
MOO

SALE
PRICE

E79110
MOO
DODO
61W.00
[71.00
0900

E103.00
MILO
MAO
MOO
COLLO

LIMA

MAO
VOA

E9011.10
E350.00

OVA

MON
VOA

MOM
SALE

£7500
PRICE

£29610
PALA.
PITA

SALE
PRICE

EITSPO
C125.1:0
MOO
MAT

SALE
PRICE

EMMA
EDNA()

44-6 PRESTON RD., BRIGHTON, SUSSEX
0273 675983/4



YAMAHA
DX27S
DX21
DX100
TX7

SEQUENTIAL
VECTOR VS
KORG
DW8000
DSS1
AKAI
AX73

SYNTHESISERS
ROLAND
JUNO1
JUN02
JX10
HS80
ENSONIQ
ESQ1.

CASIO
CZ101
CZ3000
CZ1000
YAMAHA
DX5
DX7
DX27

RACK MODULES
ROLAND
MK$80
MKS70
MKS30
MKS20
YAMAHA
TX816
TX216
TX7

FB01
KORG
EX8000

ELECTRIC PIANOS
ROLAND
RD1000
IV1KS20
HP450
HP350
HP5600
HP5500
HP2000
HP3000
YAMAHA
PF80
PF70
CLAVINOVA
ENSONIQ
PIANO SDP1

ROLAND
HS10
HS50
EMULATOR
E MAX
ENSONIQ
RACK DMS8
KEYBOARD D$X8
AKAI
S900
MX 7000

RECORDERS

FOSTER:.'
E16 16 TRACK
A80 8 TRACK
E80 V2." 8 TRACK,
E2 MASTER
E22 MASTER
260 MULTITRACK
X15 CASSETTE
YAMAHA
MTIX 4 TRACK
MT440.
;WO
MG614 4

CMROIAOIDNITNKROEDY8L3RA;

MKB200
AXIS
MKB1000
MKB300
YAMAHA
KKX858

AKAI
MX73
KORG
R K1000

CASIO
SKI
SEQUENTIAL
2000
2002
STUDIO 440
KORG
DSS1
GREENGATE
DS3
DS4

MIXERS

FOSTER
450-8 TRACK

16 16'TRACK

mr- L-JI I=R INA L....11



c4kissito
SIDEWINDER VALVE
REBEL 8/12
COBRA 90 RANGE
COMPLETE PA RANGE
SESSION

:ROCKETTE 30
75 COMBO

RE R

KICK RANGE.
CI< CHORUS

YAMAHA
SG2000, 3000
SE RANGE
BB500 5 STRING
BXI HEADLESS
FULL ACOUSTIC AND
CLASSICAL RANGE
IBANEZ
ROADSTAR
GUITAR AND
BASE RANGE
OVATION
BALLADER ELECTRIC
ULTRA DELUXE
LEGEND
FENDER
VINTAGE 57,.62 REISSUES
SQUIRE POPULAR
CONTEMPORARY
SYSTEM 2/3 STRAT

C4fALS13110

ROLAND
TR5Q5

07
TR727
CR1000
DR220
YAMAHA
RX11
RX21
RX21 L
KORG
DOD
CASIO
RZ1

SONOR
SIGNATURE
PANTHER
SONORLITE
PERFORMER
YAMAHA
SERIES 9000
SERIES 8000
SERIES 4000
SHELLPACKS

SIMMONS ROLAND
SDS9 DDR30
SDS100 PAD8
TM1 PEARL
SDS1000 DRUM X

YAMAHA
SYSTEM
SONOR
CUTEC

PEARL
EXPORT
WORLD
DX/DLX/ GLX

PREMIER
LUDWIG
TAMA
Many others!

PAISTE ZILD.HAN
COLORSOUND 'A SERIES
RUDE 'K' SERIES
noo SERIES SERIES

2002 AMIR
404 IMPULSE
505 MEINYL

DRAGON
PEARL
WILD 500

SABIAN
HH
AA
LEOPARD
B8
B8 PLUS

ROGERS
RED HOT
WHITE HOT
BLACK ROC':

10 BActi;:low ROAD 85 ST MARYS STREET 125 ALBERT ROAD 44/46 PRESTON ROAD
immion
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FACT AND FICTION
ONE MAN'S VIEW OF THE PCW SHOW

Once again, the hordes descended on the
peace and calm of West Kensington, London,
for the Personal Computer World Show, held
at Olympia 2 from September 3-7. As during
the British Music Fair, Olympia 1 could be
relied upon to counterpoint Olympia 2's
activities with its own peculiar brand of
consumerism - not the highly questionable
Saudi Experience this time, but the Autumn
Gifts Fair. Horses for courses, I guess.

But back to Olympia 2. Expectations were
running high this year, primarily in the
direction of a new Atari micro and the much -
heralded Amstrad IBM PC -compatible.
Although the latter met most of the pre-
launch hype, the former didn't quite match
the advance (spurious, as it turned out)
publicity of a 68020 processor -based machine
with blitter and high -quality sound chip.

What were launched (though behind closed
doors) were 2Mbyte and 4Mbyte versions of
the 1040ST, known, not surprisingly, as the
2080ST and 4160ST. Atari reckon these micros
will appeal to 'the specialist audio and visual
industries', but, to be honest, I find Atari's
ever -upward trend of memory and product
numbers a mite yawnful. Perhaps the twinkle
in Jack Tramiel's eye that reflects the next
generation of STs will add some real ingenuity
to Atari's product line.

One new Atari product that was openly
launched - and which exce 'ed expectations
- was their version of the Amiga blitter.
Although originally slated for the post -1040/
5205T micros, the show saw a $150 blitter chip
(well, seven chips actually) add-on that simply
plugs in piggy -back fashion into the main
board of either the 520ST or 1040ST. Definitely
a good move on Atari's part. And the demo of
a flock of birds in full flight showed just how
effective the blitter is at speeding up ST
graphics. In fact, sufficiently impressive to
make the Amiga look a very sick bird indeed.

Much of the ST software shown under the
collective wing of the Atari Village was equally
impressive. On the music front, Steinberg
Research's Pro24 MIDI sequencer was doing
great things in conjunction with an Ensoniq
ESQ I and a Mirage, and Hybrid Arts' EZ-
Track ST added yet more gloss to the
favourable appearance of STs in the MIDI
sequencer arena.

Notable on the non-musical front were the
Art Director (painting) and Film Director
(animation) packages from Hungarian com-
pany Andromeda (published by Mirrorsoft),
which, on admittedly brief acquaintance,
seem to compare rather favourably with their
more expensive Amiga counterparts.

Amstrad's new PCI512 was also very much
in evidence, with serried ranks of techno-
vultures around the stand, agog to see Alan
Sugar's latest hi -tech offspring. Launched at a
high-pressure, high -turnout press conference
on the day before the opening of the PCW
show, the PCI512 marks a thoroughly sensible
move on Amstrad's part to cash in on the IBM

PC industry standard, by providing a range of
low-cost, fully IBM-compatible computers.

The surprise element lies in the fact that the
PCI512 actually supplants the IBM PC standard
significantly. For a start, the Amstrad is much
prettier than the IBM PC or most of the other
compatibles, and takes up half as much desk
space. The hardware has also been consider-
ably rationalised, with many support chips
compressed into large ULAs. More to the
point, the processor has been upgraded to an
8086 (a true 16 -bit processor, unlike the 8088
in standard IBM PCs) running at 8MHz.
Which means compatible IBM software will
run a good three times faster on the Amstrad
PC.

A further nice feature of the PCI512 is that
most of wha. s extra to a basic IBM PC
compatible - extra RAM, colour graphics
card, disk interface, real-time clock, serial
and parallel ports, a"d the omnipresent
mouse - is provided as standard. And that's
just as true for the entry level PCI512 (f399,
with a single disk drive and monochrome
screen) as for the full-blown PC with colour
and a 20Mbyte hard disk (£949).

Now, I'd be the first to admit to finding the
IBM PC uninspiring, but there's no escaping
the fact that there's one helluva lot of
software for it, which includes a growing
number of MIDI sequencing packages. Aside
from the excellent Roland MPU401-based
systems, there's also an intriguing Music
Synthesizer System from US company Tecmar
that offers 16 channels of sampled sound at up
to 50kHz sampling rate, with 64 -track se-
quencing and MIDI included - all for under
$800. On that basis, it's foolish not to think
seriously about the IBM PC as the basis for a
MIDI studio. And from what I've seen of it, the

Amstrad PC1512 stands to fit that bill rather
better than most.

Th seemingly ever -popular Spectrum was
well -supported at the show from both hard-
ware and software viewpoints. And Sinclair
took the opportunity to launch the Spectrum
Plus 2, a sort of revamped Spectrum Plus with
a decent keyboard, integral cassette drive,
and a MIDI Out port. All undeniably good
value at just under fI50, but more than a little
reminiscent of a product Amstrad produced
when they didn't have Sinclair in financial tow
- the CPC464.

A product showing rather more ingenuity
was the Music Machine from Flare Tech-
nology on the Ram Electronics stand. This
£49.95 add-on for the Spectrum not only
provides quality sampling and sound editing,
plus software to emulate the average digital
drum machine, but also a very workable
sequencer that communicates with other
musical workhorses via MIDI in, Out, and
Thru on the Music Machine hardware.
Remarkable value, I'd say.

One company that was particularly low-key
at the show was Apple. Mention the key words
`new Apple' to the resident Apple -persons and
you received a Mona Lisa -type smile and 'no
comment'. But there was a good reason for
that insouciance. In fact, Apple Computer had
read last month's feature on the Amiga,
noticed the reference to the rumoured sound
capability of their new micro, and promptly
invited E&MM along to a press conference on
September 10.

And for once, fact and fiction have turned
out to be one and the same. The new computer
is called the Apple IIGS, and Apple tee it as a
logical update to the venerable 11-1- and its
successors, the Ile and 11c. It'll even runpo.
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 software written for the earlier machines-but
at three times the speed.

Briefly, the E995 IIGS is a I6 -bit micro
(65C816 processor - an update of the 6502 in
the original Apple) with 256K RAM (expand-
able to 8Mbytes), 640x200 pixel colour
graphics, a tastily designed keyboard, eight
expansion slots (Apple II compatible), a
mouse, a monochrome monitor, and a 3.5"
disk drive.

None of the above specs is really that earth -
shattering - 16 -bit processors, lots of memory
expansion, and superb colour graphics are
par for the course these days. But where the
IIGS marks a major departure from its
predecessors, and, indeed, its competitors, is
in its sound capability. One rumour I'd heard
some time ago was that Ensoniq were working
with Apple on producing a sound chip. I filed
that away in the 'interesting, but unsub-
stantiated' file, and more or less forgot about
it. What Apple and Ensoniq have actually
done is to equip the IIGS with the same chip
that's used in the Mirage and ESQ I .

This Digital Oscillator Chip (DOC) com-
prises 32 digital oscillators, two of which are
used for the chip's internal workings, leaving
no less than 30 to provide 15 dual -oscillator
voices. With a quoted bandwidth of up to
14kHz (29.4kHz sampling rate), 64K of
dedicated sound RAM (though the main RAM
can also be used for that purpose), and a built-
in analogue -to -digital converter for sampling,
the DOC sounds just like what this Doc has
been yearning for for years.

If the DOC really is as good as the Q -chip in
Ensoniq's own products, then the Apple IIGS is
sure to reverberate throughout the music
technology industry in no small way. Just
imagine: add a bit of software to the Apple
IIGS and you've got a Mirage or ESQI sound -
alike for under a grand, and with a decent 16 -
bit micro thrown in for good measure.

And the even better news is that there ore
more than a few US companies already
working on software for the IIGS, to do just
that and more.  David Ellis

REPLAY REPLAY
Old gear acquires a lot more than sentimental
value when you discover the latest all -singing,
all -dancing toy isn't capable of producing one
of your favourite sounds. But what do you do
about all the innovation the golden oldie lacks
- programmability, MIDI and the rest? In most
cases, you either live with the problems or
without one of your pet sounds.

But in the case of the old Action Replay
sampler for the ZX Spectrum, help is at hand
from one of our own readers. Nicholas Gallop
has built a keyboard interface that allows
MIDI control of the Action Replay over a four -
octave range, and has also re -written the
software to facilitate waveform editing,
Microdrive compatibility, drum machine syn-
chronisation and monophonic CV operation.

More from Nicholas at 33 Grange Avenue,
Hastings, East Sussex TN4 2QQ.  Tg

FINGER ON THE TRIGGER
No doubt about it - Akai's 5900 is one of this
autumn's hottest -selling hi -tech musical
instruments. It seems dealers can't get enough
of them, and the reasons for the machine's
success are pretty obvious. Apart from any-
thing it may have now, the S900 has enormous

potential, perhaps more than any comparable
unit. When it was released, there were words
spoken about software for harMonic synthesis,
for example. Well, we're not quite at that
stage yet but...

The ASK90 is a hardware modification for
the 5900 that facilitates triggering from drum
pads, drum machines and sequencers. Up to
eight separate triggers may be employed,
allowing independent control over each voice,
with trigger data being converted into MIDI
information by the extra circuitry. MIDI
velocity information is also derived from the
trigger signals.

The retail price of the ASK90 is expected to
be E169, which isn't bad.

More from Akai UK, EMI Division, Hasle-
mere Heathrow Estate, Silver jubilee Way,
Parkway, Hounslow, Middx TW4 6NQ. ES 01-
897 6388.  Tg

MIXING IT WITH MIDI
The MIDI -compatible mixing desk is a peculiar
beast. It's easy to become enthusiastic about
an idea that, on second thought, becomes
curiously vague and indefinable - just what
parameters do you give MIDI control over?
Soundtracs have obviously pondered on the
same question, and have now come up with
the MIDI Series of mixing consoles.

The MIDI Series conforms to the in -line
format, and comes in a number of con figur-
ations to suit differing requirements - though
it's designed primarily with the keyboard

player and synthesiser workshop in mind. It
may be assigned to any MIDI channel, and
may also be used to control external MIDI
effects.

More from Soundout Laboratories, 91 Ewell
Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AH. S 01-399
3392.  Tg

BIGGER AND BETTER
RAMS
An odd situation is developing around pro-
gramming Yamaha's DX synths. On the one
hand, we are bombarded with stories of
programming problems, and the over -use of
factory presets and commercially marketed
sounds that results, while on the other, we
have manufacturers of RAM cartridges striving
to produce ever -larger memory capacities for
storage of patches.

Perhaps the answer lies in the compatibility
of RAM between the DXs and the RX 11 drum
machine. Either way, Quattro Electronics now
claim to market the largest capacity RAM for
the DX7/RX1 I. The Quattro 128 will hold four
32 voice RAM banks that may be accessed by
the flick of a switch. The cartridges are said to
have a minimum seven-year battery life, and

will cost less than f80.
More from Quattro Electronics, 43 Liddell

Gardens, Brondesbury Park, London NW 10
3QA; Damian S 01-650 873 i , or Nick ET 01-969
1719.  Tg

TOURING TUBES
Dynamic big band Loose Tubes (see Django
Bates interview this issue) ore touring England
in the second half of October. So now's your
chance to catch the liveliest band in the land
(it says here). The dates that matter: Brack-
nell, Wilde Theatre (October 14), London,
Logan Hall (15), Southampton, Guildhall
(16), Plymouth, Theatre Royal ( 17), Brighton,
Gardner Arts Centre (18), Birmingham,
Triangle Arts Centre (19), Sheffield, Octagon
(22), Leeds, Trade Club (23), Durham, Dunelm
Ballroom (24), Manchester, Opera Theatre
RNCM (25), Leicester, Haymarket Theatre
(26), Coventry, Warwick University Arts
Centre (27), and Liverpool, Bluecoat Arts
Centre (29).

More from the Arts Council, ES 01-629 9495.
 St

PLANET ROCK
The London Planetarium is an atmospheric, if
under -exploited, concert venue that's seen
only occasional performances from artists like
Kate Bush, Klaus Schulze and Heiden.'

But now indie label AMP Records have
grabbed the Planetarium (and the laser show
it contains, Laserium) to showcase two of their

Neuronium star Michel Huygen will be
supported by Steve jolliffe in 'An Evening With
AMP Records' on September 29. There will be
two shows, beginning at 7pm and 9pm, from
both artists, who either have or soon will have
material available on AMP.

Tickets costing ES plus 35p p&p are available
from AMP Records, PO Box 387, Wood Green,
London N22 6SF.  Tg
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V ®VIES
PRICES El IGHEST

SERV
ROLAND YAMAHA

KORG

FE
BOSS

ENSONIQ

SCHECTER

ECORDING
EAR

BUY NOW - PAY LATER!
Ultra Special Offer

Purchase whatever you need
NOW on no deposit HP, but

don't pay your first instalment
until January 1987.

(Written Details on request).

5 STOCKTON ROAD, SUNDERLAND
TYNE & WEAR SR1 3NR
'21* 0783 655168/78058

SEQUENTIAL

TOA

RICKENBACKER

ALESIS

WESTONE VESTAFIRE

CARLSBRO AHB

PH UR HOTLIN S
NEWCASTLE -091-232 4175

SUNDERLAND - 0783 655168/78058

NEW STORE OPENING SOON
IN MIDDLESBROUGH

CASIO
JACKSON

SECK

STUDIOMASTER

MESA BOOGIE IBANEZ

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE

If you mail order from Rock City, and
are not completely satisfied with your
product, we will exchange it for any
other product of a similar value as
long as you return it to us within

14 days
YOU CAN'T GO WRONG!

10 MOSLEY STREET
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

NE1 1DE 'a 091-232 4175



Write to: Communiqué, E&MM, Alexander
House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 lUY.

Dear E&MM
Gentlemen Take

Polaroids
just a letter of appreciation for your interview
with David Sylvian last month. You asked the
questions that people would want to ask the
man himself, and balanced the article with his
development from Japan. It was both enjoyable

and informative.
Having glanced at the article again, I was

wondering if there were any of Martyn
Goddard's photographs 'spare', or gathering
dust in a filing cabinet? If there should be any
pictures you might normally discard, I'd be
more than happy to be your dustbin!
 Arthur Johnson
Liversedge

Thanks for your praise, Arthur. Unfor-
tunately, we're not in a position to distribute
photographers' work without their prior
consent.

This also presents an opportunity to offer

12

apologies to Laurie Lewis, whose photo-
graphs of David Sylvian it was graced the
front cover of E&MM September and page 52
of the interview. A slight mix-up prevented
him from receiving his credit at the time. 
Tg

Dear E&MM
Program Protection

As a dedicated synth programmer of some
years standing, I may be able to throw a little
light onto comments I've heard and read
concerning synth presets.

What percentage is it of DX7s returned to
the factory for servicing that still have the
factory presets in memory? Damned if I can
remember, but if I return mine for servicing
it'll be counted along with all the others.

Can't I program it myself? Sure I can, but I
don't intend to pass a machine filled with
hours of my work through the hands of a
dealer and a servicing department, without
any qualms about who may quietly be ripping

off my work and making a few quid on the side

from it.
If you send any synth anywhere for any

reason, you can take steps to safeguard your
work. One method is to corrupt all the data
currently in memory - at the risk of making a
service engineer's life unnecessarily difficult.
After all, what would you conclude if you were
fo:ed with a machine that remained silent, no
matter which memory location you selected?
Or one that produced rubbish all the time?

The factory presets allow the instrument to
be tested and serviced with the minimum of
trouble, and no risk to your own copyright.
 Jon Knight
London

Dear E&MM
E&MM Widows

While skimming through my husband's
E&MM September, I was delighted to read
Graeme Holiday's winning article in the

DX 100 competition.
As someone to whom a TX7 sounds like a

sports car, MIDI a skirt length, a mouse
something that eats chocolate biscuits (oh,
and isn't Mono/Poly a board game?), it was
pure pleasure to understand more than the
first line.

On second reading, however, my joy turned
to trepidation. Poor Mrs H - she is fast on her
way to joining the whizz -kids' widows as-
sociation.

Act now, Mrs H (may I call you Lynn?). Tear
up the Access card, confiscate the cheque
book, tie him to the bed if all else fails, before
it's too late.

Still, you don't have all my sympathy. What
woman in her right mind actively encourages
a man to buy a synth? I can only put it down to
youth and inexperience. My spouse had a
fairly comprehensive setup when we were
married a long three years ago and, despite
my protestations that vacuuming the studio
was,almost impossible, the monster still grows
with no word of encouragement from me.

Not only do I have to contend with all this,
but holidays, weekend breaks and their like
revolve around trips to music shops where the
conversation is decidedly esoteric. A suitably
bored expression is no guarantee of an early
release. To add insult to injury, his little 

E&MM OCTOBER 1986



E -MAX
AT UNDER £2,000

You'd think this half alone
would be good value! But check the
specs - the E -Max is almost an Emulator II
(See August's E&MM review) save your cash till you
hear this incredible machine available October from
THE ONLY N -WEST OFFICIAL DEALER PS also available -

Emulator's SP12 Nuclear Turbo Drum Machine at £2,450

Fi

We don't want to
appear patronising but ...

we told you so . irthe
ENSONIQ ESQ-1 is absolutely the most

exciting new keyboard of 1986. We've pre -sold
20 by just having one on demo at Dougies (we even

sold one over the phone - it must sound good!). Availability
is now better at £1,100 including case and accessories etc.

Synthesizer -8 voice polyphonic and polytimbral 32 synthesized and
sampled waveforms. 40 internal, 80 cartridge programs, 80 character lighted

display. Each voice features: 3 digital oscillators, 3 multi -waveform LFO's, 4 -pole
analog filters, 15 routable modulation sources, 4 complex envelope generators. Sequencer 8

polyphonic tracks, Auto -correct, auto -locate, step edit, internal storage - 2400 notes, expandable to
10,000 notes. MIDI Poly, omni, multi and mono modes, MIDI overlow mode for slaving units, 8 simultaneous

polyphonic channels, MIDI remote programming, MIDI guitar controller compatible. Ensoniq ESP -1, Ensoniq
Mirage, Ensoniq Mirage Mod also in stock.

OFFICIAL MAIN DEALERS FOR:

OBERHEIM
EMULATOR

Ar'1Cr1r-'fir

t40.1e
r0 11C

HONG
'Roland

and proud of it!

MIXERS
Keyfax by Julian Colbeck New second
edition only £6.99
Studio Recording for Musos £9.50
Electronic Drums £7.50
Rhythms £3.95
Guitar Gadgets £9.50
Guitar Repair Manual £2.50

ALL POST FREE
Northwich Sheet Music is inc. in Dougies

any songbook or info books available!
Contact Sue 0606 783629

BOOKS FOR THE
SEMI -LITERATE

MUSICIAN
Carlsbro Constellation 12:2 s/h £99
Fostex 350 8:2 rec. mixer & M/brge .... £250
Yamaha PM4008, 2 stage/rec (XLRS) £99
Dynamix & Seck Range in Stock POA

Tour 80w 8:2 s/h (2) £150
MX870 gen mixer 6:1 only £39

FX/RACKERS/ETC
Akai ME1OD £75
Akai ME15F

Ibanez DD700

Ibanez DD1000

Ibanez HD1500
Yamaha R1000

Dynacord MCC -1

Roland SDE2500

Vesta Fire D411

Roland DEP-5

Midiverb

Midifex

Yamaha 02031

Boss RX100

Boss DM300

Dynacord DVP16

1/5/7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE: 0606 782522/783629

OPEN 10-6, LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

£75

£189

£269

£450

£250

£250

£399

£199

£POA

£369

£369

£299

£129

£150

£250

USED KEYBOARDS
(Phone for details - reconditioned etc. One of each
unless otherwise indicated)
ARP Sequencer £99

ARP Axxe £150

ARP Solos £199

ARP Prodigy GX1 £150

Korg M500S £69

Korg 700 £89

Korg 700s £99

Korg Polysix £350

Korg Poly 61 £450

Roland CSD100 £99

Roland SHO9 £99

Roland SH101 (inc MGS1) £150

Roland JX3P (2) £450

Prog for above £69

Roland Vocoder VP3 300 (w/c) incl mic £499

Roland Jupiter 6 £POA

Roland Jupiter 8A w/c £999

Moog Prodigy 1 £150

Moog Rogue £169

Moog Source (boxed) £350

Polymoog Keyboard £345

Polymoog Synth £545

Memorymoog, immaculate (w/c) £1199

Sequential Prot (3) £199

Sequential Sixtraks (2) £350

Sequential Prophet 600 (2) £550

Sequential Prophet V2 (w/c) £999

Yamaha CS01 (new) £69

Yamaha CS1513 £150

Yamaha CS50 £299

Yamaha SK20 £199

Yamaha CP25 piano £199

S/H Yamaha DX7 £899

Ex/Demo Yamaha £1050

New Yamaha F601 £P0A

CAT (Octave) £99

THE DEDICATED KEYBOARD CENTRES...rill
'WHERE THE PROS --

GO

Boss DR110 new at
Roland TR606 s/h £95
Roland T0303 s/h £95
Yamaha MR10 s/h E45
Yamaha RX21 xd em E179
Amdek RMK100 £35
Korg DOW 10 E129
Kong PSS50 E250
Roland TR505/707/727 £POA
Drumulator (modified) E250
E -Mu SP12 £2450
Korg SDD1 £POA

DRUM COMPUTERS
£95

SPECIAL MOD FOR
TR505

At only £55 we can give you Eight sep outs via mini -jacks
defeated by master outs (and Accents via sep outs too)

Phone Trevor for details 0606-762522

RECORDING
We just CANNOT find anything better than FOSTER for quality
backup and value!! 015, 260 Model BO etc all in stock. Good
package deals available (c/u Seek mixers)

KEYBOARD
ACCESSORIES

X -stands pastime £19
X mils post free E15
3 tier Alum Liteweight E125
10 Unit Alum Rack Std E110
Sustain Pees (Quote for which K/Bd) 'square type' only £12
Cases eg DWBOCIO only £42

TO CLEAR
First come first served

1. Kong SOD1 as new £350

3. Sequential P002002 x-dem ..... .......... ..... £1250
No Nev's on these, chaps!

GUITARS
(Och aye we do sell a few ye keel)
Gibson Flying V £499
Gibson bones 180 £199
G. Smith GS1 l/h £199
G. Smith 6S1 wine £199
G. Smith SS2 £345
Yam 502000 s/h £299
Attillia Oddysey 0345
Aria Esprit red £345
Ibanez Modeme s/h E250
Aria Elec Classical £225
Lowden 55C Acoustic £399
Ovation Elite £799
and whits mair we do them
Muckle Bass Guitars too ye ken e.g. Fender jau s/h £19911

I NEW EXPANDED PREMISES

ACCESS - VISA - AMEX - P. EXCH - EXPORT - EVEN BETTER CASH DISCOUNTS
HP (no deposit or instant)

At 'No 1' we now have

ATARI AND
STEINBERG
On permanent exclusive demo.

By appointment only
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PO' friends always want to come round and play
with the toys in the nursery - tramping about
with wet umbrellas and grubby feet, wide-
eyed at seeing my husband's expander (I
thought that was illegal).

Mind you, there are compensations: no
arguments about TV programmes, being able
to read in peace, and it does keep him away
from other women.

Having both castigated and sympathised
with Lynn, let me now offer some words of
advice to enable her, and others, to cope with
their husbands' addiction. First, have a night
out on your own once a week, ensuring that
`Sir' be chauffeur in both directions, thus
interrupting the flow of genius at least twice in
an evening and reminding him of your
existence. Second, and absolutely essential, is
a dishwasher to cope with the extra crockery
involved in entertaining his playmates. It's
also helpful to have an intercom system
between yourself and the studio, to avoid the
loss of your voice yelling 'dinner's ready'.

Finally, start collecting 'goodies' of your
own. Lynn is ideally placed for exploiting this
strategy, as Graeme shows all the classic signs
of guilt in his writing. I suggest kitchen
gadgets or gems as the best possible 'goodies',
the latter having the advantage of portability

if the going gets tough. But beware: unlike the
purchase of a new electronic musical toy for
him, you need to justify being unable to live
without an ice-cream maker or a new tiara.
Plan well in advance.

The above advice is meant as a guideline to
other such unfortunates as Lynn and myself, to
enable them to cope with their budding Jean -
Michel Jarres. There is, however, no guaran-
tee, and the author takes no responsibility for
failure.

One last word. Turn a blind eye on the
bathroom - or do it yourself.
 Sylvia North
Swansea

Dear E&MM
School Of Thought

Yes, it's true. Most music teachers couldn't tell
the difference between a drum machine and
the back of a buss (sorry). However, there is a
growing number of us (yes, I confess, I am a
music teacher) who, largely as a result of
personal interest in the hi-tech/home record-
ing field, are now using a variety of hi -tech
devices in class.

I consider myself fortunate to be able to use

synths, sequencers, drum machines, a multi-
track machine and even my own Mirage
sampler in class (note: this is a state school).

The response from children of all ages is
very favourable, and I feel it has helped
generate interest in all sorts of musical activity
- rock, p and classical. (You would have
heard all dbout this if had won the DX100
competition!)

But personally I feel very isolated, despite
the developing (though somewhat ill -directed)
interest in 'modern music' resulting from the
new GCSE exam. We must hope that consumer
(ie. pupil) demand will force the issue as
`trained' musicians seem to be a pretty
conservative Munch on the whole.

As for courses, I am arranging a series of
one -day sessions for those interested in doing
the kind of thing I get up to in class. They.will
cater mainly for beginners who want hands-on
experience of hi -tech equipment, and will
provide guidelines on using sequencers, synths,
samplers and so on in a creative way - though I
won't be delving too far into the subtle
nuances of FM programming or MIDI codes
just yet.
 Patrick Dunn
Head of Music
Daventry School

MAIN BRANCH
8 OXFORD STREET
MANCHESTER
TEL: 061-236 0340

HI TECH ROOM
SHOWING LATEST
PRODU

GIANT NEW SHOWROOM WITH OVER
5,000 sq ft OF DISPLAY AREA

ALSO AT
3-7 MEALHOUSE

BROW
STOCKPORT

TEL: 061-4298777
"ASH TALKS AT Al

OUR NEW KEYBOARD
ROOM & DISPLAY

AREA

Al GIANT NEW SHOWROOMS NOW OPE
GIVING YOU AN EVEN BETTER CHOICE

AKAI
AX73 synth £POA
MX73 rpother keyboard £POA
S612 MIDI Digital Sampler + MD280 disc drive
ALinc nerti2o priced

sampler
£799

£1596
MIDI programmable patch bay £99 '

MIDI note splitter £99
'Free 19' MIDI Rack effect with your purchase.

Phone for details... i

YAMAHA Death
DX7 £1249 RX21 £249
DX27 £649 RX21L £249
DX27 £499 RX15 £449
DX100 £349 RX11 £599

1111

rftRolnd
WE DESIGeTHE FUTURE
Roland Alpfia Juno 1 11599
Roland JX8P £1050
Roland Sly101 with
modulation Si hand

C C220
ane-M.505 £275

Roland MK8300 £795
Roland MKB10006 C1500
Roland HS60 f799 '

40frAlpha Juno 2 £799,4

p
LOWER PRICES ARE POSSIBLE ON
CERTAIN LINES, WE HAVE OVER
5000 SO. FT. ON 4
FLOORS CRAMMED
FULL WITH GEAR. WE
GIVE YOU THE BEST
DEALS, PRICES, AND A
FULL WARRANTY

%gm

14P/Instant Credit
Part Ex. Welcome!

1E3
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THIS THE MOST PAINFUL AD WE HAVE
EVER HAD TO WRITEAt the end of every

summer we get a little
overloaded with old or
redundant stock. We
need to reorder new
stock and we need the
space.

This list includes
many 'at cost' items as
well as second hand and
one-off deals. So it's best
to call as soon as you see
something of interest.

Prices shown are plus
VAT - though there are
many we cannot show
for fear of being banned
again!

Call on 01 637 1701

16 track for a song
No doubt about it. One inch

sixteen has the edge.
Tascam's MS16 is the

choice when you're selling
time to demanding clients.

The one too many in our
showroom has to go fast, so
whilst we cannot print a
price, we can offer all manner
of incentives to anyone
serious about sixteen.

Consoles, trade-ins, wiring
looms and every possible
help with finance. Call Steve
on 01-637 1701 for full details.

D.I.
D.I.Y.

This is the
easiest way
to DI. Simply
mount our low to high can
type mic transformer in a
small screened box and put
on a pair of sockets. Total
isolation and full bandwidth.

A special purchase £4

Muscle at discount.
High power plus peace
of mind.

As so often happens,
building products to the
highest standards costs more
than average product.

We're left over with a
'frustrated' order of super big
amps - more for PA than our
usual line of monitor amps.

They're from RAUCH and
we've got a DTV250S and the
PB44's in stock. Call and
arrange a price. . . . Also
dont forget our budget amp
(30W/30W) of the moment is
still the Yamaha 320, still at a
low of £86

Money back
on your Tascam or
Fostex multitrack

Our most popular deal is in
force during our sale.

Upgrade from four to eight
track or eight to sixteen at
Turnkey. We'll credit you the
full price you paid for your
Tascam or Fostex Portastudio
or recorder against the
recommended price of an
upgrade to eight or sixteen
track from these suppliers.

Martin our manager has
the final word on what he will
and will not accept, though
it's true to say that he has not
rejected any so far!

A strong case for
stereo SECKs

If you own a SECK 62 or 122
we have a special offer on soft
cases on now.

£15 for either one.
If you dont own a SECK,

buy one (at discount) during
our sale, and then the case
comes free.

Your first service tool
Whatever recorder

you own, you must have
a demagnetiser to
protect your tapes.
Heads get magnetised
very quickly, and can
damage master tapes.

The TEAC E3 is the
best available. Just £30
during our sale.

Rebis Rebate
We've got a brand new rack
and half a dozen assorted
modules on offer. It's the most
acclaimed modular effects
system in recent memory.
Single prices are at list - but
buy them all and the rack plus
blanks come free.

The more you buy, the
cheaper they get.

Damaged Black Boxes
On Sale. Half Price.

We have a once only batch
of ever so slightly damaged
Accessit units to clear out
through the Turnkey Shop.

The Twin Sweep equaliser
- a two band parametric to
supplement your mixer. £25.

The Autopanner, features
controls for speed and depth,
LED indicators.

Same defects (slightly
scratched cases or panels)
While they last. £25.

Universal Clamps
Give your microphones the

support they deserve.
Our ubiquitous MCI clamp

again on sale - expanding
jaws designed to hold just
about any round mike £4.50

Pet Reverbs
Open to Offers

Shop soiled, if that's the
right term - straight out of our
computerised demo rack.

They've been around so
long enough that we'll be sad
to see them go.

We've used the Klark
Teknik for years to judge
others by. Sadly, it's had a
tough time and is slightly
demo scarred. Hence at 
only £2999. Complete.

The Gentle Art
of noise gating

A third hand on your
faders. Noise reduction for all
your instruments. A whole
spectrum of triggered effects.

It's all possible with the the
Electrospace Strate Gate.

Chosen by major studios
for it's versatility, clever
filtering and linking. Two
channels - down from £269 to
a silly £199 until they all go.

Speaker Blowout.
But only the prices
are damaged.

Help us to reduce our
speaker volume.

We'll demonstrate these,
but their reputation is reason
enough to jump at these
prices. Less than a dozen
pairs in all.

Reduced beyond all belief
we have; Tannoy SRM15's
and SRM12's; JBL 4401, 4411,
4425 and 4430.

Call us on 01-637 1701 for a
confidential price.

Whether you buy our
discount stock or choose
the most popular speak-
ers, there's an extra 5%
off our current list price
if you buy a monitor
package that includes a
power amp from Quad,
Yamaha or other brand.

STOP PRESS
Just seen, the
latest Tascam,
Porta-Two.

Six channels, echo send,
otherwise similar. You heard
it first from Turnkey!

Palm Readings.
Set up your monitors to

perfection - or line up yur
tape machine in half the time
- now see how good you are.

The Audiosource ten band
spectrum analyser comes
complete with noise source ,
mains supply and complete
instructions. To reduce our
summer stocks, just £99

The Turnkey Shop, 14 Percy Street, LONDON W1P 9FD."
Instant Finance of up to £1000 is available to personal c

Then there's the last of the
famous DRP16 Dynacords.
Plenty of control and presets -
good stereo sound - last one,
costs just £349.

And, the very end of the
'Great British Springs'. At
around the hundred pound
mark, they are still an excel-
lent second reverb system
for recording. The product
sadly is now discontinued.

Studio One
The Scoop goes on

We still cannot print our
silly price on the Porta One
plus a V340 deck.

To be frank, we've had this
deal copied so many times by
other dealers, that we've -

dropped the price even
further just to clear them
out.

Being London's Porta
One centre, we can also
offer every accessory and
package possible.
(Also see our
training video)

Call or write, our
confidential price
cannot be beaten.

m, Tottenham Court Road.
ajor Credit Card.

Hardly used.
One careful owner . . .

Taken in part exchange .

BEL BD80, the most popular
studio delay in recent
memory £550 . . . Tascam
58 one inch pro eight -
balanced and totally bullet-
proof £2500 . MXR
stereo switching limiter

(best sounding, and there's
minimum distortion) £160.
.RAM 16/4 (looks S/H, but is
actually shop soiled) £549 .

. . .0TARI professional
cassette duplicator at a really
silly, silly price . . ,

Hands on Show Sale.
If you dont already know,

the Hands on Show this year
at the Strand Palace Hotel on
November 22nd. and 23rd.
Lots of new products and
personalities - plus new
topics for the workshops and
seminars. Registration is
normally £4, but if you call,
call in or write and mention
this ad - we'll discount by 50%
- just £2 to attend as many
events as you can. (Entrance
to the exhibition is free).

Dont miss it!

el 4s

You are
welcome to visit the Turnkey
Shop any weekday, from 9:30
till 5:30, till 4:30 Saturdays.

Our expert sales staff are
musicians too, and will be
pleased to advise you on the
creative as well as technical
aspects of recording.

You will discover the
widest range of the latest in
recording products, and all
the help and friendly advice
you need. So visit Britain's

foremost
showcase of

Pro -Audio
soon!



Your questions answered by E&M M's resident team of experts. If you have a query
about any aspect of music technology, or some information that might be useful to

other readers, write to Interface at the editorial address.

My recording setup consists of a
Roland MC500 sequencer, Casio
CZIOI synth, Yamaha FB01 ex-

pander, TR707 drum machine and a Juno 60,
all of which are MIDI -equipped with the
exception of the Juno.

As I find many uses for the arpeggiation
facilities on the Juno, I'd like to output
information to the MC500 using a Roland MD8
DCB-to-MIDI converter. Will the MD8 recog-

And can you recommend any books about
MIDI?
 John O'Connell
Galway,
Ireland

A
Hinton Instruments in the UK market an

'intelligent' RS232/MIDI interface called

MIDIC (a full review appeared in E&MM

July '85). This rather clever black box plugs into any

nice arpeggiator data? If not, is there any
other way I can get the arpeggiator into data
the MC500 will recognise?
 John Chilton
Kent

A
Useful though arpeggiators are to some

people, it's one area of data transmission

that's frequently neglected. The crux of

your problem is whether or not arpeggiator note data is

transmitted by the DCB as, without it, the MD8 will

have nothing to work with. A quick call to Roland

(thanks, Alan) has revealed that no such information is

forthcoming from the DCB - sorry.

Without any means of gaining access to the note

data generated by the arpeggiator, there's no way of

transferring it to the MC500 at all. The only remaining

solution is to invest in something like the Akai ME20A

sequencer/arpeggiator, which would generate arpeg-

giation data in a MIDI -digestible form.  Tg

Do you know of any way to make
the RS232 interface talk to a MIDI
interface? Is there any sort of

standard, universal RS232 -to -MIDI converter?

16

computer with RS232, and in addition to allowing you

to transfer data in either direction between MIDI and

RS232 devices, provides features such as MIDI data

filtering, tempo generation and multisplit keyboard
assignments.

Unfortunately, to our knowledge MIDIC has yet to

spawn commercially -available MIDI software. How-

ever, if you're interested in writing your own MIDI
software, MIDIC might be just what you're looking for,

as it handles a lot of the mundane 'housekeeping'

chores that are part and parcel of writing MIDI
software, leaving you to get on with the more
interesting bits.

Hinton Instruments may be contacted at 168
Abingdon Road, Oxford OX I 4RA, 2 (0865) 72 73 I

(24 -hour answering service).

As for books on MIDI, Craig Anderton's aptly -titled

'MIDI for Musicians' can be recommended as an
accessible and well-informed introduction to the

subject, and includes a copy of the 1.0 spec. It's

available in the UK through Music Sales.

Another book on MIDI which has just come to our

attention is 'The MIDI Book: Using MIDI and Related

Interfaces' by 'Keyboard' magazine columnist Steve de

Furia. It's published by Hal Leonard in the States, but

we're pleased to say is also available directly from

F&MM (see elsewhere this issue for details).

My interest has recently been
aroused by the Yamaha RX21 MIDI
drum machine (the first piece of

Yamaha gear to do this for a long time). But, if
I buy one, I'd like to connect it to a Roland
CSQ600 sequencer. Now as you may know,
the CSQ600 is pre -MIDI, but it will drive my
old CR78 Compurhythm (remember them?)
which is something I would like, if possible, to
continue doing. Is there a way I can connect an

RX21 to my CSQ600, or should I look at
Roland's TR505 as a possible alternative?
 Anthony Braine
Bristol

A
To sync the RX2 I and CSQ600 together,

you'll need the services of a sync box of

some description. This will involve making

the CSQ600 the master time -keeper, and slaving the

other two units to it The Korg KMS30 sync box is worth

considering, as it'll accept the incoming Roland Sync 24

information from the CSQ600 and convert it to the

MIDI clock for the RX2 I . Of course, you can continue

to use the Clock and Start/Stop jack outputs on the

CSQ600 to synchronise the CR78 without interfering

with the operation of the KMS30.

On the subject of the TR505, you'll find the problems

facing you there much the same, as it doesn't cater for

Roland's Sync 24 standard.  Tg

I recently bought an old and rather
badly abused ARP Axxe mono -
synth. Luckily, all the circuitry

appears to be in working order, but I do need
to find a replacement key (D) to get it into a
playable condition. Do you know where I can
get such a key, as I've already tried a few
shops but nobody seems to have the right type
in stock?
 Rory Cargill
London

As ARP are no longer operating, you've

got something of a problem child here.

Contacting Rod Argent's in Denmark

Street would seem to be your best bet: they told us they

'could probably do something with it'.

The obvious, though expensive, alternative is to

replace the whole keyboard with a new one. This would

have the additional advantage of making it more
readily repairable, the next time you catch your sleeve

on those projecting key ends...  Tg
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KAWAI R100 DRUM MACHINE

HYBIRD ARTS ADAP

(sound
designer)

THESE ARE A FEW OF OUR FAVOURITE THINGS

Rod Argent's
20 Denmark Street London WC2
Telephone 01-379 6690 (sales) 01.240 0085 (service)

Open Monday to Saturday 10 til 6



BRIEF

Casio CZI Polyphonic Synthesiser

Phase Distortion. Not a very catchy phrase, it has to
be said, but the concept it embraces has certainly
caught on. Casio's CZ series of synthesisers - the first
machines to use PD - have been a huge success story
worldwide, with all kinds of musicians playing all
kinds of music on them, and programming all kinds of
sounds into them.

Thus far, though, all the CZs have lacked a touch -

sensitive keyboard. That obviously hasn't bothered
buyers of the budget CZ I 01 and 1000 too much, but
since those machines were released, some rival
synths, even if they've not had touch -sensitive
keyboards, have been given the ability to respond to
touch via MIDI. Meanwhile, Casio's updates on the
basic CZ idea (the CZ5000, 3000 and 230S) have
remained steadfastly non -sensitive.

With the new CZI, all that has changed. In

appearance and facilities the CZI is similar to the
CZ5000 and 3000. That means all its facilities are
readily accessible from the front panel, and included
are both split and dual performance facilities (the
former with floating split point). But in addition to
touch -sensitivity, there are a number of other new
features lurking behind the CZI 's helpful exterior.

The five -octave CZI is sensitive to both attack
velocity and channel aftertouch, with amounts
programmable independently for each program.
Velocity can be set to affect amplitude, timbre and
pitch, while aftertouch can be set to affect modulation
and amplitude; not only are these settings indepen-
dent for each patch, they're also independent for
each of the two DCOs, two DCWs and two DCAs
that can make up a CZ sound.

And those familiar Phase Distortion voices respond
to the CZ I's onslaught of performance sensitivity
very effectively.

Not content to rest on their laurels, Casio have also
given each of the two 'lines' (DCO-DCW-DCA
combinations) its own level setting, which the
velocity and aftertouch settings operate within.

The number of programs has been increased over
the CZ I's predecessors, with 64 preset and 64
programmable memories (initially set to the same
sounds) onboard, together with a further 64 on
cartridge. Also included are a healthy 64 Operation
memories (you may know them as performance
memories) which allow you to store front -panel key
split, tone mix, portamento, glide, bend, modulation
and solo settings. So you can instantly move from,
say, a key split combination of slap bass and electric

piano, to a tone mix combination of bells and
motorcycle.

Key split and tone mix modes have also been given
added features. In addition to the ability to program
volume levels for each sound, you can now turn
chorus on and off independently for each patch in a
key split and tone mix, turn sustain on and off, select
octave shifts independently for each patch in a key
split, and detune patches in a tone mix.

You can also edit and then store individual sounds
from within the key split and tone mix modes,
making it easier to tailor certain sounds within the
context you intend to use them for.

If you've ever had trouble organising your sounds in
a CZ machine's memory, you'll be glad to know Casio
have included an Exchange facility (similar to that
found in CZ editing software for computers) which
allows you to swap the positions of any pair of sounds
in memory (internal and cartridge). And when you're
in the white heat of sound creation, you can nowcopy
sound parameters from one line to another -
particularly useful when setting up the CZ's eight-

stage envelopes.

Casio have also paid a lot of attention to the CZ I's
MIDI implementation. Most notable is a develop-
ment of MIDI Mode 4 (Mono Mode), which Casio call
Multimode. With it, you can select any channels up to
a maximum of eight for MIDI reception, and then
choose any one of these as the basic channel -
meaning that certain information (such as main
volume, pitch -bend, and local on/off) can be allocated
to a particular part.

You can allocate any number of the CZ's voices to
each channel specified in Multimode, as long as the
total doesn't exceed eight voices- so you're no longer
limited to monophonic parts. Usefully, you can also
specify a volume level for the voices on each channel,
and sustain on/off can be specified separately for each
channel.

All in all, the CZI is a very responsive instrument
that's benefitted not only from touch -sensitivity, but
from a number of other new facilities, the inclusion of
which is a heartening indication that instrument
manufacturers are listening to what musicians have
to say. Simon Trask

Price £999 including VAT
More from Casio, Unit 6, 1000 North Circular Road,
London NW2 7JD.272 01-450 9131
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London's Biggest
Selection of
Keyboards and
Pro Audio
Equipment

the
heybolkdop

135/136 Shepherds Bush
Centre
Crockley Road
Shepherds Bush Green
London W12
(opp. Central Line Tube)
Tel: 01-749 2326

AUTUNIENJALE!

MT1X 4 TRACK RECORDER
* Simultaneous 4T recording
* Aux send & return
* Super clean DBX NR
* Loads of features normally found on
much higher priced machines

HI -TECH
DEALER

£449 + INTEREST
FREE CREDIT

***************************
OTHER YAMAHA SUGGESTFD
EQUIPMENT SELLING PRICE
FB01 8 voice module £299

QX21 8,000 note sequencer £259

QX5 mega squencer £449

DX100 FM synth (pre increase price) £349

DX27 FM synth (pre increase price) £475

DX21 FM synth (pre increase price) £629

DX7 FM synth (pre increase price) £POA
(Choose from Londons best DX7 library) + PF
pianos + RX drum units + CX51I's***************************

-= - -

NEW ESQ1
A synth and studio in

one machine
`Keyboard of the Year'

*********************
SDP1 Sampled Piano 10 sounds

weighted action £1115
+ of course the world's best value

multisampler 'The Mirage'
(free library facilities)*********************

PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT
EMX 200 MIXER AMP
* Full EQ
* Built in delay
* 250w of super clean
power
* 8 ch mixer £1099 + INT

FREE CREDIT

SPX90's In stock plus full range
of Yamaha Mikes & Accessories

& Speakers

CASIO,
NEW CZ1 !! A touch
sensitive digital
synth at a low low
price. Also in stock RRP £895
CZ101, CZ1000, CZ5000.
Phone for prices or better still come in
and try them

KORG
DSS1 Muiltisampler
* 16 sec sampling
* 12 bit processing * built in synth
* 120 voices per disc * 2 x DDLs on board
+ host of other features

KEY
CENTRES

if 1171.1 11111 T1111117

OTHER KORG PRODUCTS
DW8000 digital analogue synth £POA
SQD1 sequencer with disk drive £599
Poly 800 MKII now with DDL £499

Roland
Juno 1 synth MIDI touch
sensitive £POA
Juno 2 synth touch
sensitive £POA
MKS20 piano module £1299

(Try it with a Y****A PF keyboard)
MCS500 sequencer with disk drive £799
S10 budget sampling £POA
TR707 drum machine £POA

STILL ONE OF THE BEST
TR505 drum machine -16 sounds

Namilaanimail
avonommiloan

E249I



IN BRIEF

PPG Hard Disk Unit

PPS

Li

DIGITAL AU0

2142

PRO 0

xna

The distinction between digital tape recording (as
typified by the Sony PCM system) and sound -
sampling is becoming decidedly blurred. The PPG
HDU, for instance, is a machine developed by a
company renowned for devices in the latter category
(like the Waveterm), yet if the circumstances suit, it
could easily provide a solid-state substitute for a
tape -based system.

The basic concept behind the HDU is to use an 85 -
Megabyte Winchester drive to store 12 minutes of I6 -
bit digital recording at 44.6kHz sample rate (which is
exactly the same sampling format as the Compact
Disc process). The total sample time is divided
between 10 tracks, each of which is 72 seconds in
length, and you can output four of these tracks
simultaneously via the four output jacks.

In a 12 -minute mono sample, the HDU uses all 10
tracks to make an uninterrupted recording. Altern-
atively, the sections recorded on each track can be
triggered at the appropriate points during a piece of
music programmed into a MIDI sequencer (the HDU
recognises both MIDI Clock and Song Position
pointers). This means that the acoustic sounds in a
song (vocals, pianos, guitars, whatever) can now be
sequenced via MIDI alongside synthesiser parts and
digital drum sounds.

The HDU can also be played from a MIDI
keyboard, and in this application, the fact that each
track can hold 10 separate samples (sharing the 72
seconds between them) is especially exciting. In this
way, 100 samples can be immediately accessed - and
you can trigger any of these from a sequencer.

Onboard the HDU, any 64 of the 100 samples can
be chained together into 'songs'. These allow you to
order your samples as necessary, and then trigger
events at the appropriate point in your visual
moments.

Even more interesting for people who work in film
and video is the Time Manipulation function, which
allows you to match recorded audio with video when
the two are of different length. For example, if you
have an audio passage that is 35.2 seconds in length,
but video that's only 30 seconds long, the Time
Manipulation function matches the two together
without any change in pitch. Listening to this
function, it's considerably better than an average

'harmonised' signal, with no noticeable glitching in
the signal. Frankly, I'm still wondering exactly how
this is done.

The HDU's real-time processors are able to
generate a wide range of signal -processing effects
digitally (ie. without the degeneration you'd get from
turning the signal back into analogue and the line
noise that results from patching). These effects
include echo, flanging, phasing, delay, distortion and
harmonising. And if you use an external sound
source, you can use two effects simultaneously.

Although using a sample from the Winchester
means you can use only one effect at a time, you can
resample the result to another part of the Hard Disk
Unit, the signal going through the D -to -A and A -to -D
converters.

Mixing tracks together (often referred to as
bouncing or ping-ponging) is also possible in the
digital domain, so again, there is no loss in signal or
build-up in tape noise. You can also simulate different
types of amplifiers (such as a tube or certain vintage
brand of amplifier) in real time.

The HDU comes complete with a remote control,
the PPG Commander. With it, you can call up all
programs and data in the memory of the HDU, as
well as all other functions. Every function has its own
'Page', where the controls and parameters are
displayed numerically or in a graphic form. Every-
thing is controlled via eight analogue controls: six
knobs and two faders. On the rear of the Commander,
there are four jacks in the remote control for
connecting pedals and switches. And at any point, the
display tells you what controllers are connected.

By the end of this year, PPG plan to offer options
like a SMPTE card interface and a Streaming Tape
back-up for downloading samples and setup infor-
mation. These options will include both software and
hardware in one package.

And even as you read this, the boffins at PPG are
working on further software updates and features,
and after their clever tricks with time and pitch
correction, who knows what they will come up with
next?  Paul Wiffen

Price £10,000+ excluding VAT
More from Turnkey, Brent View Road, London NW9
7EL. e 01-202 4366
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FROM A FIVE STROKE ROLL TO A FIVE PIN DIN

M T M. THE TOTAL PERCUSSION INTERFACE

MTM - 8 CHANNEL, PROGRAMMABLE MIDI -TRIGGER -MIDI INTERFACE. 16 FUNCTION PROCESSING OF INCOMING AUDIO AND MIDI DATA TO
TRIGGER AND MIDI OUT. PROGRAMMABLE EFFECTS INCLUDE ECHO, STEPPED SEQUENCE, DYNAMICALLY CONTROLLED SPLIT AND LAYERED CHORDS.
PROCESS, TRIGGER ROUTE, MIDI AND EFFECT DATA ALL STORABLE. 20 FACTORY AND 99 USER PATCHES. 10 PROGRAMMABLE SEQUENCES OF PATCH
CHANGES, FORWARD -REVERSE FOOTSWITCH INCLUDED.

SIMMONS ELECTRONICS LIMITED, ALBAN PARK, HATFIELD ROAD, ST, ALBANS, HERTFORDSHIRE. TEL: 0727-36191.



I  N B  R I  E  F

Boss Dr Pads

They're square. You hit them. They make noises.
They're the simplest, but by no means the least
useful, of all the Doctors to emerge from the Boss
division of Roland Corporation in Japan.

In some ways, these new Dr Pads resemble the
Swedish ddrum digital percussion controllers. The
difference is that the Boss units use PCM voices
(similar to those found in Roland digital drum
machines), which are cheaper to fit than digital
samples. Thus each Dr Pad comes with no fewer than
six percussion sounds built in - though there's no
apparent means of swapping sounds with fresh ones
when you get bored with your first half -dozen.

All you can do, if you do get bored, is to buy another
Dr Pad. There are three in the range: the DRP I, with
two snares, tambourine, handclap and timpani; the
DRP2, with a pair of bass drums, an electronic tom, a
steel drum, a small gong and the 'star chime' off the
Roland TR727; and the DRP3, with a more off-the-
wall range of sounds comprising smashing glass,
cowbell, timbale, scratch, quijada (also from the 727),
and large gong.

The Dr Pads present a very modern outlook on
drum sounds. The snares are crisp, bright, and
forceful, the bass drums heavy, decidedly non -
acoustic, and very hip hop.

Overall sound quality is extremely high - there
isn't one voice of the 18 available that really fails to
deliver the goods - and my only regret is that those
TR727 percussion sounds have already been heard
before on commercially released records, and have
lost much of their novelty as a result.

Voices are selected one at a time with an awkward
rotary switch better suited to adjusting continuously
variable parameters. In fact, there are five such
parameters on the Dr Pads: Pitch, Pitch Sensitivity,
Decay, Sweep Range and Sweep Time.

Pitch and Decay are fairly self-explanatory -
though it's worth noting that both offer a wider range
of adjustment than many musicians will be expecting.
As a result, you can obtain some pretty wild sounds -
long -envelope record scratches, silly high-pitched
gongs - using these two controls alone.

Things get more interesting, though, when you
come on to Pitch Sensitivity. Not surprisingly, the
rubber pads on each DRP are touch -sensitive: the
harder you hit them, the louder they sound. But the
touch -sensing circuitry is also routed internally to
pitch, so that hard hitting produces a higher output

pitch than subtle stroking. Using the Pitch Sensitivity
control, you can adjust the difference in pitch caused
by varying dynamics.

Obviously, this makes for a more realistic live
effect; many acoustic percussion instruments alter in
pitch depending on how hard you hit them. But it can
also, with clever tweaking, result in some less likely
effects - like two timpani tuned apart in fifths, and
the sound of massed clapping.

And so to Sweep, an analogue parameter that's an
unlikely - but very welcome - feature on what are
essentially digital instruments. To begin with, any
sound can be filter -swept either upward or downward -
depending on whether you set the Sweep Range
control clockwise or counter -clockwise. Extreme
settings in either direction deepen the sweeping
effect.

Shifting the Sweep Time control clockwise in-
creases the amount of time the sweep takes to do its
work, though in the context of sounds that don't
naturally have much decay (kick drums, claps and so
on), long sweeps don't work too well. More striking
are long, dramatically swept gongs, and rapid -decay
snare drums that sweep for a moment and then die-
almost as if they were going through gated reverb.

The Dr Pads have well-equipped back panels, with
rotary controls for pad sensitivity and output level,
and three jack connectors for the main output, mix
input (for connecting more than one unit together in
series), and trigger input for connection to any drum
machine that has a trigger out. If your beat box has
three such outputs, you could connect each one to a
separate Dr Pad, and have a choice of 18 new sounds
to add to your rhythm patterns.

So the Dr Pads sound good, offer an intriguing
range of sound -adjustment for all their voices, and
would go equally well alongside an acoustic or
electronic drum kit, or as part of a drum machine
setup.

The sounds you create by varying the Dr Pads'
parameters aren't storable in any way, so switching
between voices isn't just a matter of turning a knob -
you have to turn several. But that aside, they're
highly usable and surprisingly versatile instruments,
and should find a lot of friends. Dan Goldstein

Price RRP £149 each, including VAT
More from Roland UK, Great West Trading Estate, 983
Great West Road, Brentford, Middx. IT 01-568 4578
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IN BRIEF
Digidesign Burner Software

File Burner

Burner" by Digidesign Inc. ©1906

Chip Type: Split Select: Split Count:
(Auto Burn)

0 2732 C) None 0 I
Blank? 0 2732H 0 (1/2) 2764 02

C) 2764 0(2'2732 0 3
( Burn 0 27128 01.-0 2732 01

Verify 27256 0 (4) 2764

Drum Machine:
C) Sequential Drumtraks 0 LinnDrum LM -2
0 Oberheim DX 0 Linn 9000
0 Oberheim DHa/Stretch 0 Simmons SDS-1/7/9
0 Oberheim DWI 0 E -Mu Drumulator Cymbal

Loaded file 1: "Horn Hit" - Size 8192 samples.

When Linn introduced the LM I drum machine in the
early eighties, everyone and their mother was
impressed by the quality of eight -bit drum samples,
and the ease with which patterns could be assembled
using them. Soon enough, a number of competing
devices appeared, and proved that there was a huge
market for drum machines if the price was right.
Since these drum machines had their sampled drum
sounds on EPROMs which were, in general, easy to
replace, there was soon a demand for alternative
sounds. If the drum machine's manufacturer didn't
offer alternative sounds, then an independent com-
pany would.

Many moons later, samplers have started to take
over the drum machines' role in the recording
process. The drum machines may be recorded onto
tape to begin with, but often each sound is recorded
on a separate channel so that later, it can trigger a
sampler and be replaced by another sound. These
days, there appears to be little time to have your
samples converted into drum chips.

Which is too bad, really, since EPROMs don't lose
memory when power is switched off, and are also a
good deal more roadworthy than the 31/2" disk drives
currently featured on many samplers. Digidesign
(who started off as DigiDrums, by the way, producing
alternative drum chip sets for various drum ma-
chines) have recognised the number of drum machine
owners who are trying to keep their sounds up to
date, and come up with Burner, a hardware/software
package for the Apple Macintosh (and Macintosh
Plus) which 'burns' EPROMs for a variety of drum
machines, using Sound Designer sound files. It does
require owning Sound Designer, or at least obtaining
Sound Designer files, but Digidesign appear to have
already taken that into consideration. Anyway,
before we get into obtaining sound files, a look at
Burner's operation is in order.

The Burner package consists of a program disk
and an EPROM burner which can be used in other
applications as well. There is only one screen in the
Burner program, and burning an EPROM is easy.

First, to make sure that the EPROM you are about
to burn has been erased, you insert the EPROM into
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the ZIF (Zero Insertion Force) socket on the burner
itself, then select the 'Blank?' utility. If the EPROM
fails the test, it must be erased with an ultra -violet
EPROM eraser, and then tested again. Once that's
out of the way, the burning process continues: load
in a sample file on the Mac, select the type of
EPROM, the drum machine for which it is intended,
the number of 'split' in the chip or in the sound, then
select the 'Burn' utility and wait for the hourglass
display to 'run out'. Each of these functions, inciden-
tally, is carried out using the Mac's mouse. It's then
recommended that you verify the EPROM has been
successfully burned, and a utility exists for this as
well.

The sound files themselves are stored in 16 -bit

format, so Burner converts the data into whichever
format is required (eight -bit linear, eight -bit com-
panding, or whatever) by the drum machine in
question. Currently, Burner makes EPROMs for the
Linn LM2, Linn 9000, Oberheim DMX, DX, DXa/
Stretch, Sequential Drumtraks, Simmons SDS I,
SDS7 and SDS9, and the cymbal chip for the E -mu
Drumulator. It's unfortunate that it doesn't burn
the other Drumulator chips, but this is apparently
due to the complexity of the 'header' which must be
included with the sample data on the EPROM in
order for the Drumulator to know where to find
each sample.

So what happens if you don't happen to own the
Sound Designer program, but want to get sound files
for Burner? Well, it appears that Digidesign will
make sound files available by modem through their
BBS, and in any case, they emphasise that since
most percussion sounds are relatively short, sound
files could easily be transferred over networks such
as the American PAN system.

Personally, I can see Burner receiving a warm
welcome from many musicians who will be happy to
find that the technology which at one time appeared
to have left their drum machines behind, has come
back to give them a lift. 0 Rick Davies

Price To be announced
More from Rod Argent's Keyboards, 20 Denmark
Street, London WC2. 01-379 6690
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DJANGO JIVE

Talented keyboardist Django Bates is at the forefront of a new wave of British modern ja:: musicians -
players who are absorbing new technology and new influences to create a brighter, more accessible music.

Will it attract a mass following?

Interview Simon Trask Photography Matthew Vosburgh
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THE LOT OF THE JAZZ
musician in Britain has never
been an easy one. But in the face
of continued public apathy and
record company complacency, the

music and the musicians have survived
- albeit at a price. Too many jazz
musicians have accepted the status quo,
and with it the belief that popularity
equates with poor quality.

But one group of musicians are
currently running riot through the
conventions of what jazz 'ought' to be-
and insist that their music can gain
popular appeal without making
sacrifices. Collectively they make up a
21 -piece big band called Loose Tubes,
whose gigs have consistently garnered
rave reviews for their musical
eclecticism, highly polished
performances, and sheer, vital
exuberance.

Prominent among this new
generation of musicians is 26 -year -old
keyboard player and composer Django
Bates. Currently he divides his time
between Loose Tubes, the lain Ballamy
Quartet, First House, his own band
Human Chain, and a new quartet with
drummer Bill Bruford. While First
House is an all -acoustic quartet, the
other bands feature Bates' electronic
setup of Prophet 5, DX7 and Mirage
keyboard sampler. The Bruford quartet
has been set up to operate at the
experimental end of hi -tech
instrumentation.

'Bill's been using Simmons MIDI'd
to a keyboard, playing notes as well as
percussive sounds', says Bates. 'He
wanted to do something specifically
using that setup. The band's still in the
early stages, and we're still finding out
what works and what doesn't, but we
did some gigs in Japan which went
really well. We'll be doing a record for
EG in October.'

Bates' exposure to music started 'at
the age of zero' courtesy of his father's
record collection: jazz rubbing
shoulders with African and Romanian
folk music. He started playing piano on
his own at an early age, later taking
lessons in piano, trumpet, violin and
guitar. While at school he attended the
ILEA Centre for Young Musicians in
South London, where his training was
exclusively classical.

'For a while I thought that classical
music was the only way. At the time
there seemed to be too much chance in
improvised music, too many things to
go wrong or just not sound good.
Sometimes now I feel a bit the same
way; I tend to fluctuate from one to the
other. I do like things to be quite
organised.'

On leaving school, Bates took a two-
year full-time course at Morley College.
The course was again devoted to
classical music, but Bates was
introduced to the more contemporary
E&MM OCTOBER 1986

music of composers like Steve Reich,
Charles Ives and Olivier Mess iaen by
then -resident teacher and composer
Dave Smith. It was also at Morley that
Bates began playing jazz.

The musician then began a four-year
composition course at the Royal
College of Music, but left after two
weeks, realising that he wanted to play
jazz piano rather than learn about
Monteverdi operas.

'When I had the choice of either
going to the Royal College for four
years or just going out and trying to
play, that's when I took the decision to
go out and play some jazz. I also wanted
to teach myself all that I needed to
know about composing and
improvising.

'For a while I was doing a couple of
gigs a week at somewhere like the
Tramshed in Woolwich, and washing
up in hotels at lunchtimes. I thought
that was brilliant, really glamorous -
having to wash up to survive.'

There followed a year during 1979-
80 as leader of a resident support band
at a weekly jazz club at the Waterside
Theatre in Rotherhithe. The band
played in between the sets of
established musicians such as Stan
Tracey, Harry Beckett and Dudu
Pukwana.

'We never got paid, but it was
brilliant -just the experience of playing
in front of a lot of people. We started
writing our own material, which
consisted of ridiculous chord sequences
that we really couldn't play over! But
we used to get very encouraging
comments from the other musicians
who played there, people who were our
heroes.'

Another residency at the
delightfully -named Dizzy's Diner wine -
bar in Beckenham led to the formation
of Bates' own band Humans (later
Human Chain) in 1981. He also joined
Tim Whitehead's Borderline, which led
to his first record, and in 1982 played
for a while with reggae band Skank
Orchestra. Ever a man to challenge
himself with new musical situations,
Bates joined Dudu Pukwana's Zila in
1983 to play music which had its roots
in the townships of South Africa-
music he had been exposed to from an
early age.

ABUSY ENOUGH LIFE for most
musicians, it might seem, but
Bates was also playing what he
pointedly terms 'commercial'
gigs.

'I'd take any gig that was offered to
me, simply because I wanted to play.
Some gigs were absolutely dreadful. I'd

get there and it would be just a singer
and me with my battered Fender
Rhodes, no bass or drums. I didn't
know any of the tunes and the singer
didn't have any music!

'But it was good in one sense, good
for my ears. I'd never just give up and
accept that it was going to be shit. I'd
spend the whole gig struggling to make
it not too embarrassing; it was horrible
but also good.'

Loose Tubes grew out of a rehearsal
band formed by Graham Collier in
1983 to play charts by established
British jazz composers. When the
musicians started to bring in their own
compositions, the band began to take on
a musical identity of its own. The band
members also decided they wanted to
run things their own way, adopting a
democratic organisation that ensured
all the musicians had a say in the
running of the band - hard enough to
achieve in a small band, but a minor
miracle with a group of 21 musicians.

Not surprisingly, Loose Tubes'
eclectic approach to music springs from
the varied musical tastes of its
members.

'Maybe it's just coincidence but all of
us have got into a really wide variety of
music', muses Bates. 'The trumpet
player Chris Batchelor, for instance,
has got loads of records of Irish pipe
music and Balkan clarinet music. That
sounds really pretentious but it's not;
he just really likes that music. And I've
always been into Romanian folk music.

'Those are the stranger ones, but
there's also a lot of different pop music
that people in the band like.'

Popular myth has it that jazz
musicians are a notoriously introverted
bunch, sticking to the music they know
and rarely drifting far afield.
Nowadays, though, modern jazz players
are more open to working in other areas
of music. They've got the facility
they've always had, but they've also got
the interest, and are now willing to
admit they can gain musically from the
experience of branching out. The
musicians in Sting's band are only the
most visible example of this trend, as
Bates confirms.

'Yeah. Jazz used to be very much a
private club atmosphere. Bebop and
stuff went out of its way to be itself and
not let anyone else in. But now the
whole thing is opening up, which is why
I still hold out hope that radio stations
might one day give jazz adequate
coverage. I don't think one sort of
music is more likely to be popular than
any other. It's just a matter of being able
to hear enough of it, and maybe, maybe,
having the music explained. With jazz I
think the message is usually pretty
clear; whatever the message is, it
usually comes over strongly.

'The response to Loose Tubes has
always been good. Whatever people IP-
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have been expecting to hear, they
always seem to like us.'

jAZZ MUSIC IN THE UK has a
history of dissemination through
musician -owned labels. The
big -league record companies have
never seen jazz as a marketable
commodity - conveniently ignoring

their own role in defining what is and
what isn't marketable.

Loose Tubes Records has so far
released the first two Loose Tubes
records, and the first disc by Human
Chain (currently a duo comprising
Bates and drummer Steve Arguelles).
Not unexpectedly, Bates is an
enthusiastic supporter of the DIY route
to getting music out to the people.

'I wish everyone would work like
that and bypass the established system.
There are so many people in between
your music and getting it played on the

"I've got some brilliant ideas for

sampling on the Mirage, but I

don't get time for that side of

things. I've done a lot of

programming on the Prophet 5

because I enjoy altering the

sounds."

radio, for instance, who are just there to
make money. That really annoys me.

'You can sell records at gigs. The
whole operation becomes so scaled
down that to some people it might seem
pointless, but to me it seems really good
- it's like starting up your own little
shop.

'With the Human Chain record we
paid for everything ourselves, from
recording right through to the finished
product. We spent thousands of quid
just because we wanted to make a
record, not because we think we're
going to get our money back. We had a
thousand printed. There's no way we're
going to get our money back even if we
sell every copy, but that isn't the point.

'I've been to record companies in
Japan with the Loose Tubes and
Human Chain records. That was my
first experience of hustling with those
sort of people, and it was horrible. They
knew what they were going to do that
year, what they were going to make
popular. They weren't interested in
putting on a record and saying "God!
I've never heard anything like that
before", because it didn't matter
whether they'd heard it or not.
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'In Japan the big thing was reissuing
old Blue Note records on Compact
Disc, which is great because those are
brilliant records, but why spend all that
money on something that they missed
out on first time around?'

But dealing in nostalgia can be a lot
cheaper than investing in what's
happening now...

'That's a good point - though CBS
have put together a "new jazz"
compilation, which includes 'Yellow
Hill' off the first Loose Tubes album.
But then, would they have paid for
Loose Tubes to go and record an album?
I don't think they'd have had the
nerve.'

Bates' trip to Japan was also
disappointing for another reason.

'I just didn't get to hear any Japanese
music. All I heard was American music
- and the bland stuff, at that.'

A recent trip to Malawi with fellow
Loose Tubes musician John Eacott,
however, was more successful in
discovering the local music - after some
effort.

'We went to a school where my
mother was teaching. There was one
music teacher for the school, and his
attitude was that there wasn't much
point getting the kids to play anything
because it's just impossible to make a
living playing music in Malawi. There's
only one band, which works in the
Longwi Hotel.

'John and 1 asked if we could sit in on
a lesson, and then we spent the whole
lesson desperately trying to steer it in
the direction of playing some music. In
the end we did. We got some of the kids
to show us rhythms from their villages.
They were really embarrassed at first-
in fact, they confessed that when they
come to school they pretend they don't

know anything about their village life.
It took a lot of persuasion for them to
show us how they built up their
rhythms. The end result was brilliant;
the music teacher couldn't believe it
either.'

FROM ANCIENT TO MODERN.
Bates' introduction to the
synthesiser came about in 1983,
through playing in a commercial
band.

'I just had a Fender Rhodes at the
time, and the leader of one band kept on
nagging me to get a synthesiser. Every
gig he'd tell me at least 10 times, and
eventually 1 decided to get one just to
shut him up.

'I ended up getting a secondhand
Prophet 5, purely by chance, and very
reluctantly started using it at the gigs.
To begin with I thought "I don't like
this at all", but gradually I began to see
all the possibilities.'

The Prophet is now integral to Bates'
music -making, along with his DX7 and
Mirage.

'The Prophet is nearly always my
frontline instrument. The DX7 I either
use on its own for backing sounds, or
MIDI'd up to the Mirage for basslines.
Sometimes I use the Mirage and the DX
to play single -line things, but for me it's
very hard to find something that's as
good as the Prophet. I want a synth to
sound like some strange horn
instrument or strings, and the DX
doesn't really do that for me at all. In
fact, I'm not really sure that I really like
digital synths that much. I haven't
heard any that make me go: "Wow!".'

It seems that keyboard
manufacturers are aiming at a different
market to the one I'm in. Maybe that's
why I'm using an older keyboard.
When I play through the presets on
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most synths I don't like any of them.
Maybe I need a live-in programmer.

'I bought a Prophet T8 a while ago.
Touch -sensitivity and a longer
keyboard together with those Prophet
sounds -I thought it would be the
answer to all my problems. When I got

"I don't think one sort of music

is more likely to be popular than

any other. It's just a matter of

being able to hear enough of it,

and maybe having the music

explained."

it I spent ages trying to get the same
sounds that I had on my Prophet 5, but
no matter how hard I tried, there was
always quite a big difference. In the end
I just gave up, and now it's lying at
home gathering dust; every time I walk
past it I feel guilty.

`I've got what I think would be some
brilliant ideas for sampling on the
Mirage, but I just don't get time for that
side of things. I've done a lot of
programming on the Prophet because I
really enjoy altering the sounds on that.
Rather than be happy to use just preset
sounds, I'd rather go out of my way to
find my own sounds, or get someone to
come up with the sort of sounds I want.

`Having said that, with the DX
there's only about four sounds that I
use, and they really are useful.'

And how much do sounds encourage
musical inspiration in certain
directions?

`For me quite a lot. If I have to do a
gig on those three keyboards and no
acoustic piano, it's quite a challenge for
me, because I was brought up playing
acoustic instruments and to me they're
still very important. There's something
not quite right about not using them on
a gig, but in a way that's goodbecause it
challenges me to try and get these
instruments to sound human.

`So if I'm getting some material
together I can't just sit down at the
piano and write a tune. I have to get the
sounds and find out what's going to
work. Actually, it's not quite that
straightforward; the sounds and the
musical ideas go together. I've got to
bear in mind, when I'm writing for
keyboards, that the music's going to
have to be playable with a certain set of
sounds.

`Some sounds I really like on
synthesisers and some I really detest,
though I find it hard to explain why. I
don't go for hard sounds very often,
E&MM OCTOBER 1986

which is perhaps a reflection of the way
I play.

'I suppose I like human sounds,
whatever that might mean. I like
sounds to be slightly out of tune, and
the Prophet's brilliant for that because
you can tune each note separately. But
it's very hard to play with other people
using different tunings; you can't tell
the double -bass player to keep playing
the third and the fifth sharp and the
seventh flat.'

On stage, Bates likes to use a real
piano in preference to electronic
imitations, feeling that nothing can
reproduce the full dynamic and timbral
range of the piano.

`Someone has graded 55 different
dynamics on one note on the piano, and
for each dynamic you get a slightly
different tone. And if you play a chord
you get a whole lot of different
harmonics, which you don't seem to get
with digital pianos. To capture all that
information digitally is no easy task.

'I bought a Yamaha electric grand at
one time, thinking it would solve all my
problems. But each note with its pickup
seemed to take only the sound of that
note; you never got the whole keyboard
sound like you do with a piano's
sounding board. I tired of the Yamaha's
sound really quickly.'

"I had the choice of going to the

Royal College for four years or

just going out and trying to play,

and that's when I decided to go

out and play jazz."

Yet the acoustic piano has given
Bates problems which he feels can only
be resolved through the adoption of
electronic instruments.

`The problem I've found is that you
can't do a gig with acoustic piano and
drums. It's just so hard to get the two
things to work together; somehow the
drums seem to block out harmonics on
the piano. So you try miking the piano
and the piano sound changes, and then
some of the drum sound leaks into the
piano mic. That's one reason why I
started using synths.

`Another reason is that you so rarely
find a good piano at a gig. I remember
once I went on tour in Finland with
First House, which is an acoustic
group, and I thought I'd just take a
piano pickup and rely on the pianos that
I found there. I suppose I wasn't being
very realistic. You can't play a terrible
piano with that band, though I ended up

trying a few times. But some places
didn't even have a piano, so we ended
up hiring a PF1 5 in each village and
using that. Actually 1 quite like the PF.'

As for other keyboard players, Bates
numbers Keith Jarrett, Joe Zawinul,
Bill Evans and Bud Powell among his
past influences. Jarrett's influence, in
particular, at one time threatened to
overwhelm the young musician.

`When I heard Keith Jarrett's music
for the first time and was trying to
understand what was going on, I just
listened to him again and again and
again. I started trying to play too much
like him, or rather, when I was playing I
was always aware that I either wasn't
sounding enough like him, or I was
sounding too much like him.

`The other thing was that Keith
Jarrett's playing was so perfect that I
decided nothing could ever be any
better, including my own playing. In
the end I felt that I had to stop listening
to him; the whole situation was so
negative. Sometimes I still listen to him
and think "that is the ultimate". His
playing is a mixture of so much that it
almost includes everything I've ever
liked. It's not a problem for me any
more, though.'

BATES IS A MUSICIAN who
knows where he's going and has
his priorities firmly fixed. With his
own standards of musical
excellence, he is scathing of the

inferior music which is prevalent
nowadays.

`Someone like Herbie Hancock can
come along and do something really
good, with a lot of thought in it, but it's
so easy for millions of other people to
turn on a drum machine atld overdub
some really naff keyboard playing.

`Somewhere along the line, people
forget to actually think about what's
good and what isn't. It seems that it's
possible to get away with just about
anything if someone will put enough
money into producing, advertising and
selling it. That's all you need, which is a
shame. But there's good hip hop,
there's good rock 'n' roll...there's good
in any kind of music.'

Words which neatly sum up the
attitude of today's young jazz musicians
- and go a long way towards explaining
why they're producing some of the most
exciting, accessible and relevant music
of the moment.

Whether they will break out of the
mould and reach the sort of mass
audience their music deserves remains
to be seen. But with a Loose Tubes tour
covering the length and breadth of
England in the second half of October,
this is your chance to catch them first
hand. Open your ears, and be prepared
for a real treat. 
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THE Q -CHIP
PIANO

The Ensoniq Piano is the company's third keyboard to
make use of the custom Q -chip for reproducing
sampled sounds. Its pedigree is impeccable, but

competition in the digital piano market is fierce...
David Ellis

Keyboards may come and go, but a grand

piano is the one instrument which, until recently,

resisted most of the fads and fancies of the music

technology industry. But that doesn't mean all is

rosy among piano manufacturers. As one worried,

head -scratching distributor of grand pianos put it to

me at the British Music Fair, 'pianos don't grab the

imagination like the latest synthesiser'.
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In some respects, he was right: pianos have

remained roughly similar in construction since the

early 19th Century, when English piano

manufacturer Broadwood constructed 'a wondrous

new instrument' for Beethoven. But he was also

mistaken. Ask any concert promoter what flavour

of concerto will pull the biggest crowds, and they'll

mention one of the piano concerto biggies

('Tchaikovsky 'Rachmaninov 2', and so on). And if

the soloist happens to have just won the Leeds or

Tchaikovsky competitions, the promoters are sure

to be rubbing their hands in glee.

The almost mystical folklore of the solo piano

repertoire also rubs off on the behaviour of its

performers. Glenn Gould wore white gloves when

not playing, and used to sit on a stool so low that his

chin virtually touched the keys. Horowitz refuses to

travel without his Steinway, Michaelangeli has

cancelled concerts because of inadequate

instruments, and Thomas Dolby even sleeps on his

Boseridorfer. All of which tends to prove that the

piano can capture the imagination of both

performer and public in no small way.

But one change that is significant is the

environment in which pianos are played today. A

grand piano that owes its mechanism to Victorian

traditions may be all very well in a living room of

Victorian proportions, but it doesn't make much 
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 sense if that room has been divided up into the living

room, bedroom, kitchen, and bathroom so beloved

of property developers. And space is also at a

premium in recording studios and music school

practice rooms. To cap it all, the ever -rising cost of

parts and labour has resulted in spiralling costs for

the manufacturer, putting the price of a good grand

piano well above the average musician's financial

ceiling.

So, as we said in last month's review of the Roland

RD 1000, the dual desire for greater portability and

cheaper manufacturing costs has prompted a lot of

attention towards finding an electric or electronic

The keyboard is 10 -note polyphonic, but the

sensible voice assignment employed by Ensoniq

often makes this seem more. In general, if more than

I 0 notes are played at once, it's the first notes that

are stolen. However, to avoid a sudden gap at the

bottom if a bass note is sustained with note -greedy

chords played on top, the piano applies 'lowest -

note priority' in order to hang on to the bass.

Where the 10 -note limitation is rather more

obvious is if you're playing a glissando sweep up the

keyboard or a rapid series of chords with the sustain

pedal down. Switching in the bass option leaves the

keyboard with eight -note polyphony above the split

Specification "The keyboard is 10 -note polyphonic, but the sensible
voice assignment employed by Ensoniq often makes this seem more."

replacement for the piano. Early representatives of

this ilk, like the Hohner Pianet/Clavinet and Fender

Rhodes, are indelibly inscribed on rock's roll call of

classic instruments. The fact that they sounded little

like the real thing didn't matter one iota, because

they had that rare commodity- personality.

In truth, reproducing the sound of vibrating

strings without using vibrating strings is difficult.

Tine bars just don't vibrate in the same way.

Neither does a triangle wave put through some sort

But now that most keyboard manufacturers have

got sampling well and truly under their belts,

reproducing the sound of the grand piano has at last

become a practical reality for electronic

instruments. And as it happens, this summer has

seen something of a scramble to the top of the

critical pile for the authentic sampled piano, with no

less than five manufacturers (Ensoniq, Korg, Roland,

Technics, and Yamaha) in more or less direct

competition, and Kurzweil to follow suit shortly.

Ensoniq's Piano is certainly a good-looking

instrument. At a mere 44lbs (20kg), it's also a good

deal lighter than either the Roland RD 1000 (95lbs)

or the Technics PX series (upwards of 661bs). But

what you gain in portability is lost in length of

keyboard, since the Ensoniq Piano limits itself to 76

notes (E -G), rather than stretching to the full 88 -

note keyboard of the Roland, Korg, or Technics

instruments. Whether that's likely to be a problem

comes down to your repertoire and/or love of

pianistic lows and highs. Each of the full-size keys is

weighted, and Ensoniq claim to use a controlled

resistance system to 'further emulate the feel of an

acoustic piano'. I found the action comfortable to

play, but a touch on the heavy side.

As with other sampled pianos, the keyboard

action is velocity -sensitive, but it doesn't generate

aftertouch data. A useful feature is a programmable

bass split point, which allows you to assign an

electric or string bass sound up to B3 (key 32) on

the keyboard.
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and two -note polyphony below, and neither section

can steal notes from the other.

Controls are on she left of the keyboard, and are

just about as basic as you can get these days, without

an LCD in sight. The top row of buttons includes

Stereo (which switches in an effective but very

noisy stereo simulation circuit), Volume, Bank A

and Bank B (which select between the two banks of

five sounds), and Key Transpose (which transposes

the entire keyboard over an octave range).

Personally, I find it confusing to play one thing and

hear something else, but I guess the facility will have

some use for accompanists who have to cope with

the pitching idiosyncracies of singers. Beneath that

row there are two buttons to select bass sounds,

labelled Upright and Electric, followed by Octave

(which transposes the piano down by an octave to

compensate for the bass section using up keys), the

five sound selection buttons, and last of all, the MIDI

Channel button.

Some of these buttons fulfil a dual role. For

example, pressing MIDI Channel and Stereo

functional, but a far cry from that of the all -

encompassing ESQl. The piano operates only in

Mode 3 (Omni Off/Poly Mode), and transmission

and reception can't be set to different MIDI

channels. One exception to this generalisation is the

bass section, which can be set to a different channel

than the main part of the keybog.d. Actually setting

MIDI channels involves pressing the MIDI switch and

one of the Bank A (1-8) or Bank B (9-16) buttons.

Although the manual shows the channel number

lettering to the right-hand side of the buttons, the

machine itself is bereft of such useful visual clues.

Like some other manufacturers, Ensoniq

have used multi-sampling to store and reconstruct

their piano's sounds. In all, 36 samples are used

across the keyboard, which translates to around

two notes per sample.

They've done this well, too, because it's hard to

distinguish any obvious discontinuities of tone going

from one note to another. The one exception is

with the three (acoustic) piano samples, where

notes in the top octave have a rather prolonged

release time in comparison to the rest of the

keyboard. Piano I is actually the default sound

rather
than an upright, this has a good, solid bass. but,

above middle C, the sound tends towards a rather

wooden, enclosed quality which I found rather

tiring.

Piano 2 is essentially Piano I detuned. However,

rather than being a true out -of -tune piano (Ensoniq

describe it as 'a bar -room upright piano that hasn't

had a visit from the piano tuner in several years'), it

simply sounds as if it's been subjected to some

exaggerated oscillator detuning-and that includes

the bottom octave of the keyboard where there

Sounds "Piano2 is Piano 1 detuned, but rather than being a true
out -of -tune piano, it simply sounds as if it's been subjected to

exaggerated oscillator detuning."

together instructs the piano to retune its filters.

The manual introduces the facility in this way: 'You

may feel it necessary to retune the internal filters of

the Piano after it has warmed up for a few minutes.

This is primarily a decision your ears will make.'

Now, quite why the user should have to do this is

beyond me, especially when you're not even

allowed to alter the filtering characteristics to make

the sound more or less bright. Frankly, it sounds as if

something's amiss circuit -wise if such retuning is

necessary. And anyway, it's your brain, rather than

your ears, that makes the decision.

The rear of the keyboard includes the mains

switch and fuse, MIDI In, Thru, and Out, an A440

tuning control, and a set of jack sockets for the dual

foot pedal (sostenuto and sustain), headphones, left

and right outputs, and separate bass output.

The Ensoniq Piano's MIDI implementation is

should only be one string vibrating anyway. In other

words, Piano 2 succeeds in being neither one thing

nor the other, but hints at the days when every self-

respecting electronic piano had to have a preset

labelled 'Honky-Tonk'.

Piano 3 is said to be a 'close-miked rock 'n' roll

piano sound', but a brighter, EQ'd version of Piano I

seems nearer the truth. In fact, my suspicion is that

Pianos 1, 2, and 3 all come from the same multi -

sampled set. And because of that common basis, all

three sound like a dubiously-miked piano coming

over a bass -dominant PA system.

The other two sounds in Bank A are a couple of

electric pianos - E -Piano I and E -Piano 2. E -Piano I

is more or less everyone's friend, the Fender

Rhodes, but a mite less bright than the real McCoy,

and a gobd bit woolier in the bass. E -Piano 2 is the

same multi -sample set but with chorusing added,
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creating a softer, more delicate piano that's good

for ballads and other romantic interludes.

Bank B starts off with Marimba I and 2. Unlike a

real marimba (which goes from C below middle C

to C four octaves higher), Ensoniq's vision of a

marimba covers the full range of the keyboard.

Since there's no instrument around to multi -sample

to the full extent of 76 notes, some jiggery-pokery

is employed to simulate what a full-length marimba

might sound like. Although the end result is

excellent, with a rich, deep tone, notes sustain far

In fact, there are two more sounds belonging to

the bass section of the instrument. The Upright (ie.

string) bass isn't at all bad in the bottom couple of

octaves, but loses its identity above that. The same

is true for the Electric bass, which is powerful at the

bottom (though lacking a bit in string twang), but

less characterful at the top.

One major difference between Ensoniq's and

other manufacturers' approaches to reconstructing

the sound of acoustic instruments is what they do

with velocity data. Kurzweil, for instance,

nuisance if you intend to use the keyboard for jazz

or classical performance. And in an age when most

manufacturers of sampled pianos are adding some

element of programmability (equalisation and

chorus, for instance), the Ensoniq Piano's sounds

seem a little dated, harking back to an era of fixed

presets.

To add insult to injury, the stereo chorus is

almost unusable because of its high noise quotient

(complete with a frequency sweep reminiscent of

that seventies sexist stalwart, the Deluxe Electric

,aou
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longer than those from the real instrument. Still,

given the general quality of this reincarnation of a

marimba, poetic licence wins over any purist

concerns.

Marimba 2 follows on with a chorused version of

Marimba I , using a softer attack. This sounds as if the

same multi -sample set has been put through

detuning and envelope shaping, losing its real

identity in the process. Effects for effects' sake, I'd

say.

The third sound in Bank B, Vibes, has a similarly

quasi -synthetic basis as the marimba; there's no way

that 76 notes of 'vibraphone' can be multi -sampled

developed a technique of extrapolating a particular

sound by interpolating (or mixing) between

different samples of the same note made with

different key velocities (the so-called 'contoured

sound modelling'). Roland do something very

similar with the Structured/Adaptive system in the

RD1000 keyboard and MKS20 rack unit. In both

cases, the designers devoted a good deal of time and

money to developing models of how instrument

timbre varies with dynamics. They then had to apply

the results to resynthesis software (Kurzweil) or

special VLSI chips (Roland).

Ensoniq, on the other hand, have elected to use

Performance " Velocity sensing is achieved by applying key
velocities to opening or closing the filters on the Q -chip's outputs.

You wouldn't expect to be convinced, but it works well."

from a three -octave instrument. This time, the end

result suffers from the simulation process, with

pitch -shifting below middle C giving rise to a

disturbing harmonic bloom. Above middle C, on the

other hand, it has an entirely different and

engagingly authentic character.

The final two sounds in Bank B are Clay I and

Clay 2. The Piano displays an identity crisis at this

point, as the relevant buttons are clearly labelled

`Pert' and 'Mallet'. Curious. Clay I is, not

surprisingly, another hark back to earlier days: a

rather dull sounding Clavinet-type sound. Clay 2

follows this by adding yet another generous helping

of chorusing to the basic sound.

So, to recap, only five of the 10 sounds seem to be

separate multi -sample sets; the remainder appear to

be derived by internal (meaning pre-programmed)

treatment of the sample sets.
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the well -proven hardware in the Mirage and ESQ1

(the Q -chip), which steers a simpler route through

the territory of dynamic timbres. In consequence,

velocity sensing on the Ensoniq Piano is achieved by

simply applying key velocities to opening or closing

the filters on the Q -chip's outputs. On the face of it,

you wouldn't expect to be convinced by this

approach. But, in general, it seems to work well.

Certainly, the Ensoniq Piano is good value.

But it's an instrument that reflects cost-cutting

compromises. The 76 -note keyboard may make it a

darn sight more portable than its 88 -note

competitors, but the loss of those notes is a

Mistress). Even with 'Stereo' switched out, the

noise level is a little too high for comfort. But to be

fair, the noise problem may be peculiar to the unit

provided for review-after all, serial numbers don't

come any earlier than the '0001' inscribed on the

review model - especially as the latest word from

Ensoniq has it that recent improvements to the

chorusing circuitry have reduced the noise

considerably.

On the positive side, some of the sounds are

extremely good - the straight marimba and the

upper half of the vibes, for instance. All the samples

reveal encouragingly low quantisation noise levels,

and also demonstrate that Ensoniq have got their

multi-sampling and looping off to a fine art (much

better than the Kurzweil 250 in that respect, in

fact).

But for me at least, the piano samples don't quite

come up to scratch. Given that the Q -chip circuitry

permits detuning between pairs of oscillators, I

wonder why Ensoniq didn't provide that option on

the Piano as a programmable feature, rather than

enforcing it on the user, and using up valuable preset

buttons in the process. And surely it would have

been better to get a solid set of samples from

Steinway and Bosendorfer grands (as Roland did),

and then allow the users to program EQ to suit their

own taste?

Finally, the lack of any facility to add to the range

of sounds by means of an expansion cartridge seems

a curious omission, considering how expandable the

Mirage and ESQ I are.

Price £1080 including VAT
More from Ensoniq UK, PO Box 806, London
NW 3 .21' 01-4352434
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YAMAHA
HOT NEW PRODUCTS

YAMAHA FB01
FM Sound Generator
240 Preprogrammed
FM voices £299

ALL 8 Voices at oncel

RX21 £225
BUDGET PRICED
DRUM COMPOSER

£499
. FA, 4.0.644,40...

RX21L Latin Percussion Unit

DX100
Superb new FM Synth from Yamah
192 preset voices
Only £349

5
,VMY

INTE
REE H,P

Yamaha MEP4 MIDI Event Processor £345
Yamaha MCS2 MIDI Control Station £288

;,,t,YAMAHA DX21
IF

REE H.P

128 PRE PROGRAMMED VOICES.
32 MEMORIES.
8 NOTE MIDI POLYPHONIC
SYNTHESISER £649

THE ONE & ONLY YAMAHA DX7

THE ALL TIME FAVOURITE

YAMAHA TX7
FM Tone Generate
Midi equipped
32 voice memories
Special offer £495

...:-.. ..::::::.

KAI
 ...    
..........  .  
..........
..............................
.   

S900 8 Voice Polyphonic Digital
Supersampler £1699

S612 Sampler & MD280 Quick
Disk £799

AX73 Velocity Sensitive Synth with
internal memory for 100
programs

it1111111.1111111111 11 111 11 IN II

MX73 Controller Keyboard £549

prim.
BUY ON

INTEREST
REEH.P1

0 , 
0

....
1S

329 Liverpool 21 fret short scale,
3 pickup, semi hollow body £585

330 Thiniine semi acoustic. 24 fret,
2 pickup, dot inlay, mono £595

350 Liverpool 24 fret full scale 3 pickup,
semi hollow body £655

360 Deluxe thinline, semi acoustic, stereo,
inlaid neck £675

4003 Bass - Roundwound strings, stereo
bound bad & neck, full inla £669

'VW
BUY ON 'II

INTEREST.4

REEH.P11

BUY ON
INTEREST

EH.P.

YAMAHA PF70
76 Key Midi equipped FM Electronic Piano
Real piano feel - real piano sound
Unreal piano price of only £899

YAMAHA PF80
Same as PF70 but with 88 keys £999

BUY IQ
INTER

REE H.P

THE NEW Yamaha
CX5 Mk11 Computer
128K memory £4491
New Sound Module

SPX 90 - Digital Multi Effect
Processor/Reverb

Effects include Reverb, Early reflection,
Delay, Echo, Modulation, Auto Pan, Vibrato,
Pitch change, Reverb and gate. Freeze,
Compression, Parametric Eq.
Price £599

QX2I
Midi Sequencer £259

YAMAHA 61X58
Track Digital Sequencer

I £499 * NEW PRODUCT

90 6 Voice Rack Mount Synth
odule £549

CPZ1000 System Midi Recorder &
System Controller, RZ1000 Keyboartk
Unit & MZ1000 VDU Complete
System £1699

ME 1 OD MIDI Delay/Pitch Shift £99
ME15F MIDI Dynamics Controller £99

E20A MIDI Sequence
Arpeggiator £99
ME25S MIDI Programmable Note
Separator £119
ME3OP MIDI Programmable Patch
Bay £119

The New Fender 70s Strat £299
The New Fender Standard Strat £399 Isit
The New Fender Standard Tele £395
The New Fender Deluxe Strat £599
Squier Strats £249
Squier Teles £235
Limited Edition Re -issues of Jazzmasfer,
Tele Thinline.

Tel: (0475)54996

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

KORG
DW 8000 ISynthlE1095
SQD1 Midi Recorder I +IDisc Drive £59
Pcly18061 PolySynthi+,DDL £549

Model 1 Guitar £259
Model lA Guitar £299
Model 2 Guitar £369
Model 3 Guitar £419
Model 3A Guitar £429
Model 4 Guitar £519
Model 5 Guitar £659
Model 6 Guitar £739
Model 1B Bass £299
Model 2B Bass £349
Model 36 Bass £569

LONG
TERM LOW
INTEREST
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TASCAM
THE NEW TASCAM 388

is the first complete 8 channel
recording system, consisting of a full
function 8x8x2 mixer with a full servo
controlled 8 -track reel to reel recorder.
Compact yet professional.
Price UM.

III 
11.11

THE NEW 246.PORTASTUDIO
with 6 input full function mixer and 4
channel 2 -speed DBX cassette
recorder.
All for £1099

LONG
TERM LOW
INTEREST

4 Track Cassette
Just £399

244 Porta Studio
Parametric EQ, DBX.
Now only
£749

LONG
TERM LOW
INTEREST

38 8 Track Reel to Reel P.O.A.

TEAC V340
Cassette Mastering

Recorder £99
Teac W440C Twin

Cassette £239
BUY ON

INTEREST
EN..

r - - - - - -
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ALPHA JUNO 2 £799 TR707 £449
MKS 20 Digital Piano Module £1499
RD 1000 Digital Piano £2760
J x 10 Synth £2100
SIO Sampling Keyboard £999  w4,7.4*.

Boss Effects - Best Prices

deatdiaa
100w Valve Master Vol Amp £360
50w Valve Master Vol Amp £294
100w Valve Switchable Split Channel

& Reverb £411
4x12 Cabs 300w £294
12w Practice Combo £80 Bar
30w Guitar Combo £163
50w Guitar Combo £265
75w Guitar Combo £283
100w Guitar Combo £359
50w Guitar Combo (Valve) f313
New 12 watt Mini Stack
Bass & Keyboard Amps in stock - Phone

""P
/49.,.'PE'ON

k -E-4197

TRACE

" .
" .
" .

MARK V Models
AH 500w Amp Head with GPI I Preamp
AH 350w Amp Head with GPI I Preamp
AH 250w Amp Head with GPI I Preamp
AH 150w Amp Head with GP11 Preamp

, 1115 150w plus GPI 1-1 x 15 Combo
1110 150w plus GPI 1-1 4 x 10 Combo
1818 1 x 18 and 1 x 10 Cab
1518 1 x 15 Cab 8 ohm

11048 4 x 10

£798
£690
£629
£468
£759
£759
£440
£360

X15 Multi -Tracker £259
260 Multi -Tracker £799
80 8 -Track RecOrder Hi -Speed£1695
450 Mixer £699 Accessit Stereo
Reverb £135
Accessit Noise Gate £42
Accessit Compressor £42
SECK 6/2 Mixer £295

Audition Guitar:20w £95
Back Stage Plus Guitar Combo - 35w £159
Bandit Guitar Combo 65w £279
Special Guitar Combo £379
MX Guitar Combo 130w £499
Encore Guitar Combo 65w £379
Century Bass Head 100w £225
Mark IV Bass Head 300w £469
KB 100 Keyboard Combo 65w £279
KB 300 Keyboard Combo 130w £465
'XR400 100w PA £375
XR500 130w PA £399
TK065 Bass Combo 65 watts £269
TNT130 Bass Combo 130w £389
300 Watt Bass Combo £569

AXE CREDIT SERVICE- SECOND TO NONE
Take advantage of our famous 6 months 
interest free H.P.10R now, you can spread
the payments up to 3 years with our new.
EXTRA LOW INTEREST H.P.
Complete the application and return it to 
us for a fast NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

i APPLICATION
Goods required

Price

Full Name

Age

Address

How long?

Previous address
lif less than three years)

Phone no

Name and address of employer

How long?

Income

Previous employer
(if less than three years)

How long?

Bankers name and address

Current Deposit

Credit Required

6 months

1 year

2 years

3 years

J

Please Tick Bo

ANY QUERIES - PLEASE 'PHONE

BUY ON
INTEREST.

REEH.Pc

Marlin 150 PA £275
Cobra 90w Bass Combo £223
Cobra 90w Kbd Combo £289

BUY ON
INTEREST

REE RP
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GETTING THE MOST FROM...

MONO MODE

Continuing with samplers, this month we look at a rackmount unit-the Akai
5900 - which can respond to MIDI Mode 4 data, sending different samples to

separate outputs. Paul Wiffen

Last month's piece on the
Prophet 2000 showed how Mono Mode
could be used to sequence a number of
samples independently. But on the
Sequential machine, you can't process
each sound individually unless you sync
your sequencer to tape, and run each
MIDI channel one at a time.

As an alternative, the Akai 5900
boasts eight individual outputs plus
Stereo Left and Right. Can we integrate
this into a Mode 4 setup which
combines the flexibility of the
Prophet's MIDI implementation, with
the audio separation? The answer is
yes, but before we begin we need to
understand how the internal
architecture of the 5900 is configured.

We can in fact use the Akai just like
the Prophet, although it takes a little

longer to assign the samples to the
various MIDI channels, something that
happens automatically on the 2000. But
it's worth taking the extra time to do
this, as you can assign two samples to
different MIDI note ranges on the same

MIDI channel. So, you can achieve
independent MIDI access to all 32 of the
sample locations possible on the 5900
(as opposed to 16 on the Prophet). And
although only eight notes can be
played at any one time (the 5900 has

5900 internal architecture
voice

channels
( DAC s)

outputs

left

I I

mono

5

right
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eight hardware voice channels, just like
the Prophet), as soon as each voice has
finished playing one sample, it is

instantly ready to play any of the other
31 samples. So within one piece of
music, the 5900 can play 32 different
samples with up to eight -note
polyphony on each (32 x8=256, hence
the term 'pseudo -256 voice operation').
This, unfortunately, only applies when
we're listening to the sum of all eight
outputs, ie. the Mono Mix output (as
shown in Diagram 1).

If we're using the eight separate
outputs, which is the advantage of
using the 5900, and we want eight or
more different samples, we're

32 sample locations

DAC DAC

V
DAC DAC

2 3 4

V V
DAC DAC

6

DAC DAC

8

outputs

restricted to monophonic operation.
This is because the same sample always
has to appear at the specified output,
which means that the same D -to -A
converter has to be used every time a
particular sample appears. We can send
several different samples to the same
output providedthey don't need to
sound simultaneously; the way the
5900 is configured for this application is
shown in Diagram 2.

So far then, we can play all 32
samples with up to eight -voice
polyphony if we only use the Mono
output, but each sample of the 32
samples can only be played
monophonically if we use the
individual outputs.

Luckily, there is a compromise
possible between these two extremes.
If we have two different samples that
need to be played polyphonically but
come from different outputs, we can
assign one set to appear at the Left
output and the other at the Right. This
allows each to be played with four -note

E&MM OCTOBER 1986

polyphony. Of course, if we don't mind
certain sounds appearing at the same
output (ie. there will only be four notes

3 32 sample locations

1F V
4DACs

left
output

11
4DACs

right
output

available at any one time for all the
sounds assigned to that output, and
they will have the same audio
processing), then we can treat the left
and right outputs as two separate
pseudo -64 voice systems (see Diagram
3).

But we can qp even further than this.
If we need to play some samples
polyphonically, while others (drum
sounds, basslines, whatever) only need
to be monophonic, we can use one side
of the stereo for four -voice polyphony,

a 32 sample locations

DAC

\/ \i/
DAC

El 3 El
outputs

and the other side as four monophonic
channels. To do this we need to know
that outputs 1-4 are summed to make

DAC DAC 4 DAC s

right
output

4b 32 sample locations

4DACs

left7
output

\ \t/
DAC

E0
out puts

DAC

5

DAC DAC

the stereo left output, while 5-8 go to
make up the right output. This done,
we can put the drum sounds through
individual outputs 1-4 (so that they can
be individually processed) while the
polyphonic samples can be taken from
the Right output (see Diagram 4a).
Alternatively, we can route four -voice
poly sounds to the Left output and use
individual outs 5-8 for monophonic
samples (Diagram 4b).

The assignment of keygroup to
outputs is done via the final 'page' of
the Edit Preset mode (shown in the
header photograph). The possible
assignments are listed in the display:
the individual outputs are selected by

entering 01 to 08, the Left Output is
represented by 09 and the Right 10,
while the Mono Mix routing is 00.

Once you've decided how you are
going to assign your outputs to the
appropriate keygroups on the 5900, the
hard work for Mono Mode is done.

The MIDI channel that each
Keygroup is assigned to is specified
using the Edit Preset page before:the
output assignments we've just been
looking at (don't go looking among the
MIDI pages for the Mono Mode setup
parameters), so all we need do is press
the Page V once to have the required
parameters at our fingertips. The MIDI
channel of each keygroup is actually
specified as an offset from the Base
MIDI channel (which is set on a MIDI
parameter page), but in case you find
this confusing, the display tells you the
resulting channel assignment to the
right of the number you can alter (the
offset number). But a word of warning
here: before you try any MIDI channel
assignments, make sure that Omni
Mode (first page of MIDI parameters) is
switched off. If it isn't, all your efforts
will be in vain.

So how should you go about
assigning your samples to MIDI
channels and then to outputs? Well, far
be it from me to dictate to anyone how
to configure their own systems, but
here are a few possible applications.

In Application 1, we'll assume that
everything is being played live from a
master keyboard which can transmit on
two MIDI channels. With Application 2
you might use a sequencer to trigger all
the samples on your sampler. And in
Application 3, all drum sounds are set
up to run from a MIDI drum machine,
while the other sounds can be
sequenced from a MIDI recorder with
MIDI Mix Mode switched on.

In Application 1, Mono Mode is being
somewhat under -used simply to
recreate the sort of setup you might get
with that dying breed of synth, the
split/layer machine. This allows you to
control the strings on MIDI channel 5
and take the resulting signal from the
Left output of the 5900, while the Brass
(on channel 6) emerges from stereo
Right. Changing channels on your
contrciller will access a different sound
without the need to touch the S900.
Note also that by switching Omni On,
you can create a 'doubled' or 'layered'
effect, triggering both sounds
together.

In this example the note range, set
early on in the Edit Preset pages, is as
important as the MIDI channel
assignment. This serves to illustrate
another distinct advantage which the
S900's implementation of Mono Mode
has over that on the Prophet 2000: you
can have related samples (several multi-
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Application 1

Sample Keygroup Note Range MIDI Channel Output
Cellos 1 CO to C4 5 Left

Violin 2 05 to C8 5 Left

Trombones 3 CO to C4 6 Right

Trumpets 4 CP to C8 6 Right

Application 2

Sample Keygroup MIDI Channel Output
Bass drum 1 1

Snare 2 2 2

Hi -hat Open 3 (loud) 3 3

Hi -hat Closed 3 (soft) 3 3

Toms 4 4 4

Bass 5 5 4

Strings 6 6 Right

Piano 7 7 Right

Application 3

Sample Keygroup Note Range MIDI Channel Output
Bass drum 1 BO to Cl 10 5

Snare 2 D1 to El 10 6

Toms 3 Fl 10 7

Hi -hat Closed 4 F:t1 10 8

Toms 5 G1 10 7

Hi -hat Closed 6 G41 10 8

Toms 7 Al 10 7

Hi-hatOpen 8 Att1 10 8

Toms 9 B1 to E2 10 7

Bass 10 F2 to C4 1 1

Guitar 11 cp to C5 2 2

Marimba 12 C45 to C7 3 3

Orch Stab 13 Cl#7 to C8 4 4

100. samples of a piano, say, or string and
brass instruments with different ranges
as here) on the same MIDI channel, and
unrelated samples assigned to the same
note range but on separate MIDI
channels.

In Application 2, we're using the first
four individual outputs (sequenced on
the first five MIDI channels) to carry the
monophonic samples which make up
the rhythm section, allowing for
36

separate signal -processing of each
drum sound. The piano and strings
share the four voices of the Right
output and the same signal -treatment
setting. Note this example uses the
same output for the bass as the toms,
mainly because- in my own experience
- nothing much happens to the bass
during tom fills. For your own purposes,
you may find that the toms would be
better off sharing the same output as

the snare. Note also that we're using
the same keygroup to deal with open
and closed hi -hat, using MIDI velocity
data to switch between the two
samples.

Of all the examples, Application 3 is
the most complex but also the most
useful. To begin with, all the drums are
on MIDI channel 10 (something of a
convention with Roland) and are
assigned to the MIDI note numbers
which the Roland and Sequential drum
machines use. This means you can
replace the drum sounds on your
Roland TR505, 707, 727 or 909, or
Sequential Drumtraks or Tom, simply
by plugging it in and setting it to MIDI
channel 10. (If you have a Yamaha
drum machine, you'll need to set the
following MIDI note numbers: Bass
drum -36, Snare -38, Tom 4-41, Tom 3
-45, Tom 2 - 48, Tom 1 - 52, Closed Hi -

hat - 42, and Open Hi -hat -46.)
Your drum machine's pattern data

will now triggerthe sounds on the
S900. If you have a sequencer with MIDI
Mix Mode (as it's called on Roland
machines) or Echo Back (Yamaha's
terminology), then you can triggerthe
drums from your drum machine (by
plugging the drum machine to the MIDI
In of your sequencer), playing back
your sequences in sync (by switching
sync to MIDI clock on the sequencer) all
the while.

As far as the outputs are concerned
here, all eight sounds have their own
individual outputs, so they all have to
be triggered monophonically -a true
example of Mono Mode as in the
original MIDI 1.0 spec definition. But in
addition, the Left output can be used as
a drum monitor, while the Right
channel contains a mix of all the tuned
sounds.

These examples by no means exhaust
the flexibility of the 5900's Mode 4
implementation. But they should give
you some idea of how to combine the
note range, MIDI channel and output
assignments for maximum
independence between sound samples.
Don't forget that so long as they don't
need to sound at the same time, you
can route as many samples as you like
through each output-always
assuming you don't run out of sample
memory or sample locations.

Next time, we turn our attention to
the use of MIDI Mode 4 in the field of
signal -processing, with a look at its
application on the Yamaha SPX90
effects processor.

If you're having problems fittinga suitable
number of sounds into the Akai 5900 atpnce,
Paul Wiffen has prepared a disk forAkai that
has a preset set up especially for Mode 4 use.
You can get a copy of this disk from any
authorised Akai dealer.
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Digital Sampling Keyboard Instrument

Sequential is proud to introduce the Prophet 2000, an 8 -voice professional quality
sampling instrument. Based on 12 bit digital technology, the Prophet 2000 will
reproduce any sound you sample with astounding realism and studio quality audio
fidelity. And that's just the beginning! Once you've sampled a sound (or selected
one from our library of pre-recorded factory disks), you can modify it by using the

many digital, analog, and keyboard controls provided. Each voice features a 4 -pole,

low pass VCF, a VCA, and velocity controlled, four stage envelopes. You can
assign multiple samples (up to 16) anywhere on the keyboard.
By assigning two or more samples to the same keyboard range
you can create layered sounds and multiple -
voice stacks for unison effects.

The Prophet 2000's velocity sensing 5 -octave keyboard provides
you with precise control over loudness, modulation amount,
timbre, sample start points and crossfading between two separate
sounds. The keyboard's weighted action responds positively to
every nuance of your playing technique. Additional user -sampling

enhancements include a variable input level control, complex
sample editing (reverse, mix, truncate), and automated looping
functions such as computer assisted zero cross -over and zero
slope selection to help you find the best possible loop points.

The Prophet 2000 comes with multiple wavetables stored in on-
board memory for building "traditional" synthesizer sounds. You
can play these sounds alone or in conjunction with sampled

sounds by splitting the keyboard or layering sounds on top of each
other. The on -board 31/2 -inch disk drive provides you with a fast
and easy method of storing your sounds and custom programs.

The Prophet 2000 features complete MIDI implementation, as well
as very impressive arpeggio capabilities including programmable up,

down, assign, extend, auto -latch, and transpose modes.

Superior sound quality has long been a trademark of Prophet
instruments. The Prophet 2000 adds to this legacy.

Visit your Authorized Sequential Dealer today and ask for a
demonstration. Listen to the sound. The superior quality of the
Prophet 2000 is as unbelievable as its low price!

3EQUErli:611.
Sequential/Europe: P.O. Box 16, 3640 AA Mijdrecht,

The Netherlands, Telex: 12721 SQNTL



HOWARD'S WAY

Synth composer, band arranger, pop singer and social commentator. Howard Jones is all of

these things, and successful with it. What lessons have three years at the top of the pop tree

taught him! Interview Tim Good er
THINK OF THE ACTS that

brought about the
establishment of the solo
synthesist/synth duo as an
alternative to the 'pop group' a

few years back, and who do you
think of? The Human League.
Depeche Mode. Yazoo. Thomas
Dolby. Blancmange. And not long
afterwards, a solo synth player and
songwriter with a neat line in
infectious pop hooks and a keen eye

38

for socially aware lyrics, by the
name of Howard Jones.

For while other artists were
concerning themselves with adding
brass sections and extra
percussionists to their line-ups,
Jones was among that select few
who put their faith in their own
talents and (notoriously unreliable)
technology, in the search for new
sounds and greater artistic freedom.

Howard Jones, however, doesn't
EM OCTOBER 1986



fall into the category of 'modern pop
composer using electronics to make
up for inability to play music'.

`I started playing the piano when
I was seven', he explains, 'and then I
spent 14 years studying classical
music. I do value my training and
technique, but I admire guys that
concentrate on programming,
rather than playing, just as much.

`Music comes from the mind and,
if you're not restricted by your own
playing abilities, then producing it
becomes a purely cerebral exercise.
Possessing a particular technique
inevitably leads you into certain
areas; having no technique means
each song can take you into a new
area.'

Jones formed a partnership with
mime artist Jed Hoyle to help with
the visual problems of a one-man
show, and quickly established an
individual musical identity
characterised by bright synth
sounds, tightly interwoven drum
and sequencer patterns, and a
pleading, honest -to -goodness vocal.

His first single, 'New Song',
made number three in the charts
late in '83, and set the pattern for
the string of successful singles that
was to follow, among them the
raunchy dancefloor workout 'What
Is Love?', the downbeat ballad 'Hide
and Seek' and the irreverently
poppy 'Like to Get to Know You
Well'.

Two albums, Human's Lib
released early in '84 and Dream Into
Action a year later, scored similar
success both at home and abroad,
and did a fine job of demonstrating
Jones' skills as solo songwriter,
lyricist, performer and teen idol.

A third album, One To One, is
scheduled for release in mid -
October. Although mixed and
produced by Arif Mardin in New
York, it was recorded at Windmill
Lane Studios in Jones' new home
town of Dublin. The move away
from High Wycombe was made for
the usual 'tax reasons', but Jones
has found the relaxed atmosphere
and the local traditional music
contributory factors to the sound of
One To One. And the inclusion of a
number of guest musicians also
marks another stage in Jones' steady
departure from his original practice
of monopolising the playing credits.

`Most of the guests on the album
aren't famous at all', he says.
`They're local musicians playing
traditional instruments I used to
inject atmosphere. The opening
track actually starts with Sean Potts
from the Chieftains playing Irish
flutes.'

Also novel on the atmosphere
front (an aspect of recording that's
always received Jones' special
attention) is the inclusion of noises
from Max Eastleigh's Sound
Sculptures. For the uninitiated,
E&MM OCTOBER 1986

these are sculptures in various
materials that combine visual and
acoustic art. In each case, the
viewer has to interact in some way
with the sculpture to produce sound
in some form.

`Don't ask me why, but I was
watching Pebble Mill at One one
afternoon and there was this guy on
with all these weird instruments
making strange noises. The sounds
were so unusual. I found them so
fascinating I got in touch with him,
and we ended up spending a day in
the studio sampling some of the
sounds.

`The ones I liked most were the
whirly ones, where you have to
swing something around your head.
There's one called The Bullroarer
which I particularly liked; we used
that at the start of a song called
`Don't Want To Fight Anymore'.
There's another one we used called
The Ark - that's like a plank with a
hinge in it and a piece of wire strung
across it which you can bow or
pluck. We modified all the sounds
quite heavily, and used them for
very short moments to help create
atmospheres.'

CREATING A UNIQUE
ATMOSPHERE for each
song began in earnest with
Dream Into Action. Looking
back at Human's Lib, you'll

find a collection of finely crafted
songs, with Jones' manipulation of
melody bringing the emphasis to
rest firmly on commercial appeal. In
terms of songwriting, if not
saleability, it set a standard the artist
failed to sustain with Dream Into
Action, on which the songwriting
became less finely focused.

`The last LP was a lot more
experimental', he explains. 'I can
understand why people might not
have liked it as much as Human's
Lib. It was difficult because, at the
time, I didn't really know which
direction I wanted to take. So I
concentrated a lot on the creation of
specific atmospheres for each song.
In that respect I think Dream Into
Action was very good. Songs like
`Automaton' - that had a great
atmosphere to it.

'On this album I wanted to spend
a lot of time giving each song its own
individual set of sounds. I spent one
day just walking around the house
collecting everyday things to sample
into the Fairlight, things like
saucepans. It's amazing how such
humble -looking objects can produce
such beautiful sounds.'

But Jones' resourcefulness goes
way beyond such mundane things as
saucepans...

`There's a tap-dance solo in the
middle of a track called 'Step Into
These Shoes'. One of the ladies that
does the cooking at Windmill Lane
also tap-dances, so we sampled her 
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a solo with her.'
As usual, the creation of

distinctive atmospheres is to some
extent dependent on modern music
hardware. And over the years, Jones
has amassed a huge collection of
equipment, simply by not selling old
gear as he added newer and ever
more sophisticated items to his
armoury.

`I'm loath to get rid of anything,
really. Each instrument has its own
strengths - things it will do better
than anything else - and I use all the
old gear for those things. Whatever
instruments you use, you find you
become attached to particular
sounds they make that can't be
replaced by anything else. One thing
I'm still very fond of is the Moog
Prodigy, because of the oscillator
sync sounds it has.'

Right now, Jones' obsession
means he has in tow a DX7,
Emulator II, Prophet T8, Juno 60,
Jupiter 8, Super Jupiter module, and
Moog Prodigy... The Fairlight and a
Linn 9000 arrived earlier this year,
to make life a little more colourful.

'I always swore I'd never buy a
Fairlight', Jones confesses, 'but the
new Series III has proved to be very
wonderful. The quality of the
sampling in particular is very, very
good, and I've used it a lot on the
album.

`I've found the Super Jupiter very
good. Having MIDI's great, but in
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the lower registers it's got a lot more
guts than the Jupiter 8 used to have.
I always had trouble getting good
bass sounds out of that. I've got into
the MiniMoog for bass sounds on
this album, too.

`Most of the new album was
programmed on the Linn 9000. I
decided not to use the Fairlight
because I hadn't had it all that long,
and I'd spent a year learning how to
use the Linn. It seemed silly to go
into the studio without knowing
more about it.

`The recording was all done
through MIDI: using 16 channels it
was possible to do all the
arrangements without using tape. In
fact, on some of the tracks there are
almost no separate overdubs apart
from the vocals. MIDI's fine for
that sort of thing, but you do run
into problems with the delays. I
learned big things from working
with Arif: you simply can't assume
that everything is going to respond
together. The DX7 is bang -on, but
the Emulator is always late. And
samples don't seem to reach their
peak if you trigger them on time,
they take a while to build up so you
trigger them early. I don't like to
edit them, because you risk losing
the nice beginning you had.

'We ended up measuring all the
inaccuracies and using the SRC to
pull everything together. I never
realised what a huge difference a
few milliseconds can make to a
groove. It can totally change the feel
of a track; it can make it or destroy
it. In that respect we treated
everything as an overdub - delaying
it or advancing it to fit the part.'

IN THE EARLY DAYS of Jones'
one-man career, though, MIDI
was a nice idea that had yet to see
the light of day. Yet the almost
total incompatibility between

gear from different manufacturers
(not to mention some
manufacturers' own equipment)
didn't preclude Jones performing
live with the kind of spontaneity
rarely found with electronic acts.
And while it's easy to assume that
MIDI is the key to the flexibility of
Jones' current live setup, he
maintains his on-stage freedom is no
greater now than it was at the start.

`I don't think people realised just
how much freedom I had then', he
says. 'I was using a Pro One for the
sequencing with the Juno 60
arpeggiating over the top of it.
Between being very careful with
arrangements, playing and mixing,
I was able to do a lot of things that
weren't generally regarded as
practical. Some parts would be
running throughout a song but
would only be pulled in when they
were needed from the mixing desk.

`Even now, people think it's all on
tape and that I'm just miming, but111110-
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THE STORY CONTINUES...
...MIDIFEXHASARRIVED!

The Next Step in Creative Sound is Here! £395 inc VAT
Only a few months after the sensational
MIDIVERB revolutionised low-cost stereo
digital reverberation, Alesis bring you MIDIFEX,
an equally high quality signal processor that
will enhance your sound even further.

Multiple effects processing has always been
a trademark of the world's top recording
engineers who, through the technique of
chaining several different processors
together, produce some of the most stunning
effects to be heard on record today.

Now Alesis have captured 63 such polished
effects in one stereo unit and offer you the
ability to control them at the touch of a button
or via MIDI. Just dial up one of the programs
and let the unique Alesis software generate
the effect you've chosen. You can select from
21 different echoes with short, medium or long
repeat times and varying amounts of low,
high or band pass filtering. There are 15 multi -
tap delay effects with stereo panning of the

sound, regeneration programs and
slap -back echoes. If you need a little stereo
enhancement on a vocal, a reverse effect on
toms or classic gated reverb on a snare,
MIDIFEX has it all.
And to add spice to your mix, we've created
some very different and special programs to
capture your imagination. Reverb Bloom and
Multi -tap Reverse Pan are justtwo amazing
effects which have just got to be heard!

The perfect compliment to the MIDIFEX is of
course the industry standard MIDIVERB with its

63 different stereo reverb programs, including
reverse gated reverb. What's more, the Alesis
MIDIVERB is probably one of the most usable
and best sounding stereo digital reverbs.

Available Now!

Rack -mount I 9 -inch adaptor for housing the
MIDIFEX and MIDIVERB - only £9.95 inc VAT.

SOUND MCHNOLOGY
6 LETCHWORTH BUSINESS CENTRE, AVENUE ONE, LETCHWORTH, HERTFORDSHIRE SG6 2HR. TEL. 0462 675675. TELEX 826967.



it's never been that way. I'm just
using modern equipment to create
something exciting.

`I hate the idea of a song being the
same every night. You've got to
retain a live element or you stop
experimenting and learning. The big
difference with MIDI is that it
allows you to go into very great
detail in the construction of a song.'

Jones has now abandoned the idea
of the one-man show, integrating
the electronic gymnastics of
yesteryear into a fully-fledged band.
On his last live excursion almost a
year ago, Jones' entourage included
drummer extraordinaire Trevor
Morais, female vocal team
Afrodiziak, and bass -playing
brother Martin Jones.

`The same idea of freedom applies
to the band as well', Jones
maintains. 'Two-thirds of an
arrangement will be predetermined,
and from then on the song can run
free.'

Remembering the last tour, Jones
certainly had plenty of freedom of
his own. The image is still clear in
my mind: a tall, lanky man hurtling
around the stage, remote keyboard
slung around his neck, firing
sampled guitar riffs at a stunned
audience.

`It was an Emulator sample and a
Yamaha KX5 remote keyboard',
Jones reveals. 'I tried to adapt my
keyboard technique to sound as
much like a guitarist as possible.
You can do it quite well really, and it
becomes very expressive. The KX5
is quite good because of the
performance controls on the neck;
the trouble with it is that it looks
like a toy. I'm thinking of
customising mine to make it look
more mean.'

There's plenty of guitar to be
heard on One To One, including a
suspiciously 'real' solo from a song
previewed on the tour. How much
of it is attributable to the Jones/
Emu/KX5 combination?

`About 60% of the guitar on the
album isn't real', says the artist.
`Nile Rogers played most of it that
is.'

And the solo on 'You Know I
Love You, Don't You?...'

a real one, yes.'
Another tour is currently in the

planning stage, and is set to begin in
February next year. This time,
Jones intends to take a guitarist,
along with yet another of the Jones
family.

`That's Roy. He plays keyboards
and sings.'

The Joneses are beginning to
sound like the Jacksons...

`...There's another one you've
still yet to see', Howard continues,
obviously enjoying the moment, 'a
fourth brother who plays the
drums...'

Although all Jones' work falls
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under the umbrella of pop, the
diversity of his material to date is
testament to his versatility as a
songwriter. It's not a role he
undertakes lightly.

`I like the idea of crafting a song.
I spend a long time writing a song:
some I write on piano, but most of
them are written with all the gear to
hand. I prefer it that way so that I
can try things out as I go.

`Generally I start with a bassline
or a rhythm pattern, but I do try to
write in as many different ways as I
can. I don't like any two songs to
sound the same. I love programming,
but I love just sitting and playing the
piano, too. The trouble with the
piano is that you accumulate clichés
over the years.

`I like doing things that surprise,
but which still remain within the
format of pop. Like the gospel piano
that's in the middle bit of 'Good
Luck, Bad Luck' (from One To
One) - that's there as a surprise.

`And I'm really into intros. Often
I'll spend as much time on an
introduction as I will on the rest of
the song. I enjoy creating one
atmosphere with the intro, and then
changing it completely with the rest
of the song. I suppose I just like
leading people up the garden path.'

But don't the limitations of pop
represent restrictions to a man of
Jones' talent?

`There's a lifetime's work
exploring this so-called restrictive
framework. In spite of the apparent
restrictions, I think there's still so
much room for innovation within
the pop format. It's nice simply to
explore those possibilities, and with
the advent of sampling, there's such
a huge palette of sounds to choose
from.'

Well yes, sampling is one of
Howard Jones' current passions.
But, in contrast to those artists who
jealously guard their sounds against
theft, this one regards the 'open
season' on sounds as a healthy
situation.

`I actually don't sample off other
people's records, but I don't give a
damn who takes sounds off mine. I
do sometimes take sounds off my
own records, but I always alter the
sounds I sample anyway. I don't
think people want to hear the same
sounds again - they want to hear
something fresh.

`It's different if you're talking
about nicking a chord structure or a
melody line, I don't go along with
that.

`But I think sampling represents
the most significant development in
music technology for years,
especially now it's becoming so
cheap. It's almost like the electric
guitar being invented all over
again.' 
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WHAT'S
in a name?

As from November, 'Electronics & Music Maker' will cease to

exist. But don't panic. The world's longest -running and most

successful hi -tech music magazine is not about to disappear

overnight. It'll be on newsagents' shelves again in November,

much as usual. But it'll carry a different name: 'Music
Technology'.

The decision to change has not been taken lightly.

'Electronics & Music Maker' is hardly the neatest and sharpest

of magazine titles, but the initials by which it became known

after only its first issue - 'E&MM' - are almost as much of a

music industry standard as EMI, LP or MIDI.

When those initials first became used, of course, E&MM

was a rather different beast to the magazine we know today.

In addition to devoting a small amount of coverage to hi -tech

musical instruments and the people involved in using them, it

also embraced CB radio, disco and lighting equipment, hi -fl,

and the construction of electronic projects such as car battery

testers and model railway speed controllers.

But as time passed, the market for new musical instruments

broadened significantly, and E&MM's coverage of them
broadened with it. By 1983, just two years after the
magazine's first issue, well over three-quarters of E&MM's

editorial content dealt specifically with the new music

technology that was affecting everyone in the music business

- from musicians and producers to record buyers and record

company bosses.

Two years later, and the entire magazine had become

dedicated to informing its readership of new musical and

technological developments, reporting on the latest hard-

ware and software innovations, and revealing the secrets of

successful composers and musicians working in the hi -tech

arena.

Thus, in August '85, the `Electronics & Music Maker' logo

gave way to one that read simply 'E&MM', with the line 'The

Music Technology Magazine' underneath.

The final chapter in the story came in June of this year,

when Music Maker Publications, the people who publish

E&MM and four other musicians' magazines in the UK,

launched an American edition of E&MM. We called it 'Music

Technology', because it summed up the content of the
magazine, its style and its purpose in life, better than any other

title.

`Music Technology' is only just publishing its fourth issue as

you read this, yet already it seems we have a winner on our

hands. The US public's reaction to the magazine - and that
title - has been more unreservedly enthusiastic than even our

most optimistic dreams could have predicted. It's meant

more work for us, and for our new Los Angeles office. But it's

also benefitted the magazines we publish in the UK, by

providing us with in-depth news of Stateside developments,

faster than any other music magazine publisher can muster.

That, in a nutshell, is why 'E&MM' will become 'Music

Technology' as from next issue. The new name is brighter,

more immediate, more contemporary, and more relevant

than its predecessor - not to mention easier to say over the
phone.



ATASTE
of things to come

But there'd be little point changing the name of a magazine if

the magazine itself wasn't subject to a few improvements in

its own right.
How could we improve E&MM, you ask? Well, it wasn't

easy. The question we kept asking ourselves was the old

chestnut - why change a successful formula? We decided

there was no point, which left us with just one option open.

Like the Mars bar people, we decided to make the magazine

better by making it bigger. In other words, the formula stays

broadly the same - it's just that, from now on, there'll be

more of it.
November's issue - the first under the 'Music Technology'

banner - will have 24 pages more than the last under the

E&MM name. And almost all of those pages will be editorial,

not advertising - giving 'MT' the best ed-ad ratio in the

business.

What will those extra pages contain? Well, like we said,

more of the same. A greater number of news pages, for a

start, containing more stories, written in more detail than

ever before. More space for reader participation, too, with an

expanded 'Patchwork' section for musicians' own synth

sounds, readers' charts for music and musical instruments, and

more pages for comments (in the Communiqué section) and

technical queries (under Interface), with free subscriptions

going out to the best letters each month.

But as well as our readers speaking for themselves, 'Music

Technology' will be letting more industry figures have more

of a say, too. There'll be a wider variety of personalities -

musicians, composers, engineers, producers, technicians and

software writers - interviewed in each issue. And the results

of those personalities' labours - the records, the concerts,

the festivals - will be given more space as part of an extended

review section.

None of which will detract from what has always been one

of the most popular features of the magazine - its appraisals of

new musical instruments. These will be as detailed and as

authoritative as ever, and there'll be a greater number of 'In

Brief sneak previews and long-term user reports, in addition

to the standard equipment reviews.

Yet any new instrument is of limited use unless the people

who play and program it know a bit about what they're doing.

With this in mind, 'Music Technology' will devote more space

to features that give practical advice - on both creating

sounds using new technology, and linking those sounds to

produce music. Composing, performing, recording and

programming will all feature heavily.

Finally, regular competitions - such a popular feature in

E&MM in the past - will have a stronger presence than ever.

We'll be kicking off with a bumper giveaway in the November

issue, with equipment prizes worth thousands... And there's

more to come.
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technology
formerly
E&MM

DON'T
miss out

The improvements we're making with the advent of 'Music

Technology' may mean it becomes scarce on newsagents'

shelves within days of publication. You can always risk finding

a solitary copy in a small paper shop on the other side of town,

or you can order a monthly copy from your newsagent.

But the best way to avoid missing out on 'Music

Technology' is to subscribe direct from the people who

produce it. An annual subscription saves you time, money, and

an awful lot of hassle. And if you subscribe now, before the

first issue of the new -look magazine, you'll save even more

money. At the moment, subscription rates for 'Music

Technology' are the same as those for E&MM. But this

introductory offer won't last long, so to take advantage of it,

you'll have to act quickly.

Fill out the form below, pop it in the post, and leave the

rest to us and 'Music Technology'.

Please send me the next 12 issues of 'Music Technology', starting with the issue. I enclose a cheque/postal order/bankers' draft* for
E I 5.50/L16.20/L23.50/L37.50*, made payable to Music Maker Publications.

My name is

My address is

Postcode

Send to: Mail Order Dept, Music Technology, Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 I UY.

Introductory rates: UK/Eire £15.50; Europe & Overseas (surface mail) £16.20; Europe (airmail) £23.50; Overseas (airmail) £37.50. Payment by overseas (including
Eire) subscribers should be covered by a bankers' draft in pounds sterling.

* Please delete as applicable.
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Choosing a multitracKer can be a difficult business. But Vestafire have now
made the task a little easier.

The MR -10 is the result of years of design and manufacturing experience
in the multitrack field and Vestafire have drawn on their understanding to
create unique features which greatly increase flexibility and widen the
scope of your creative process.

Take the ingenious LINE TRACK mixer section: Firstly this enables you to
record four different signals simultaneously onto one or two tracks.
Secondly you can monitor all four tracks separately, and lastly these two
functions can be combined. For example, drums and bass from tracks 1
and 2 can be mixed with say keyboard and guitar into line inputs 3 and 4
for a live bounce onto one of the remaining tracks. These are just some of
the functions of a mixer section designed to get maximum music onto
tape.

Add to this features like electronic punch-in, switchable dbx noise
reduction (the professional standard) and ten inputs including two phonos
for recording from a music source and you'll wonder how Vestafire do it for
£320.

The MR -10. Flexibility is the word.

NEW
TECHNOLOGY
FOR
MUSIC
PRODUCTION

For details of your nearest Vestafire stockist, contact
exclusive distributors:
J & I Arbiter Ltd, Unit 8. Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples
Corner, Pdestley Way, London NW2 7AF.
Tel: 01-208 0022.



IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT ART?
How do a band of studio engineers, misfit composers and session players take sampling technologyout of the

studio and onto the live stage. Report Chris Me er Photography Tim Good. 'r

THE HYPE
SO HOW DOES ONE ATTACK
the Art of Noise? Well, there are
several ways. Remember how all the
professionals moaned that
synthesisers were being used to only
a small fraction of their potential,
and that too many people were
willing to cash in on clichés and
factory presets, instead of investing
some time and originality in their
machines? Well, it's even worse
with samplers. Here are machines
that can cover at least the same
ground as many synthesisers, and
also open up whole new
vocabularies of sound based on both
sampling and a cross-pollination of
the two.

But just as they were with
synthesisers, the vast majority of
musicians are either in the camp of
the flashy keyboardist looking for a
new (or even imitative) vehicle for
the same old solos, or in the camp of
the low -skilled musician or record
producer looking for a wonderful
(and again, cliched) hook. In this
environment, it is wonderful, and in
my stronger moments I would even
say essential, that a group of
anythings such as the Art of Noise
exists.

To listen to the band's In Visible
Silence album with sharply
attentive ears is to get a listen on the
innovative uses of sampling. These
include exploitation of the process'
weaknesses, such as the mechanical
quality of the same sample played
over and over (the orchestral
poundings on the start of
`Chameleon's Dish'); clock aliasing
noise (the slowed -down orchestra
effect plus the metallic yell of `No
more!' on 'Instruments of
Darkness'), plus ingenious uses of
layering, with one car starting a la
`Peter Gunn', and even digital
reverb (switching programs and
delay times throughout the album).

It is interesting that it's not
normal musicians, but a group of
studio producers and engineers,
who have brought us all this in an
accessible form.

So, the Art of Noise have hip
videos. 'Legs', 'Beat Box', and
48

`Peter Gunn' crashing through
dance clubs, singles bars, and meat
markets. Backing music to
commercials. Fun interviews. Max
Headroom! Plus an added show, and

the worst crowding I've ever seen at
Wolfgang's, San Francisco,
complete with an enormous queue. I
had both a normal ticket and a guest
pass waiting at the door. (Later,
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trying to scalp one of our tickets, we
even got one of them stolen.)

Since I'm supposed to be wearing
the music critic's hat in this review,
let me put it on firmly by making

some broad generalisations about
music. Most appreciated music can,
more or less, be fitted into three
categories: 1) Technically
challenging, where the
musicianship or complex pop
composition is the main draw (like
avant-garde or much of progressive
jazz and rock); 2) Emotional, where
the basic feeling of the music strikes
some responsive chord (no pun
intended), or some basic emotion or
primitive instinct (such as blues,
new age, and some heavy metal);
and 3) Sonic fireworks, where the
lure is the massiveness and newness
of the sounds involved, be they DX7
pianos, `mondo' drums or, yes,
samplers. Into this last category, for
better or worse, is the vast majority
of modern pop music, and the Art of
Noise.

The question is this. Can music
that relies on excellent sound
quality, careful mixes, and unique
sonic tricks cut it in the always less -
than -perfect environment of a live
concert?

THE EQUIPMENT
OUR ADVANCE MAN, Rick
Huber, got to the show several
hours early to secure our passes and
take an inventory of the equipment.
Anne Dudley was set up stage right
with a Fairlight, PPG Wave 2.2,
MemoryMoog, and grand piano.
(Incidentally, that kind of line-up is
a roadie's nightmare, including as it
does the four pieces of equipment
known as 'most likely to break
down' or, in the case of the piano, go
out of tune). J J Jeczalik was set up
stage left with brain to Anne's
Fairlight and a Fairlight of his own,
along with a Friend -Chip SRC.
Gary Langan decided not to tour,
and instead the band was rounded
out by a bass player (David Bronze)
with a Roland GR77B driving an
Akai S612, a drummer (Paul Kevin
Robinson) with a Simmons set
driving an Akai S900, a
percussionist (Simon Moreton),
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and three leather -clad backing
female vocalists, the Noisettes.

At the mix position were two
Lexicon 224s, a Korg DSP 1, and
the drummer's S900 and Simmons
MTM. Drum sounds were switched
at the mixing console, following the
conventional wisdom that a
drummer should be made to think as
little as possible. Also on the
equipment list was one cheerful,
crowded audience, half of which
was waiting on the dancefloor.

THE CONCERT
WE POLITELY WAITED through
a set by rockabilly band Blue Movie,
then Max Headroom came on to a
projector screen for an amusing
several -minute monologue, which
included references to the Art of
Noise as one of his backing bands.
Then to the strains of 'Peter Gunn',
the Art of Noise took the stage, and
unfortunately spent the first two
songs, 'Close to the Edit' and
`Paranoimia', warming up (wooden
performances, off-key vocals, you
know the sort of thing). Were my
worst fears realised? Was this
strictly a studio band?

But then some magic occurred.
The band started to loosen up. Anne
and J) traded off pattering with the
audience between numbers. A good
performance of 'Eye of the Needle'
was ended with a piano solo by
Anne, proving that her roots are
closer to bar jazz and classical than
Jerry Lee Lewis.

This was followed by a rousing
version of 'Legs' and a faithful,
beautiful 'Moments in Love',
concluding with another piano solo.

Then the band actually started
jamming, with JJ leading off 'Beat
Box' with a 'car starting' solo. In the
middle was an extended solo with
the bass player driving the '13uh'

sample on the Akai. I was left
devastated. His licks were perfectly
matched to the timbre and timing of
the sample he was playing. (Unlike
the drummer, who did normal drum
solo licks with vocal samples later
on in the show. Interesting in effect,
but nowhere near as powerful.)

Then came a stripped -down
version of 'Instruments of
Darkness', a jam on 'Flip of the
Tongue', with JJ live -loading a
sequence loop as a solo, and 'Back
Beat'. Finally, JJ did his best
imitation of a country DJ in
announcing Duane Eddy, and the
Art closed with 'Peter Gunn'.
(Eddy left the stage, shaking hands
with the audience, seemingly very
happy to be back in the limelight
again.)

Encores consisted of 'Opus 4'
(first half done by the Noisettes,
second half featuring the
aforementioned drum solo), and a
fun cover of the Andrews Sisters'
version of 'In the Mood' done
amazingly straight, except for JJ's
sampled vocal lead in the middle.
Nobody danced during the whole
show, perhaps due to the
overcrowded condition of the
dancefloor.

After the show, a strange crowd
(including ourselves, and a sole
songwriter, trying to sell some of his
songs to the band) tried
unsuccessfully to haggle their way
past one of the Art's managers.

Outside was an even longer queue
for the second show. And despite
the fact that I enjoyed myself, I
came away vaguely disappointed by
the weak mix, the stripped -down
arrangements (although, to their
credit, the band did indeed play the
majority of the music live), and the
loose timing. In short, the sonic
fireworks weren't fully there. 



of so long ago it was Akai, then it was E-

mu, this month it's Korg. Next month it'll probably

be Roland. It seems that at the moment, all the synth

manufacturers are releasing 12 -bit samplers one
50

THE SYNTH THAT
SAMPLES

The flood of I 2 -bit sampling machines at man -in -the -street prices goes on. This
month, Korg join the club with a sampler that boasts many traditional synth

features, plus waveform creation and additive synthesis. Its potential isenormous.
Paul Wiffen

after another. How is anybody supposed to choose

between them?

The spec hunters will tell you to compare

memory, sample rate, number of sample locations

and so on. Others will point to large libraries of

samples available for older machines and

recommend them. But both these approaches miss

what many consider to be the most important

factor: what each machine allows you to do with
samples once you've made them.

And this is where the new Korg DSS I scores
over some of its rivals, even though they may have
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larger memories or more disks currently available.

It features more sound -creation facilities and after -

the -event processing than any other 12 -bit sampler.

These encompass long-established traditional

analogue features like sync and oscillator detuning,

along with the latest digital techniques-waveform

drawing, additive synthesis and digital delay lines

(two of them).
But we're getting ahead of ourselves. Let's begin

with sound quality. The paper spec gives good cause

for optimism. Sample quality is a product of (among

other things) sample analysis and sample rate, and

the DSS I uses 12 -bit analysis, which puts it on a par

with all the samplers released this year, while its

maximum sample rate of 48kHz puts all the others

in the shade. In fact, there are four possible sample

rates: 48, 32, 24 and I 6kHz.

The factory disks supplied with the DSS I are of

variable quality. Some samples- like the acoustic

guitar and solo strings-are superbly authentic, but

others- like the pianos- give away their multi -

sampled origins all too easily, with glaringly obvious

changes between samples as you play across the

keyboard.
On the other hand, the synth sounds the DSS I

comes with are uniformly excellent, ranging from

the synth strings and brass (which everybody

started to ask for as soon as samplers made accurate

acoustic .sounds available) to 'pure' synthetic bass

and lead sounds.

Accessing a new set of sounds on the DSS1

requires a fair amount of patience. The double -sided

disks hold four complete memory setups of the

DSS1 which are known as Systems, with each one

containing samples, synth sounds, and (initially)

blank user locations. But it takes five separate

actions to set the loading process going (four

switches and a fiddly slider movement) and then the

disk drive takes over 50 seconds to load one of

these systems. Korg don't try to hide the fact (the

display does say "Please wait a minute" while

loading), but 50 seconds is a very long time to load

256K of memory. The Prophet 2000, Akai 5900 and

Emulator II manage to load twice as much memory

in 40 seconds or less. I don't know how people using

the DSS I live will cope with the minute or so it will

take to change systems, though inevitably there'll

still be a couple of other keyboards around to makt

noises while the DSS1 is otherwise engaged. Let's

hope a future update will speed up the Disk

Operating System...

Making your own samples on the DSS1 is

straightforward enough, and the machine guides

you through any decisions you have to make before

you can begin sampling. Hitting the Sample button

gets the ball rolling by putting you in the correct

mode, and the display prompts you to choose your

sample rate (which you do by moving the data entry

slider). Hitting Enter then moves you on to setting

the Total Time for your sample. Depending on the

sample rate you've selected, this gives you a choice

of times which correspond to half or all of the

DSS1's memory.

Now comes the point where you have to decide

if you're going to use multi -samples (to make a

more accurate representation of the instrument
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you're sampling over the five octaves of the

keyboard) or just one sample. You do this by

specifying how many memory divisions you want,

and the DSS I automatically divides the time set

between the number of samples you want to make

( I , 2, 4, 8 or 16). Then you input the number of the

particular sample you want to record. The DSS I

now offers default keyboard positions (C3 for a

single sample or various positions up the keyboard

for multi -samples), or you can place the imminent

sample wherever you like on the keyboard.

Now, if you want to, you can begin sampling

straight away by pressing zero on the keypad (all

such parameters are listed on the front panel). But

it's as well to check the level of the incoming signal

first (2 on the keypad gives you a VU -type reading in

the display), and alter it if necessary via the data

sliders. You might also want to set a trigger

threshold, which is represented as a star within the

VU -type display, so you can see just when your

threshold is being exceeded by the signal. At any

point, you can press zero and make a sample.

The whole system is breathtakingly easy to use,

but I can't help feeling that, for the experienced

sampler (person, not instrument), the procedure

could get a little Ic..g-winded and restrictive with

continuous use.

ith only the bare minimum of

preparation and familiarisation, we successfully

created some impressive samples from sound

sources ranging from a dynamic Peter Gabriel CD

to recently released album of Bulgarian vocal

music (which the Cross -Fade Loop parameter

looped very smoothly).
Of course, you don't get anything for nothing in

this world: the 48kHz rate uses up all 256K of

memory in no more than 5.5 seconds. A 32kHz rate

gives you 8 seconds, while the 24kHz sample rate

gives a generous 1 I seconds, and the 16kHz rate

(best reserved for special effects) gives 16 seconds

of continuous sampling.
In terms of memory, the 256K of the DSS1

compares favourably with that of the unexpanded

Prophet 2000, but as far as we've been able to

establish, it's not possible to expand the memory to

the 512K which looks like being standard soon for

samplers in the Korg's price bracket.

Once you're happy with the quality of your

sample, you have the choice of naming it and saving

it to disk, which you can do either straightaway or

after some editing. The first thing Edit Sample mode

allows you to do is truncate the start and/or length

of your sample. This means you should set the start

point first, otherwise the point at which your

sample ends will move when you move the start

point, as the loop length fixes the end by reference

to the number of individual samples after the start.

More experimentally, you can reverse, link, or

mix samples (with splice or crossfade) to build up

new sounds in a quasi-Musique Concrete approach.

The penultimate function of Edit Sample mode (just

before the Save function) allows you to view and

edit the value of each 'word' of sample data

individually. No other sampler on the market allows

you to do this without a VDU, and it's an incredible

feature - though it would be a brave programmer

who'd attempt to make major changes via this

method - it could well take all night. That said, it

should prove invaluable for removing small

blemishes in samples caused by clicks and pops.

Strangely, a more standard function which you'd

normally expect to find in the Edit Sample section -

looping - is actually to be found in the Multi -Sound

area of the machine. But having found it, it is well

worth the search, as it offers you three levels of help

with your looping. Loops are set up by specifying a

start point and a length for each sot i within the

Multi -Sound (this terminology can get confusing,

can't it?). This means that each sample can be looped

independently of all the others.

The most basic way of looping is to set the start

and loop lengths manually, a method which virtually

all samplers on the market offer. These points can

be altered in four ways. Data entry slider A (there

are two of them) allows you to move through the

sample memory in steps of 10K (10,000 samples),

while the associated A and V switches move in 1K

juinps (1001 samples). Data entry slider B gets even

finer resolution with every 20 samples, and using

the switches next to this slider, you can step

through each individual sample.
Assuming you don't instantly find the ideal sample

points manually (and it can take a long time, as

programmers who have samplers with only this

method of looping will testify), the DSS I offers you 
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More than a Grand

The Ensoniq Piano ... to say it sounds grand is only the beginning. It sounds
absolutely real. That's because it uses actual grand piano waveforms to give you
all the richness and character you expect in a great piano sound.
There's more. In addition to grand piano, there are digitally sampled electric
piano, vibes, clay, marimba and electric and upright bass waveforms in the
Piano's memory - 12 completely real sounds available at the push of a button.
With stereo, MIDI and a separate output for the bass sounds, you have an
instrument that's versatile as well as great sounding.

The Ensoniq Piano feels more like the real thing than any other electronic piano.
The keyboard has 76 piano -sized keys with a smooth and responsive piano -like
feel. It even gives you control over the dynamics with touch sensitivity and
sustain and sostenuto pedals.

And in the Ensoniq tradition, all this great sound can be had for little more than a
grand. See and hear The Ensoniq Piano at your authorized Ensoniq dealer.

lensoni®
ENSONIO CORP, 263 Great Valley Parkway. Malvern, PA 19355 0 Canada: 6969 Trans Canada Hwy., Suite 123, St. Laurent. Que. H4T 1V8 0 ENSONIQ Europe,65 Ave de Stalingrad, 1000 Brussels o Japan: Sakata Shokai, Ltd., Minami Morimachi - Chu -O Building. 6-2 Higashi -Tenma, 2-Chome, Kita-Ku, Osaka, 530
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 the chance to use an Autoloop function. This is all

very fine when it works, but unless you've already

moved the start and length values to something

suitable, the Autoloop often comes up with 'Not

Found' in the display. Once you get to the right

place with your manual settings, though, you can

keep pressing Enter to step through suitable zero

crossings until you find the best one.

And if that still doesn't find you a perfect loop,

you can bring in the heavy artillery and use

Crossfade Looping. This feature is nothing new (it's

been available for a while now through Digidesign's

Sound Designer, and will be on the Emax), but the

DSS I's implementation is unique in that it allows

you to hear what the Crossfade Loop will actually

sound like, before the sample data is permanently

altered. This is invaluable, as it allows you to try

numerous different crossfade lengths and sample

points before you decide which one gives the best

results.

So, you can make a finite sample sound

continuously in the same way as a traditional

synthesiser oscillator. And by using the Multi-Souria

section, you can get a good representation of your

original source over the whole five -octave

keyboard (or 101/2 octaves via MIDI).

et the DSS I offers you two alternative

ways to produce digital waveforms in addition to

sampling. This makes the machine a proper

synthesiser as well as a sampler, and seeing as the

digital waveforms you can create from scratch take

up very little memory, there should be no worries

on that score.

The first method of waveform creation is

drawing. This is done by moving one of the data

entry sliders to plot the waveform in a slowed -

down, real-time operation which represents one

cycle. This lasts about eight seconds, and in that

time, any movements you make with the slider are

recorded and used to plot the waveform (see

Diagrams).
This movement of the slider generates a 512 -

segment waveform, or 512 different levels, all of

which can then be viewed and edited in a similar way

to the sample data. Such analysis and editing doesn't

represent quite such a marathon task, either, as

there are only 512 levels to look at, rather than the

thousands involved in just a couple of seconds of

sampling. And the neat thing about this process is

that you can set up a complex waveshape very

quickly using the drawing, and then tailor it by
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means of the View/Edit function.
What waveforms can you come up with via this

method? Well, I soon found how to make traditional

shapes like sawtooth (slowly raise the level over the

whole eight seconds) and square (start with the

slider at full level and pull sharply down to the

bottom after four seconds), but shortly afterwards

discovered these waveforms are available as starting

points for Harmonic Addition. More
unconventionally, pushing the slider up and down

rapidly gives you a lot of high harmonics; moving it

less jerkily gives you a purer waveform.

What eventually transpires from all these hand

movements is that, in the static mode you obtain

from a single cycle, many radically different

waveforms end up sounding fairly similar. To

correct this, you apply a slow filter sweep in the

analogue section (which we'll come to in a while), so

that the different harmonic structures of each

waveshape become audible.

The same turns out to be true of Harmonic

Synthesis, the other option in Create Waveform

mode. This method allows you to specify a different

level for each of 128 harmonics. Again, this is a

flexible system that can involve the user in a rather

long-winded procedure. Fortunately, Korg offer

you a good selection of starting waveforms besides

the Blank one (all harmonics at zero level). This

means you can start with an old friend like

'sawtooth' or an organ -type sound, or even the

'current' waveform - which can be one you've just

drawn, or even one cycle of a sample.

You can't hear the difference that changing the

level of a harmonic makes instantly. When you've

made any changes you think are appropriate, you

press Enter and the DSS I computes the resulting

waveform. You then go through this process as

many times as is necessary, until you're happywith

the result.
When you've finished creating your waveform-

whether by drawing, editing or altering harmonic

levels- you can save it to disk with a name, just as if

it were a sample.

And now it can be used as a source

waveform for the DSS I's synthesiser, just as though

it were a sample. On most sampling machines, the

'synthesiser' section is there simply to 'clean up'

samples, and is rarely a very versatile beast. But on

the DSS1 you have a fully-fledged synth section:

each of the eight voices boasts two oscillators plus

noise, and a VCA and VCF with independent

envelope sections for each - in other words,

virtually all the features of Korg's flagship

polyphonic synth, the DW8000.

However, the synth section is not multitimbral,

so all samples within a Multisound are affected by

the same set of synth parameters. This isn't to say

you can't create multisamples and split effects

through sampling on the DSS I . But as soon as you

start synthesising these samples, you hit the

monotimbral limitation.
And it's symptomatic of the DSS I's design that to

make the best use of the instrument, you'll probably

want to use your samples (which of course take up

precious memory) in both synthesised and

unsynthesised forms.

To be fair, Korg have conceived the DSS I as an

extension of the synthesiser tradition - more

specifically, I suppose, their synthesiser tradition, in

which multitimbral synths don't figure. Thus you

won't find individual audio outs on the instrument's

rear panel, or an implementation of MIDI Mode 4

(the 'multitimbral' mode).
Anyway, all the Program Parameters (as the

synth section is labelled) are accessible in three

ways: by typing the parameter number on the

keypad, by moving data entry slider A, or by

stepping through associated A/V switches. This

system is no substitute for traditional knobs and

dials, but once you get used to it, you can whizz

around between parameters without too many

headaches.

Generally speaking, the available parameters are

explained quite fully in the display when you call

them up (which is just as well, as the preliminary

manual we received ignored them completely).

There simply isn't the space here to examine

each synth parameter in detail, so I'll just pick out

the unusual and unique features for comment,

bearing in mind that standard features like filter

cutoff and VCA level do their job admirably.

The most remarkable feature of this section

appears early on, with the OSC I and OSC2 Multi -

Sound parameters. As I've already implied, these

allow you to select different sound sources for each

oscillator. These can be drawn from the full range of

standard (square, sawtooth and so on), created

(drawn and/or harmonically synthesised), or user -

sampled sources.

So, you can put a multi -sample on OSC1 and an

'analogue' waveform on OSC2, and then mix them,

detune them, sync them, switch between them with

velocity, and so on. The system's potential is huge,

ranging from standard synth setups with two

traditional waveforms, through hybrid 110-
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ALPHA JUNO 1

Great New Looks Great New Sounds
Rolands Cheapest Polysynth

ALPHA JUNO 2
Great new touch sensitive polysynth:
64 preset voices, 64 programmable +
64 on optional cartridge, MIDI, the

best ever touch sensitive UNDER £800

JX8P
2 Oscillators, touch sensitive, MIDI,

beautiful sounds at an AMAZING NEW

LOW PRICE £699

SUPER JX10
The brand new Roland flagship. The ultimate
analogue machine, 76 keys, 12 note poly,

layered and split sounds, built in sequencer,
touch sensitive + MIDI of course EPOA

MAIN DEALER -ALL BRANCHES

a//111111111111' M113001111 Ilk.

RD1000 DIGITAL PIANO
88 fully weighted wooden keys, 16 note

polyphonic MIDI, SAS sound generation,
incredibly accurate grand piano sound and '

feel, including stand £POA

MKB200
61 note MIDI

keyboard controller
SUGGESTED PRICE £599

MKS20 DIGITAL
PIANO MODULE
Exactly the same facilities as

RD1000 without the keyboard
SUGGESTED PRICE £1199

M1

if MUSIC VILLAGE
BARNET

LONDON

/ MUSIC VILLAGE

* CAMBRIDGE

M25

EonsROM

UM VILLAGE

DARTFORD
TUNNEL

CHADWELL HEATH MAIN LINE FROM LIVERPOOL STREET
HIGH BARNET NORTH LINE TUBE

AIE

SOUTHEND

A127

THAMES

MC500
MICRO

COMPOSER
40,000 notes internal

memory + 100,000
notes on 3.5" disc +

' MIDI SUGGESTED !
PRICE E749

Boss Dr Rhythm DR220A (acoustic
version) + DR220E (electronic version)

programmable digital rhythm
machine SSP L165

mourAkulas916111111111killk

94691615,4111011111111111111

TR505
Fantastic new digital drum machine,

16 PCM voices in Latin sounds + MIDI '

with'a SUGGESTED PRICE OF ONLY £245

SRV2000 STEREO
DIGITAL REVERB

This is the really serious reverb, unmatched
 quality and facilities. Incredible new

low price £POA

NEW CR1000
The ultimate gigging digital

drum machine

SSP £335

DDR30 Digital Drum Kit
Fantastic sounds, fantastic Looks,

Fantastic Feel, Fantastic Price.

Now only £1199 complete.

510 Sampling
Keyboard SSP E999

550 Sampling
Keyboard SSP £2175

TR707 DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE
MIDI, separate outputs, on board mixer,

great sound.
TR727 DIGITAL PERCUSSION

MACHINE Same as 707 but with Latin
sounds. A great combination with:

PAD -8 OCTOPAD
8 touch sensitive pads, to trigger any MIDI

drum machine or synth etc.
SUGGESTED PRICE £399

* SPECIAL PACKAGE DEALS AVAILABLE *

BOSS EFFECTS PEDALS
The complete range of these market leaders

always in stock at the very best prices!!

New DEP5 Digital Multi Effects Processor
Roland's answer to the Midifex and the SPX90.

Amazing specification! SSP E675

Boss DRP 1/2/3 Dr Drum Pad
Electronic percussion pad

featuring 6 digital sound sources
SSP £149

BOSS MICRO
RACK SERIES

Low budget high quality processors
RPS 10 pitch shift delay E199
RDD 10 Delay £149
RSD 10 Sampler/Delay (2 sec) £199
RCL 10 cornoff imiter £115
RGE 10 graphic EQ £115
RBF 10 Hanger . £115
RPW7 multi power supply £64
BMRS rack £45

G77/GR77B
BASS GUITAR SYNTH.

NEW LOW PRICE!!

HEAD OFFICE & MAIN SHOWROOM: 10 HIGH ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH,
I (Near ROMFORD, ESSEX) Tel: 01-599 4228 01-598 9506

rts,,,eN -01. NO DEPOSIT INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1500 * ACCESS * VISA * AMEX * DINERS * MAI

,A*9, si
Kvo" Kso

DW8000
VOTED KEYBOARD OF THE YEAR 8 note poly, digital

waveform, touch sensitve, built in digital delay,
arpegiator, MIDI, terrific spec. EPOA

The New DDD1 digital sampling touch
sensitive MIDI drum machine £POA

SQD-1 MIDI SEQUENCER
15,000 note internal memory + 30,000 notes

on disc, independent record, edit and
playback on all 16 MIDI channels

NICIZEZI:=1111111111
SDD 1000

SAMPLING DIGITAL DELAY
Sampling, sequencer and trigger, overdub
effects, up to 2048 M. seconds delay, and
sampling was £499 SPECIAL OFFER £249

RI
1140)445161.114g, Beyond Syritheallt.

1111111111111 111111111111

KORG DSS1 Sam tin: s nth EPOA

POLY 800 MkII
New programmable polysynth 8 voice, 64 programs,
built-in programmable digital delay, and EQ, built in

1000 note sequencer, MIDI, great price!

MIRAGE SAMPLING KEYBOARD
Still the most cost effective sampling keyboard

around including advanced sampling guide and discs

SUGGESTED PRICE NOW ONLY £1320

MIRAGE
MULTI SAMPLER EXPANDER

As above but without the keyboard, 8 voice, built in
sequencer, disc drive, touch sensitive, MIDI

SUGGESTED PRICE £1115.

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW 5900 MIDI SAMPLER
"Ma Eight voice, 12 bit velocity sensitive 3.5"

Silki disc drive, 6 octave range, multi S. . sampling, maximum 48 seconds
sampling time
SUGGESTED PRICE £1695
NEW MG614 PORTASTUDIO A pro
quality multi track recorder with
computerised auto locator standard
and double speed, 2 band parametric
EQ and two independent effects send
£999
S612 and MD280 disc drive now Price.
AX73 brand new 6 octave poly synth
touch sensitive MIDI split incredible73 value only £699
MX73 brand new 6 octave mother

11 11 III IIIP Ii 11111111 11 111 11 III I keyboard touch sensitive, 4 split only

IN IMO NM

AP OM /1.
11I OP

ENSONIQ SAMPLED PIANO
6 octave fully weighted keys, real piano sounds,

touch sensitive, 10 voice, + MIDI, ONLY

SUGGESTED PRICE £1115

EW ENSONIQ
SYNTH/SEQUENCER

very powerful synthesiserneL from splitn:onik

touch
sequencer, MIDI, 24 oscillators,

SUGGESTED ITICE ONLY £1115

CASIO.
NEW RX1 DIGITAL SAMPLING DRUM
MACHINE too rniiiiseonds sampling time for
single sample or
split between a
mmimum of 4
samples, 12 PCM
sounds, 10

npabLa,doutpts,
MIDI, incredible
spec for only
£395
NEW 5K1 '

DIGITAL
SAMPLINC.
KEYBOARD. An
introduction to
sound mmpling The New Casio CZ1
for an In StockEPOA
unbelievable
price of just f.89
RZ1 MIDI 4 track sequencer E249 C2101 - CZ1000-C7_3000
- CZ5000 NEW AGRA' IN STOCK NOW!

Carlo Remote iieciardCoaitstiSoce
I



THE INCREDIBLE PRO FM PRODUCTS
AT AMAZING NEW LOW PRICES

KX88 MOTHER KEYBOARD
The ultimate MIDI keyboard controller, 88

fully weighted keys, all facilities + great
feel! Now only £999

DX27
192 voices, FM, MIDI, polysynth,

. 61 full size keys

DX100

DX5
In Stock

76 keys, more powerful than 2 DX7's Best UK Prices
Incredible New Low

Price £POA

11111111111111111111114

DX7
The Industry Standard, always in stock

at the best price

DX21
8 note poly, split keyboard or layered

sounds, MIDI

DX21 type
expander plus
stereo outputs,
built in chorus,

and 8 mono
mode on MIDI

£299

TX7 FM tone
generator
new low

price for this
DX7 in a box!

PLEASE RING OUR CHADWELL HEATH BRANCH FOR DETAILS OF
INCREDIBLE PACKAGE DEALS!!

X5Q
8 Track

sequencer
SSP £449

QX21
New powerful

digital sequencer
ONLY £259

A1985 TOP DEALER AWARD

SPX90 DIGITAL MULTI EFFECT PROCESSOR
Incredible product which gives you
up to 100 seconds of digital reverb
+ delay, modulation, auto pan,

reverb & gate, pitch change,
sampling, compression, MIDI, etc.

etc. ONLY £599

RX11 29 PCM voices, MIDI,
separate outputs, RAM port, the
BIZ! UNBELIEVABLE NEW LOW
PRICE!! RX15 15 PCM voices at

NEW LOW PRICE!

RX21 - MIDI Digital Drum Machine
also RX21L Latin Percussion with 16

PCM Percussion notes
BOTH AT NEW LOW PRICES!

RX21 Limited Special Offer £199

REV 7 The programmable MIDI,
digital reverb,

AMAZING NEW LOW PRICE!

The NEW
Yamaha 11128K

music computer -
fantastic spec., including
SEGOS module, MIDI in,
MIDI out, ONLY £449

SPE( IAL OFFER
ON N.

KEN BOARDS
FOR ( A1M
LI 61 L89

MT1 X 4 TRACK CASSETTE
MV special package deal includes FREE

power supply + FREE microphone + FREE
headphones ONLY E449

****F** *

in n n141111111

P170 AND 1480 FM ELECTRONIC PIANOS
, A6 or 88 notes, weighted action, 10 voices,

editing, MIDI, stereo tremelo and chorus,

PF70 + PF80 BEST UK PRICES
* INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABCE *

FULL RANGE OF DX RELATED
ACCESSORIES ALWAYS IN STOCK

PEDALS, RAMS, ROMS ETC

WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICES!!
I 230 HIGH STREET, BARNET, HERTS.) I 8-9 BURLEIGH STREET, NEAR GRAFTON CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE

Tel: 01-440 3449 01-440 3440 I I Tel: 0223 316091/65093 (FORMERLY CAMBRIDGE ROCK)

)RDER ANYWHERE * SECURICOR DELIVERY * WORD SHOP WITH 2 ENGINEERS ON SITE * HIRE *

FostexTASCAM
SPECIAL

PACKAGE DEALS
Porta One + free power supply + free

mic + free headphones

£399.00

246 Portastudio. The ultimate 4 track
cassette machine + free Yamaha

MZ103BE mic (RRP £115) + 5 free tapes
Total RRP £1319 Limited Special Offer

£999

orta One + free power supply + head-
phones + 'Teac V340 mixdown cassette

£459.00

244 Portastudio + free Yamaha M
mic (RRP £115) + 5 free tapes -

Total RRP £1029 Limited special offer

£629
388 8 -Track Portastudio BEST UK PRICE
381/2" 8 -Track BEST UK PRICE

Tascam 38 8 Track plus Tascam M216
mixer list price £3468. Special offer.

£2499
Brand Spanking New -
Limited Stock -Hurry!!

technology

ALESIS
MIDIFEX
SSP £395
Amazing new multi
effect unit from the
MIDIVERB people

NEW ALESIS MIDIVEREI SSP £395
MIDI Controlled stereo digital reverb - 65 presets
inc gated and reverse gate
(Mesas XT Digital Reverb (ex hire) E349
Aphex Aural Exciter Type C (Ex -demo) £229
Bokse Clock Sync Unit £299
Symetrix 525 Dual Gated Compressor/Limiter E299

SIMMONS:

41!

SDS9 complete with leads & stands .. ,..E1199
3051 inc. mounting kit, tom, snare & cassette E169
SDS200 complete with leads & stands £314
SD5.400 complete with leads & stands £481
5051300 complete with leads & stands E551
MTM MIDI interface, incredibly sophisticated 1599
TMI MIDI interface E250
SOS 200 watt electronic drum combo E550
5058 used, mint condition £399
SIMMONS SDE percussion expander E499

NEW
SIMMONS SDS

1000 KIT
3 sampled snare

sounds (excl.
hardware)

SUGGESTED RETAIL
PRICE £699

MODEL 80 +
450 MIXER
The only 8

track package
for under £2000

Model 80 + 450 Mixer
Model 20 2 track/SMPTE

NEW FOSTEX 260 4
track PACKAGE DEAL
Fostex 260 plus
Yamaha MZ103BE mic
(RRP £115) + 5 free
tapes - Total RRP £929.
Limited Special Offer

X-15 plus free power
supply plus headphones
+ microphone
£259.00

OTHER SIGNAL
PROCESSORS

Aphex Type 'C' Aural Exciter £229
VeslAtFirepig 420 sampling delay E179
Vesta Fire RCastereo reverb £199
Vesta Fire RV2 stereo reverb £249
Accessit stereo reverb £139
Accessit compressor Special Offer E36
Accessit Noise Gate Special Offer £36
Accessit Exciter Special Offer E36
Quark MIDI link 448 E199

MIXERS
RAM RM1010-8-2-1- tAM RM16.8-2
MTR fn. - MTR 12-2- MTR 6-4-2
MTR 124-2 - DYNAMIX 6-2 - DYNAMIX 12-2
SECK 6-2 -12-8-2 -1&&2

LOWEST UK PRICES

MICS & HEADPHONES
AKG - SHURE - BEYER -
SENNHEISER - AUDIO
TECHNICA - ALL AT

THE BEST PRICES

AMPLIFICATION
BOSE - JBL - TANNOY -

MARSHALL - CARLSBRO -
SESSION - ROLAND -
FENDER - YAMAHA -

LANEY ETC. ETC.

EMAX
SAMPLING KEYBOARD

COMING SOON
RESERVE YOURS NOW
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TIME --*
(atter 2 seconds)
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IME -0 -0 -1 -40
(atter 4 seconds)
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TIME -4 -4 -0 --4 -0 -4 -0
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TIME -4 -0 -0 -4 -0 -0 -0 -0 --0 -0 -4 -0
(atter 8 seconds)

P. arrangements combining synthesis and sampling, to

purely sampled setups such as velocity crossfades.

Of all the digital sound -creation systems whose

possibilities are claimed to be truly infinite, this is

the one I can foresee programmers becoming less

bored with less quickly. Truly awesome, as they say

in California.

One 'analogue' technique that's an old favourite

of mine appears early on in the parameter list, but

the Editor has asked me not to rave on about it for

too long. It's called sync (that's enough - Ed), and it

allows you to force OSC2's waveform cycle to

restart every time OSC1's does. In combination

with pitch -shifting of OSC2 (via the built-in LEO or

Auto -Bend), this can be used not only for Jan

Hammer -type lead synth sounds (of which there are

a couple of beauties on the factory disks), but also

for strikingly realistic effects like bowing at the

beginning of string samples.

The next unusual parameter the DSS1 offers is a

filter cutoff slope switchable between 24dB and

I 2dB/octave, which allows you to determine how

sharply the brighter frequencies are cut off.

The filter also features keyboard -tracking and

resonance as well as the expanded ADBSSR

(Attack, Decay, Breakpoint, Slope, Sustain and

Release) envelope. The latter is a design Korg have

been using since the launch of the Poly 800 synth,

and it's a fairly versatile one, as it allows a second

attack or decay to be inserted before the sustain

section.

The DSS1's velocity -sensitivity can be used to

affect VCF cutoff and VCA level, the attack, decay

and slope of each envelope, plus the amount of auto -

bend. You can also use it to switch or crossfade

between the oscillators (especially useful on

samples, this). Aftertouch (or pressure -sensitivity,

as it's often known) can be routed to bring in OSC

MG MOD INT (snappy Korg jargon for vibrato) and

filter mod, or to open up the filter or VCA.
Korg's now standard joystick (not my favourite

type of performance control, though many

musicians swear by them) can control pitch -bend

and filter cutoff (left -right movement) and

modulation (up for oscillator-another oblique way

of referring to vibrato-and down for the filter).
The Key Assign section is excellent, allowing two

different types of Poly mode - cyclic and fixed

assignment - and a great Unison mode where the

number of voices used (2, 4, 6 or 8) and the detuning

between them can be preset.

Finally in the Parameter section, we come to the

controls for onboard signal processing. The

programmable EQ allows both bass and treble to be

cut or boosted over a -4 to +8dB range. But the

real beauty of this section lies in the two DDLs.

These can be used in series or in parallel, so you can

have two different effects from each stereo out, or

gang one effect after another. The parameters

available allow for a wide range of DDL effects such

as delay, chorus, flanging and ADT, and whatever

effects you set up are stored as part of the program

in question. This means that, live, you can be sure

that both your synthesiser and sampled sounds are

getting the signal -processing they need.

And so to MIDI, and that 101/2 -octave MIDI note

range. The most notable thing about this is that you

can put drum samples and othersounds outside the

keyboard range, and trigger them from a sequencer

while you play other sounds live. Aftertouch is

transmitted as channel pressure, and active sensing

ensures you're not left with any embarrassing

drones should MIDI connections be broken.

The lack of Mono Mode implementation means

the DSS I isn't quite the MIDI control centre it

could have been, but Poly and Omni modes are fully

supported. You can also send and receive System

Exclusive data, and Digidesign are already hard at

work converting the excellent Macintosh Sound

Designer program for use with the new Korg.

TheDSS I is one of the most inspiring all-

round instruments to appear in quite a while. It goes

far beyond the scope of machines which are limited

to sampling as their only means of

sound -generation, and you'd need to add something

like Digidesign's SoftSynth program and the

Macintosh it runs on to make those other samplers

compete with the Korg.

Its problems lie in its slothful disk drive,

hardware -limited memory and lack of MIDI Mono

Mode implementation. But for me-and, I suspect,

for a lot of other musicians- the DSS1 more than

makes up for this by making waveform -creation as

easy as it makes sampling, and by taking the

synthesising and signal -processing further than any

other sampler currently available. Bar none. I

DATA FILE
Korg DSS 1 Digital

Sampling Synthesiser
Keyboard 61 -note C -to -C weighted,
velocity- and pressure -sensitive
Sound Source 2 oscillators per voice
using 'analogue', drawn, additive and
sampled waveforms
Voicing 8 -voice polyphonic, with 'doubled'
samples possible; Unison mode
Memory 256K of 12 -bit waveform memory
External Storage I Meg (four 256K
systems) per double -sided disk
Display 40 -character LCD
Interfacing Left and Right Stereo Audio
Outs (with Hi/Low Output Switch), Audio
In, Sustain Footswitch In, Program
Advance Footswitch In, MIDI In, Out &
Thru

Price RRP £2259 including VAT
More from Korg UK, 32-34 Gordon
House Road, London NW5. a 01-267
5151= 1
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Generally speaking there are two types of effects devices: professional studio units at
around the price of a small car, or budget machines which are little more than guitar

pedals in a 19" format.
Since inception, Vestafire have designed effects that incorporate professional specs
and features but at a fraction of the cost.
Illustrated here are the most recent additions to the range:
The DG -3 dual gate has a threshold range up to silence of + 4dB and the key function
lets you trigger from an external source. It also has a gate out for chaining. (R.R.P. £209)
The RV -11 ambience reverb splits a mono signal into stereo and has attenuable pre
delay, phase shift and decay time. (R.R.P. £285).
The SF -100 space commander is a totally unique state of the art digital sound
processor. Spatial chorus would be a far too limiting term. The unit features delay
panning and phase inversion and, if you're after a quality effect for strings, guitar or
synth, this one should receive your careful attention. (R.R.P. £599)
The DEX-811 stereo audio enhancer will bring your flattest recordings to life without
affecting loudness and can be used when laying down a track or at mixdown.

(R.R.P. £275)
These are just four examples of innovative technology from the extensive Vestafire

range.
Four small steps for your budget. One giant leap for your sound.

NEW
TECHNOLOGY
FOR
MUSIC
PRODUCTION

For details of your nearest Vestafire stockist, contact
exclusive distributors:
J & I Artiber Ltd, Unit 8, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples
Corner, Pnestley Way, London NW2 7AF
Tel: 01-208 0022
Send SAE for brochure of the full Vestafire range.
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BOOTLEG MUSIC
5-7 SOUTH STREET, EPSOM, SURREY

TEL: 03727 24528

OPEN MON-SAT 10am-5.30pm. THURSDAY 7.00pm

No.1 KORG KEY CENTRE

THE NEW
KORG
DSS1

DIGITAL
SAMPLING

SYNTHESISER

SQD-1 MIDI SEQUENCER
IN STOCK

Digital sampling synth,
DSS-1 new top quality
16 bit technology 16
seconds sampling time

KORG DDD1
DIGITAL DYNAMIC

DRUMS

THE FULL RANGE OF KORG
PRODUCTS

410.10110=01111Li.
SDD2000

SAMPLING DIGITAL DELAY
64 effects memories, up to 4368 M. seconds

delay and sampling, MIDI, £399,00
POLY 800 Mk11

IN STOCK

DW8000 DVP-1
DIGITAL VOICE

PROCESSOR

TO: BOOTLEG MUSIC 5-7 SOUTH STREET, EPSOM, SURREY
NAME

ADDRESS

PLEASE SEND
TEL

PAYABLE BY: CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER/CASH/ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD

TOTAL COST £
CARD NO.

EMM.1 0.86
60
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His name may not be as well known as that of today's starproducers,

but Peter Collins is arguably more versatile than any of the big guns.

His dedication and open-minded attitude give some clue to his

popularity with artists and record companies alike.

Interview Paul Tin en

Photography Matthew Vosburgh

HE'S WORKED WITH
BLANCMANGE, Tracy
Ullman, Musical Youth, Matt
Bianco, Shakin' Stevens,
Rush, and Nik Kershaw. He

recently had two major hits with
Gary Moore's 'Empty Rooms' and
`Out in the Fields' (the latter
featuring the late Phil Lynott on
vocals). Yet as a producer, he's
never attracted the acclaim enjoyed
by men like Rupert Hine, Steve
Lillywhite or Hugh Padgham.

Perhaps that's because Peter

Collins doesn't have as obvious a
trademark as some of his more
famous colleagues. He's worked
with as many different artists as
styles of music, never pushing his
views forward in an obvious way.
Still, he is known as somebody well
acquainted with the hi -tech area, in
particular, and he has a thing or two
to say on his work with hi -tech gear
in the studio.

Collins has a reputation of being
fast and efficient. As we enter
Trevor Horn's Sarm East studio in 
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 London for a one -hour interview
session with him, we are greeted
with a sharp '55 minutes left'.

Indeed, we are five minutes late,
and the 35 -year -old producer is
already waiting in the control room.
Leaning backwards, one foot against
a 40 -channel Solid State Logic desk,
he peers at us disparagingly from
behind his glasses. He then explains
courteously that he is very strict
about working times.

`I usually start working at 11 am
and finish at eight in the evening.
Sometimes, if an artist is really
happening at eight o'clock at night,
of course I'm not going to stop, but
see a performance through. But
generally speaking, nine hours a day
in the studio - and we do work
pretty intensively - is enough. You
get the maximum out of people,
because if everybody knows there's
a finishing time, you work harder
during the day. Otherwise you get
this kind of sitting around. I'm a
daytime person anyway, and this
also gives people a chance to go
home after sessions, be human, have
dinner and come to the studio fresh
the next day.'

A business -like approach which
may sound odd (or refreshing) to
those used to the widespread studio
practice of working until the early
hours. In Collins' case, it makes him
a popular producer with studios,
since they can book in sessions after
him, as Sarm East do all too happily.

And though his approach may be
business -like, Collins moves on to
explain that it was a great love for
the studio and its atmosphere that
turned him to his present job. He
started his career - as so many do -
as a singer/songwriter/guitarist in
the late sixties, and recorded one
album for Decca: Peter Collins'
First Album. It was also his last.

`As a writer and artist, one of the
things which knocked me out in the
studio was that all the musicians
were there for me and my music.
Still, the biggest thing was being
there and hearing music coming out
of these speakers. There was the
desk and everything, and the whole
atmosphere of the place was just
totally tantalising.

`I realised, while making that
album, that I didn't have what it
took to be an artist, and the
excitement of being in the studio
was where it was at for me. In the
absence of any other career
ambitions, that's what I went for.'

So Collins got a job as a studio
assistant at Decca.

`In practice that came down to
being tea boy, but after a while I
managed to do some after -hour
recordings in which I recorded
62

jingles for radio and TV. The
money I earned with that I put into
my own production again.'

COLLINS GOT HIS FIRST
carte -blanche job in 1979,
when a record company asked
him to do the production
honours for rockabilly band

Matchbox. The success of that
venture sparked off a glut of offers
of work which, in turn, has led to
the present, very successful state of
his career.

o Collins is in great demand, a
rare state for any producer to find
himself in these days. What does he
see as his strongest point, the key
asset for which musicians and
record companies want to work
with him? The reply comes slowly,
precisely.

`Being able to look at what an
artist is doing and bring out the best
in them. To help them project what
they want to project. Because often
they're not doing what they think
they're doing, and are not able to say
on a record what they want to say.
My strongest asset as a producer is
being able to bring that out, with a
mind to commerciality.'

Which obviously makes Peter
Collins very popular with record
companies and artists. His approach
is flexible, though.

`There is definitely not
something like "The Peter Collins
Sound". For example, from a sound
point of view, the last album I
worked on was Power Windows by
Rush, and the drummer-Neil
Peart - has a snare sound which is
fairly high-pitched and cracky.
With Billy Squier, with whom I'm
working at the moment, there was a
completely different, deep, thud -
like heavy -rock sound on the snare.
The two albums will come out
sounding completely different.

`On synth sounds and
arrangements, I also follow the
band. What I do is say to a band
"Well, look here, there's too much
happeninghere", or "we need a
little melody here", or "I think this
needs a bridge", and then get them
to do it. I will try and get them to be
creative, so that I can say "great,
that's it". I'm like the editor of their
ideas.'

Collins rises abruptly to order
coffee from a passing studio
assistant, and then continues, hand
under chin.

`I always try to do as much pre-
production as possible to get the
arrangements OK. Then, in the
studio, I start with putting down the
SMPTE and the tempo. For that I
get the whole band in, to make sure

everybody is happy. Then I'll have
the keyboard player putting down
some chords which are absolutely
perfectly in tune. Next the guide
vocals go down, and maybe one
more synth and a guitar part and
then we start recording.

`In this way, everybody can see
where the verses and choruses are,
and perhaps get new ideas at this
point. Vou can hear whether a song
may need another ctynamic change
or is too long or whatever. Usually
that sort of thing is sorted out in pre-
production, but this is a good point
to reassess.'

And there's no difference
between working on a single and an
album track?

`I produce a track the way I think
it should sound. If it turns out to be
a single, great; but if it turns out to
be an album track, then that's fate
too. I'm not going to throw a track
away for that reason. Occasionally
with a rock act there is the obvious
head -banging track, which is not
going to be a single - then I don't
really worry too much about it and
let the band do their thing,
especially if I have been very
microscopic about elements in other
tracks.

`Still, it's really dangerous to
write a track off as a single. Things

"If you can invent a new sound
and then give it a classic quality
so it won't sound old-fashioned
in five years, you've achieved

something."

can happen in a studio. An idea can
totally transform a sound and
suddenly make it very commercial.
Subconsciously, I'm always
thinking about the potential
commerciality of a song. That's just
my nature. But my first aim is
always to make an exciting and
fresh -sounding record, with lots of
dynamic changes.'

TYPICAL OF COLLINS'
ATTITUDE towards music
technology is the fact that he
owns substantial amounts of
electronic equipment. He has

a 19" rack (in which there are,
amongst others, two AMS samplers
and a Sony PCM Fl ), a Fairlight II,
a Linn 9000, two SRC SMPTE-
reading clocks, and various synths.
He once owned an Emulator II, but
recently sold it to NikKershaw
after transferring its sounds to the
Fairlight.

`I have those machines for three
reasons. First, I get a chance to get
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to know the new gear intimately,
and know what it is capable of.
Second, it is a lot cheaper than
renting it. And last, I have my own
library of sounds and can expand
and use it whenever I want to.

`I also have to have a knowledge
of what the engineer's gig is, what is
available to him, what the
limitations and possibilities are.
Though with a really good engineer
I don't have to say: "Now could you
boost it at 10K please!" Rather, I'll
say to him: "It needs a bit more of a
razor edge to it, it's a bit lifeless." I
won't talk to him in really technical
terms, but more in graphic terms. I
now work only with my own
engineer, James Barton. We've
worked together for two years now,
and we communicate really well.

`I also see it as part of my job to
introduce artists to what is
happening now - to bring them up
to date and offer them new sounds.
A lot of bands that have had success
in the past are locked into that past,
and I try to give them new
impulses.'

The two AMS machines each
have a sample time of 141/2 seconds:
Collins uses them to fly in vocals
and guitars.

`If I've recorded a chorus with
which I am very happy, or which
has taken a long time to get perfect, I
then record that bit on the AMS and
use it in chorus 2. The new Window
Recorder is very good for this
purpose as well; I was very
impressed with it. Once it's stereo
I'll buy it. You can also do this with
the Fairlight III, but the quality of
the sample on my Fairlight is not
high enough.'

Collins has some pertinent views
on the musical consequences of
using computer technology.

`I think that, generally speaking,
people are sick of rhythm machines,
drum -boxes and quirky, gimmicky
sounds. And a strange thing has
happened. With the prominence of
machines, people working in studios
have become very, very conscious of
strict timing. That has led to the
expectation of drummers having to
play extremely tight, almost like
machines. In fact, producers,
including myself, tend to use
machines to help that process, even
though I prefer to use as many real
drums as possible. I have always
worked with a click -track, even
back in 1979 with Matchbox. But in
those days, we moved around within
the click -track enormously. Now
my ability to tolerate an instrument
moving around a click -track has
greatly diminished.

`All this means that it's quite hard
for young English drummers to find
E&MM OCTOBER 1986

their way into the studio world.
Usually they don't have the ability
to play that tight. So it tends to
encourage producers to use
machines rather than real players,
and I think that's bad. On the other
hand, the technology enables kids to
make fantastic demos in their front
room.

`I think that a lot of young bands
are very aware of the new
technology, but they don't really
know how to approach it, and feel
threatened by it. I've heard of
producers who have given young
drummers a click -track to play
against and nothing else. They've
then got this thing bashing in their
heads, and are supposed to play in
time with it. That's the most awful
thing that can happen to a new
drummer coming into the studio.
It's much better to give them a
sequenced synthesiser playing
eighths. I also give them a guide
vocal and put a lot of guide stuff
down for them to play with, so that
they can really play with some
music.

`On the other hand, you've got
experienced drummers like Charlie
Morgan. He's absolutely rock solid
to a click -track. The beauty of good
professional drummers is that they
can work with the technology, and
still put some humanity into it. In
using really good and experienced
people, who are not intimidated by
click -tracks and technology, who've
used it and enjoy it, you get the best
of both worlds.

`Still, a lot of passion has gone out
of drums. The subtle nuances of
well -recorded drums, played by a
real musician, have gone. That's a
shame...though the recent paradox
is that, with the sophistication of
drum machines, you can put in more
and more expression again.'

SCEPTICAL AS HE MAY BE
of the improvements modern
technology can bring about,
Collins doesn't hold with the
idea that rock music has become

more sterile in recent years. As he
says, today's record buyers are more
likely to be impressed by the rich,
new sounds sampling has brought
with it, than they are by the
subtleties of classic drumming.

'I don't think pop music is any
better or worse than it was five years
ago. It's just different. Fresh sounds
help making records that come out
sounding fresh. If you can invent a
fresh, new sound and then manage
to give it a little bit of a classic
quality, so that it won't sound old-
fashioned in five years, then I think
you've achieved something good.

`There's a lot of records that were
made five or six years ago that now
sound terribly out of date. It is a risk
when you are working with the
latest technology, and I'm
constantly aware of that. I usually
go for more classic sounds, and tend
to veto sounds which I think are too
stylised.

`A lot of the PPG sounds have
become dated, for example. They've
been used a lot on The Lexicon of
Love, the choir and the bell sounds.
Still it's a very useful tool. I love its
Fender Rhodes sound. It has this
funny digital racket, which I love,
though a lot of engineers filter it
away.

`I like to use synths for their
different characteristics. Some
people talk a lot about the DX7
sound, which is supposed to be too
identifiable. I think that's nonsense.
The DX7 has a lot of very useful
sounds; it's especially good for small
quirky sounds, and its piano sound
is very nice. I like the clear quality
of digital synths, and the thick,
wholesome quality of the analogues,
which you can't get otherwise.

`Still, it's the context in which
you use these sounds that will make
them stylised or old-fashioned. My
own taste is gearing towards natural
sounds. I like to take a natural
sound and put it into a slightly
unnatural context. That can be very
alluring; there's something
mysterious about it. I'm always
looking for the possibility to make
things slightly unreal. A record is a
fantasy, and all those little elements
can give that special extra which is
what it's all about.' 
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ONE MAN'S
MEAT...

While some synth players lust after the latest digital instruments and others mourrti
the capabilities of analogue machines, Elka produce two new synthesisers that offer

musicians the choice. We test them both. Paul Wiffen

Elka. What does the name mean to you?

Home keyboards, probably. Pretty good home

keyboards, as it turns out, and in amongst the

64

organs, personal keyboards and accompaniment

units, a fair amount of modern pro musician's gear

too - from the Rhapsody string synths of the

seventies, to the Synthex polysynth of a couple of
years back.

In fact, the history books tell us that a number of

big -name 'pro' acts have used Elka equipment to

propel them to the top and keep them there.

Among them, Tangerine Dream with the Rhapsody,

Jean -Michel Jarre with the Elka 77 organ, Geoff
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Downes and Keith Emerson with the Synthex, and

Mike MacNeil of Simple Minds with Elka's new MIDI

accordion controller.
And now, in the wake of such innovations as

MIDI, digital synthesis and dynamic keyboards, the

Italian company have introduced a completely new

range of 'professional' hi -tech equipment. To begin

with, there are two keyboards: the EK22, based on

traditional analogue techniques (though under

Background" The two new
keyboards have several things
in common with each other, but
internally they're as different as

chalk and cheese."

digital control), and the EK44, along more purist

digital lines. There are also modular expander

versions of each.

These new instruments follow (at quite some

distance, time -wise) in the footsteps of the Synthex.

This was Elka's first attempt at a polyphonic

synthesiser, and in this reviewer's opinion, one of

the finest of the analogue breed ever designed. The

Synthex was the first polyphonic to use digitally -

controlled oscillators with analogue waveforms,

sync, ring mod and cross pulse width modulation,

plus an in-built digital sequencer. Even when MIDI

threatened to leave it behind, Elka refused to

abandon the Synthex and (unlike many other

manufacturers of the time, who used MIDI to sell

newer machines) came up with a MIDI update which

supported all 16 MIDI channels and the sequencer.

The two new keyboards have several things in

common with each other, despite the different

ways they go about shaping sound. They both boast

velocity- and pressure -sensitivity from a five -octave

weighted keyboard, and they use the same 32 -

character display angled to prevent stage -light

glare.

Both hold 96 sounds internally, split between 64

factory presets and 32 user locations. These can be

augmented with ROM (factory sounds) or RAM

(user storage) cartridges, each with 64 sounds. For

live work, they both have 16 Performance

Registrations which hold the assignments of various

sound programs to associated keyboard modes and

split points. And to cap it all, both are built into the

same casing, and have front -panel layouts that are

very similar.
But don't let any of this kid you for a moment.

Internally, these machines are as different as chalk

and cheese. You might say they exemplify the two

most popular schools of synthesis at opposite ends

of the spectrum; one completely digital, the other

an amalgam of traditional analogue techniques.

f the two, the EK44 has the more

immediately impressive paper spec. It's an 18 -voice

instrument with eight oscillators per voice, making

a mammoth total of 144 oscillators. The keyboard
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assignments available allow these to be used in

different ways. In Dual mode, you can play nine

notes with two sound programs on each note, while

in Split Mode you can have nine notes with a

different sound on each side of the split point. But

most impressive, Multi Split mode lets you spread

nine zones across the keyboard (ie. eight split

points), with complete dynamic allocation between

them. This means you can play all the available notes

at once (continuously changing the zones you're

playing in), and they will be assigned a timbre

depending on where on the keyboard they're

located.

Let's go back to the beginning and look at how

the EK44 goes about its fundamental business-

synthesising sound. Looking through the parameter

list on the front panel, I had a definite sense of de ja

vu. Terms like Envelope Scaling, Feedback and Pitch

Envelope Level will certainly ring bells with most

keyboard players, unless they've been on an

expedition up the Amazon for the last three years.

It all sounds a little like FM synthesis to me, but the

configuration of the eight oscillators in the process

is shrouded in mystery. Exactly what lies behind the

parameter named Oscillator Combination is not

explained on the front panel (though the envelope

and level scalings are shown diagrammatically), and

there was no manual available at the time of the

review. But call up one of the presets and step

through the possible Oscillator Combinations

(which are referred to by number only), and it does

sound very similar to what happens when you step

through the algorithms on a DX.

The first 12 Edit parameters are grouped

together as Oscillator Controls, and when you call

them up, you discover that the settings for all eight

oscillators are shown simultaneously.

The oscillator whose parameter value you're

altering is shown by a flashing cursor. In Edit mode,

the first eight Performance Registration buttons

allow you to select which oscillator you want to

work on, while the second eight allow you to toggle

each oscillator on and off. This system works fine:

you can keep your eye on what is going on with all

eight oscillators simultaneously.

Each oscillator has a six -parameter envelope

covering Attack, Decay, Sustain (Level and Rate),

Release and Scaling values. To avoid confusion here,

both envelope shape and scaling rates are

represented diagrammatically on the EK44's panel.

The two sustain parameters, Level and Rate, are

worth noting as they allow you to make sustain

either a constant level (as in the standard ADSR), or

a second decay (by entering a Rate greater than

zero) suitable for percussive envelopes like pianos,

guitars and soon. You can also program the amount

of keyboard velocity effect for each oscillator, as

well as how the level of each increases or decreases

as you go up and down the keyboard (Level Scaling

Sign and Amount).

The second set of Edit parameters deals with

shared parameters for the whole sound. Including

the mysterious Oscillator Combination already

mentioned, these range from the overall pitch

envelope and the LFO (Vibrato) settings to the

programmable Chorus.

For me, the last item is where the EK44 scores

over any other digital synth. There isn't a single

electronic instrument which doesn't benefit from

being put through a chorus unit, and now that the

likes of Sequential and E -mu have started putting

these devices on upmarket keyboards, built-in

chorus sections are shaking themselves free of the

stigma that associated them with cheap 'cure rather

than prevention' instruments. What baffles me is

that, with all the criticism levelled at digital synths

for their clinical lack of warmth, nobody has thought

of putting a chorus unit on a digital machine before.

But now Elka have taken this step, and I have to say

that when you add the chorus to certain programs,

the EK44 produces a warmth and movement which

many musicians have just about decided digital

synths can't do. For adding that Leslie effect to

organ sounds, there's nothing better.

0nce you've set up a program that's to

your liking, you can use the Level parameter to

match levels between different programs. This is

useful, because although there are 'live' sliders

controlling the volume of each sound when you're

in Split or Double mode (so you can make

adjustments on stage if necessary), you can use this

programmable level to 'preset' balances in these

modes, making concert life that little bit more

problem -free.

Level is the last of the 27 Edit parameters- those

which are stored as part of a sound program. But

there are another 23 Function parameters which

govern the setup of the EK44 in general. These are
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grouped into Modulation, DCG, Transpose, Split &

MIDI Edit, and MIDI Function On/Off.

The first of these covers the range and amount of

pitch -bend, modulation (vibrato) and portamento.

Next come the controls for the DCGs (Digital

Control Generators- Elka's jargon for the EK44's

voicing). These cover specifying Detune amounts

between the two sound programs in Dual mode,

and assigning the pitch range over which the voices

sound in Split. The first of these allows further

fattening up of the sound (especially if you use the

same program on each DCG), while the second

allows you to establish zones (overlapping if N.
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 required) where the different programs will sound
on the keyboard.

As well as fairly standard facilities in the

Transposition section (Semitone and Fine Tuning),

there's an unusual third option called Arabian Scale.

Now, either this is an immensely subtle effect

(involving microtones of detuning) or else it just

wasn't implemented on the prototype EK44 I had

for review: I certainly couldn't hear any difference.

Parameters 10, 1 I and 12 are utility functions:

Edit Recall allows you to compare edited versions

with original presets, while Voice Initialisation

allows you to start programming from scratch.

Program Sequence Recorder allows you to string an

order of programs together, which can then be

advanced through using a footswitch.

Now we come to my favourite section of the

EK44: Split and MIDI Edit. This is where the

instrument excels by taking a leaf out of the multi -

E K44 Spec "Thefirst eight
buttons allow you to select

which oscillator you want to
work on, while the second eight
let you toggle each oscillator on

and off."

sampling book, a la Sequential and Akai. Using the

Multi Split mode I mentioned at the start, you can

designate eight separate split points across the

keyboard, and better still, assign a different MIDI

channel for each, which allows for complete

external multi-timbral control of the machine from

a sequencer via MIDI Mode 4 - still with full dynamic

allocation of polyphony. What this piece of

jargonese means is that you can play, say, five notes

in one zone (or on one MIDI channel) and five in (or

on) another, and the next second, you can be playing

in different areas (or receiving notes on different

MIDI channels), without needing any pause for the

synth to reset itself. You can also specify

modulation, portamento and pedal controls

separately for each zone or channel.

As far as the transmission and reception of MIDI

data goes, Modulation data (pitch -bend, mod

amount, portamento and the rest), program

changes and System Exclusive info can be enabled or

disabled at will. But on the prototype I reviewed,

the Second Touch (otherwise known as aftertouch

or pressure -sensitivity) data couldn't be disabled as

it could on the EK22. One of the biggest problems

using the DX7 with a MIDI sequencer is that MIDI

aftertouch data (which can't be disabled even if it's

not routed anywhere on the machine) uses up loads

of memory and drastically reduces the number of

notes you can record. Nowadays, many dedicated

and computer -based sequencers have a MIDI data

filter which can be used to remove such memory-

wasting data, but I hope the EK44 will soon emulate

its analogue brother in this respect.

But enough of these parameter discussions.

How does the thing sound? Things begin well with

what is perhaps the best synthesised acoustic piano

sound I have yet heard, coupled with excellent

touch response. This is followed by a splendidly

distorted Hammond sound, complete with key-

click and Leslie. A quick run through the rest of the

presets reveals several sounds very reminiscent of

the DX range, in name as well as sound (Syn Clay,
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Evolution, Koto and Steel Drum are a few), but

listening to the strings and organ sounds reveals the

benefit of that built-in chorus unit - they're richer
than anything you could ordinarily obtain from a

digital synth.

I'll confess right now that I'm no great lover of all -

digital synthesis. For me, nothing will replace the

speed and flexibility of an analogue filter. But I have

to admit that the EK44 is a damn good machine

which not only performs beautifully in the creation

of digital sounds, but performs impressive imitations

of analogue timbres as well. If you're looking for the

best of both worlds, this could well be the solution

to your dilemma.

n much the same way as the EK44 invites

comparison with the Yamaha DX range, so the

EK22 will inevitably be compared with the original

Synthex by anyone who has used it.

Obviously, some compromises have had to be

made to achieve the reduction in price (less than a

third of the Synthex's original asking price). A prime

example is the substitution of digital parameter

access (which, sadly, people almost accept without

complaint nowadays) for old-fashioned switches and

sliders. But on the whole, the EK22 upholds the

tradition well.

Both the EK22 and its expander version (the

EM22) use digital control techniques to recreate

conventional analogue methods of synthesis. Thus

the EK22 has much in common with the Synthex,

E K22 Spec "You can modulate
the filter cutoff frequency using
the oscillators, so if you set the

filter to oscillate, you can create
FM -type sounds."

and because it is velocity- and pressure -sensitive, it

actually goes wellbeyond the scope of its

predecessor as far as expression is concerned.

The EK22 is six -voice polyphonic, splittable 5/1

or 1/5 across the same five -octave weighted

keyboard as the EK44. The factory programs give a

good range of the sort of standard sounds people

seem to want-the ol' piano, strings and brass - but

also feature more interesting and creative sounds

like Sync Lead and Fi It Wave.

Each of the two oscillators (DC0s) can play a mix

of Wave A (a pulse with width variable from 50%-

a square wave-to 95%) and Wave B (a triangular

waveform variable in eight stages between a

straight sawtooth and a pulse triangle). So, Wave B

can produce waveforms not previously available on

any synth, while Wave A covers the full range of

pulse waveforms. In addition, the pulse width of

Wave A can be continuously modulated by the LFO.

This produces PWM (Pulse Width Modulation), the

process responsible for some of the fattest sounds

available from any type of synthesis. My only regret

here is that Elka haven't included the cross-PWM

between oscillators which was so successful on the
Synthex.

This time, though, Elka are offering another

innovation in the DCO section: Cutoff Cross

Modulation. This modulates the filter cutoff

frequency using the oscillators, so that if you set the

filter to oscillate (by turning the resonance up to
full), you can create FM -type sounds, like the
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electric piano and bell programs resident in the

factory collection.

This is just one of the routings available in the

DCO I /DCO2 parameter section, which also offers

envelope control of oscillator balance, either direct

or via keyboard velocity sensing.

Another feature of the Synthex carried over to

the EK22 is the ability to Sync the frequency of

DCO2 to that of DCOI. This, coupled with the fact
that you can independently shift the pitch of either

oscillator, produces a whole range of 'sync -sweeps',

as favoured by the Jan Hammers of this world.

The EK22's envelopes are actually more flexible

than those of the EK44. In addition to the standard

Attack, Sustain and Release parameters, there are

two decay rates available, with a breakpoint to

specify at what level the envelope moves from the

first rate to the second. This is useful - in

conjunction with a zero sustain level - for creating

percussive envelopes like those of pianos or guitars,

which never sustain at a constant level, but decay

continuously at a changing rate. The action of each

envelope over the keyboard range can be varied

using the Key Follow parameter, and this can be

used to do standard things like filter tracking, or for

more unlikely effects like changing pitch -bend as

you go up and down the keyboard.

The two envelopes are not simply hardwired to

the VCA and VCF. The VCA is always controlled by

envelope 1, but either envelope can be assigned to

control the pitch of either oscillator, the oscillator

balance, or the filter.

This flexibility is carried over to the EK22's

touch -sensitivity. Keyboard velocity can be assigned

to the attack of either envelope, the level of the

VCA or the filter cutoff. Second Touch can also be

used to shift the cutoff, or to introduce vibrato from
the LFO. Alternatively, vibrato can be introduced

automatically by the LFO delay time.

As I've said, no synth is too good to benefit from a

chorus unit, especially if the setting is stored as part

of each relevant program. On the EK22, the strings

and organ sounds benefit enormously from this.

Finally, when you have set up your program, you can

preset the volume to match levels against the other

sounds you'll be calling up, just as you can with the

EK44.

Similarly, you can set up 16 Performance

Registrations, each of them needing only a single

button to select it. Each of these will remember not

only two program numbers (if you're using the

keyboard split) but also the split point, and whichof

the sounds you're using monophonically.

Other performance parameters include

transpositions and tuning (again the Arabian Scale

setting crops up), wheel amounts and MIDI

parameters. The EK22's MIDI implementation

allows for separate channels when the keyboard is

split, and data for program changes, System

Exclusive codes, aftertouch, wheels and pedals to be
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enabled or disabled. The EK22 also shares the

Program Sequence Recorder of its digital

counterpart, so you can use a footswitch to step

through a predefined series of sounds. Footswitches

can also be used to switch sustain or portamento on

and off, and volume can be controlled via a pedal.

Now we come to a bone of contention. Both the

new Elka keyboards use the Roland -style 'bender'

system for their performance controllers, forcing

you to control pitch -bend with left -to -right

movement, and modulation by pushing forward.

Personally, I find the former action unnatural

Conclusions"These two synths
allow you to choose the

programming structure and
terminology you feel more at

home with, rather than forcing
you to select between two

families of sounds."

(somehow I always want to move something up and

down to control pitch, even though we play across

the keyboard to do a similar job), while the latter

allows no subtlety in performance the way a

continuous wheel does.
MIDI implementation on the EK22 isn't quite as

flexible as on its digital counterpart (multi-timbral

operation is a lot more costly to implement on

analogue machines because each voice channel

needs separate hardware), but in Split mode, each

side of the keyboard can operate on a separate MIDI

channel. What's more, there is the real bonus of

being able to disable the transmission of aftertouch

information (as well as modulation, program -

change, pedal and System Exclusive data) to save

clogging up sequencer memory with unwanted

data.

A11 in all, the EK22 strikes me as being a

more than competent analogue synth with a good

range of editing facilities and, crucially, the ability to

make noises you would normally associate with FM

or PD synthesis.

This confirms the suspicion I gained using the

EK44: namely that these two Elka synths allow you

to choose the programming structure and

terminology (analogue or digital) you feel more at

home with, rather than forcing you to select

between two radically different families of sounds.

Now, throughout this review, I've said very little

about the modular versions of the analogue and

digital synths. This is because, internally, they are

identical to their keyboard counterparts. But

because of their diminished size, the modules don't

have space for parameter and preset lists or

explanatory configuration diagrams on their front

panels; you might find that, in use, you have to keep

referring to the manual.

But unlike some keyboardless synths (most

notably the Yamaha TX range), the new Elkas do at

least allow you to do all your programming on the

modules themselves-you don't need to buy an

EK44 to make new sounds on an EM44. And the

modular versions accept the same cartridges as the

keyboards.

I find it a little strange that the modules haven't

been made to be 19" rack -mounting; surely the

whole point of modular synths is to get them out of

the way by putting them in a rack? Oh well...

The Elka modules don't cost a great deal less than

the keyboards, and if you can get a velocity- and

pressure -sensitive keyboard for only a little extra,

I'd guess most people will go for them. Still, some

musicians will inevitably prefer the compactness of

the modules, especially if they already have MIDI

controllers that have keyboards and performance

controls they feel more comfortable with. 

DATAFILE
Elka Professional

Synths
Common Features
Keyboard 61 -note C -to -C weighted, velo-
city and pressure -sensitive
Memory 96 internal programs; 64 factory
presets and 32 user -programmable sound
locations; 16 performance registrations
for complete setups of instrument
External Storage ROM cartridges hold
64 additional factory presets each: RAM
cartridges hold 64 additional user sounds
each
Display 32 -character LCD
Interfacing Left (Mono) and Right Stereo
Outs, Headphones Out (stereo), Pedal
Volume, Pedal Release, Portamento, Per-
formance Registration Advance footswitch
Ins, MIDI In, Out and Thru

EK44/EM44
Sound Source 2 DCGs (Digital Control
Generators) per voice (8 oscillators used in
digital combination)
Voicing 18 -note polyphonic (with dual or
split assignment or multi-timbral operation)
MIDI Modes Omni, Poly and Mono

EK22/EM22
Sound Source 2 DCOs, 2 VCFs and 2
envelopes (ADBDSRs) per voice
Voicing 6 -note polyphonic (with 5+1 or
1+5 split)
MIDI Modes Omni, Poly
Prices EK44 £1299; EM44 £1149; EK22
£999; EM22 £799
More from Elka-Orla (UK), 3/5 Fourth
Avenue, Bluebridge Industrial Estate,
Halstead, Essex CO9 2SY. IN (0787)
475325
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BRIGHT NEW

Gary Numan, electropop pioneer turned record business

entrepreneur, has renewed his partnership with Shakatak

keyboardist Bill Sharpe to make a new single,

`New Thing From London Town'. Will the unlikely tie-up

become permanent? Interview Dan Goldstein

Photography Trevor Gilchrist
NOW THIS IS AN ODD

couple, a marriage of
extremes. Bill Sharpe, the
archetypal classically trained
pianist, a successful jazz-rock

keyboard player for some years.
And Gary Numan, a rock 'n' roll
68

rebel weaned on a diet of Sex Pistols
and Kraftwerk, once as bright and as
influential a star as you can get, now
something of a supernova, a man
whose career seems to be at an
eternal crossroads.

The couple teamed up, quite by

THINGS
chance, 18 months ago to produce
`Change Your Mind' -a catchy,
moody piece of dancefloor
confectionery that made a bigger
dent on the nation's charts than
either musician had dared to expect.
Sharpe had written the song as part
of a collection unsuitable for his
band, Shakatak, but eminently
usable on a solo album. Numan
happened to be in the same studio at
the same time, and sang Sharpe's
lyrics with all the passion and
precision that had distinguished his
vocal style since the beginning of his
pop career.

At the time, neither artist had
plans to renew the collaboration: it
was a one-off that worked as far as it
went, with both benefitting from
the experiment, artistically and
financially.

A year and a half later, though,
and Sharpe and Numan are sharing
a record sleeve again. The single is
called 'New Thing From London
Town', and the similarities between
it and 'Change Your Mind' are
obvious: it has the same
heavyweight (though subtly
programmed) drum sounds, a
similarly infectious hook, and a
sprinkling of synth sounds whose
appeal lies not so much in their
originality, as in the sympathy with
which Sharpe plays them.

The couple sit, some distance
from each other, in the relaxation
lounge of Numan's Rock City
studios in Shepperton, Middlesex.
The film is in the camera, the tape is
running. The first question: How?

Sharpe: 'It was a song I'd had
around for a while. I re -did an old
demo of it, sent a cassette to Gary,
and he liked it. It's the same sort of
atmosphere as the last one we did,
but this one was a little bit more
planned. We knew more about each
other this time, but it's a similar
kind of thing.

`The track was recorded here at
Rock City, and mixed down in
Taunton by the same people who
did 'Change Your Mind'. I quite like
the idea of other people mixing a
track- they add a new dimension to
it. On this one, the mixing engineer
was rushing around sampling tool-
boxes and things to make the track
sound different. So the snare drum
on the single isn't really a snare at
all; it's actually a tool -box being hit
with a wooden mallet.

`The instrumentation is very
straightforward. The drums are a
Linn LM2, with various samples
that I made on the Kurzweil, and
which I nicked off other records-
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YAMAHA AKAI ViOUEKUL CASIO liansonicai

Eight voice polyphomc digital sampler
Usong 12 lad Ineer technology..
S900 comes complete wina 3.5' disc
drrae Imirg alto a la' 3U rack moral
8 voce polyptlacc and 8 individual lne
ails. 6 octave range 150(1 memory
gosong 12 seconds 01 40601 sampl,
rate.

AKAI S900 MIDI DIGITAL SAMPLER
-^"m111111sPar^.^,

Our price £1699

AKAI ME25S AKAI ME3OP
MIDI PROGRAMMABLE MIDI PROGRAMMABLE
NOTE SEPARATOR £119 PATCH BAY El 19

rensonli
ESQ1 £1115
PIANO £1115
MIRAGE II £1320
MIRAGE MOUNT £1080

YAMAHA SPX -90 £599
DIGITAL MULTI -EFFECTS PROCESSOR

FOR ONLY

£395

ALESIS MIDIFEX
SUPERB MULTI -EFFECTS UNIT

ALESIS MIDIVERB
SUPERB STEREO DIGITAL REVERB

FOR ONLY

£395

YAMAHA
ALL

DX'S, RX'S & TX'S
ALL IN STOCK

ALL AT THE BEST PRICE

CASIO
Astounding quality -

- Unbelievable Prices

CZ 1000 £375
CZ3000 £495
CZ1 NEW! £899
RZ1 rirALVCHINE £375

0 YAMAHA
FB-01

TONE GENERATOR ....£295

QUATTRO RAM PACKS
128 MEMORIES FOR YOUR

DR/RU ONLY £79.95
STEINBERG RESEARCH

PRO -24 + ATARI 1040 ST - £1199
PRO -CREATOR for DX/TX - £120

E -MAX HERE SOON
13. FOR DETAILS

AKAI
AX73 & MX73

BEST PRICES Et FOR DETAILS

PROPHET VS £1895
RING NOW

a

SECONDHAND BARGAINS
 Akai S612 sampler + disc drive -
as new £599

 Wurlitzer Piano £250

 Korg DDM220 Latin Drum Machine £75

 Yamaha CP30 Piano £375

 Korg Mono Polysynth £295
 Yamaha PF10 Piano £325
 dbx -2 track noise reduction £75

BonnEPs
12A GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, EAST SUSSEX

V31 0323 639335/645775
(CLOSED WEDNESDAY PM)

UMI-35
UMI-35
UMI-35
UMI-35
UMI-35
UMI-35
UMI-35
UMI-35

After the unrivalled success of the UMI-2B amongst professional
musicians, producers and composers, Umusic is to launch a new
budget sequencer based closely on the superb 4.17 series
software. The UMI-3S system hardware will provide tape -sync,
extensive clock interfacing and, like the 2B, the software's pattern
based approach to sequencing will be one of the easiest to use and
friendliest available. At £195 plus VAT the UMI-3S 16 channel
polyphonic MIDI sequencer could form the creative centrepiece of
your entire MIDI set-up. If you would like more information please
return the tear -off.

Important message for all UMI-2B owners: A major update, the
series 5 software, will soon be available. Please return the tear -off
for details if you have not already been informed.

Please send details on the new UMI-2B owners sequencer/series 5 software for

the UMI-2B (delete where inapplicable)

Name

Address

Send to: Umusic Limited, 17 Parkfields, London SW15 6NH
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though I'm not saying whose. It
seems a pretty standard thing these
days. My advice is: don't leave four
bars of drums at the end of your
record, because somebody will nick
the sounds. Somebody will probably
nick the drum sounds off this single,
because they sound pretty good on
the 12 -inch...

`The synth sounds are mainly
DX7 and TX7, with the Kurzweil
being used as a master keyboard.
And that's it, really. There's Gary's
vocals and some backing vocals, but
that's all there is in the way of
instruments.

`It's all actually played, though,
not sequenced. It suits the track
because it's not perfect, some bits
are just that little bit out of time.'

GETTING 'NEW THING' to
its finished state took five
days of work in the studio. By
Sharpe's standards that's fast,
but Numan, ever the

maverick with his simple melodic
compositions and down-to-earth
arrangements, isn't convinced.

Sharpe: 'It's quick working for
me, yes. Coming to do this from
Shakatak, where it can take us two
years to make an album, is
refreshing because so many of the
decisions are left up to me. Shakatak
is a very democratic band, and
everything we do is put to the vote-
that's why it takes us so long to
record anything.

`I really like the idea of working
within a band that's just two people.
You can achieve things much more
quickly, and once a track is really
starting to happen in the studio, all
it takes is a bit of fairly intensive
work, and it's finished.'

Numan: 'I suppose five days isn't
very long to make a single these
days. But I can remember, back in
1978 and '79, making a whole
album in that time. And we still
took our time - it wasn't
particularly intensive work.

`Part of the reason for that was
that I always wanted my own way. I
was the one that took all the
decisions because it was my band,
and we were playing my songs. I
must have been terrible to work
with, though I think I'm getting
better at working with other people
now.

`Then again, there weren't so
many things you could do in the
studio then. We used to play
everything live, overdub the odd bit
of synth or guitar, and then do the
mixing - which was nothing like the
process it is today. It was just a
matter of setting a couple of EQ
controls and getting the levels right.
There wasn't the amount of
outboard gear to start fiddling with,
and something like sampling wasn't
much more than a pipe dream in
70

1979. Everything has accelerated so
much since then.

`I think the quality of recording
has gone up a lot since those days,
but...I'm not sure I really prefer to
work in the studio with all this new
equipment. I've just spent a terrible
two months in the studio trying to
record my new album. Rather than
write most of it at home and go in
with a master plan already drawn
up, which is what I normally do, I
thought I'd just go into the studio
and see what happens. I was hoping
something nice and spontaneous
would come out of it, but instead
almost nothing came out of it at all.

`The problem with being stuck in
the studio is that, if you don't know
how you want a song to turn out,
you keep on trying new things, most
of which don't get used. You might
put down six tracks in case a song
goes in one direction, then another
six in case it goes another way.

got really pissed off with it,
really frustrated. So I ended up
going home and sitting writing songs
again, developing what ideas I had
had in the studio, and thinking of
new ones.

It's an experiment I won't
repeat. I think I'm better off
working the way Bill does: writing
songs and doing decent demos of
them at home, so that you've got
something definite to aim for once
you go into the studio. And when
you do that, the quality of the demo
can only get better.

`...The way things are going
generally, these days, you only need
one instrument to make a record.
With samplers you can take any
sound you want and use it, and then
all you need to do is sequence all
those sounds together. I've just
done a lot of my new album using
the PPG system, as before, but I got
a Prophet 2000 towards the end,
and I reckon I could have done the
whole album on that - it's
absolutely brilliant.

`In a way things have only gone
full circle. In the early days people
only had one synth, and used that to
do everything. Then people started
getting loads of synths up on stage
with them, because one did a good
bass sound while another was good
for strings.

`The only old synth I still use on
stage is the ARP Odyssey, because
it's the only machine that makes
sounds you can't make on anything
else. Everything else goes onto one.'

`I've still got my Odyssey, too',
says Sharpe. 'Even with the
Kurzweil at home, there are things
only the Odyssey can do. I've still
got my Solina strings synth too, and
the same goes for that. The problem
with the Odyssey, of course, is that
it keeps going out of tune, but I
wouldn't get rid of it...'

BOTH SHARPE AND
NUMAN are sufficiently
encouraged by 'New Thing' to
want to take the partnership
further, perhaps with a

collaborative album project.
`I've got four or five other songs

in demo form', says Sharpe, 'which
could all suit Gary's voice and the
way we work. I'd definitely like to
take it further, as something that we
can both do outside of our main
careers.'

`We've got nothing to lose really',
Numan affirms. 'Bill's still got
Shakatak and I've still got my solo
career. If we do an album together
and it's successful, then it'll benefit
both of us individually. If it's not
successful, we've both got outside
interests to go back to...'

For Numan, the main outside
musical interest remains his solo
career (the new album,
provisionally titled Strange Charm,
is due out this autumn) and the
independent record label he runs
from Shepperton, Numa Records.

But Numan is no more
fashionable a face now than he was
when he founded the label two -and-
a -half years ago, and mass media
attention - crucial airplay included
- has eluded both him and the other
acts on Numa.

`It doesn't bother me too much
about my own career', he says, with
characteristic selflessness. `I don't
think I really want to be Number
One again- there are just too many
hassles. I'm at the stage where I can
still get Top 30 singles without
getting any airplay whatsoever,
because the following I've got is
strong enough and loyal enough.
But with the unknown acts that are
signed to my label, they can't get
anywhere without airplay, and
that's what upsets me.'

`Airplay is vital', echoes Sharpe,
ruefully. 'It's a shame about the
situation with Radio 1. I mean, the
Network Chart has given it some
competition nationally, and some of
the local stations are good, but it's
still true that to get anywhere with a
new act, you really need airplay on
Radio 1.'

So has one company's virtual
monopoly over modern musical
taste resulted in a decline in the
worth of pop music? Numan
surprises us by leaping to its
defence...

`Personally I don't think today's
pop music is any worse now than it
was 20 years ago. You're always
going to get your Chicken Songs,
and you're always going to get
something like the last Robert
Palmer single, which to me was
brilliant. Those are the two
extremes, really.'

Which, if I remember correctly,
is where we came in. 
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Audio Electronics Ltd
rit _1,1 us tri rig if ir It is our policy to be as competitiveIt\ 01 0 1\ 0 as pos4ible on all our prices and Inmost

circumstances we can better, of match
PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARDS any (Len ine advertised nrice

Introducing our new
ACTIVE PLAYBACK
MONITOR (APM) this has
been widely used in the
educational field, now
available on the domestic
market for home use with
cassette players, `Walkmans'
and Home Studio Recording.
Designed with robust metal
case with its own internal
amplifier.

Our well known PA range of Loudspeakers is continuously
being improved

All Bass/mid range units are made and designed in our
own workshop

PA models for larger halls

Compact Model for small
halls, keyboards and home
use - as illustrated.

Monitor for general use,
particular advantage for the
Live Group

ELM PLACE  STATION ROAD  RUSTINGTON  WEST SUSSEX
Telephone: Rustington (0903) 786483

DOUBLE THE QUALITY . .

. . . HALF THE PRICE!

We are now able to offer
these brand new electronic
pianos for almost half price
- But hurry, limited
quantity available - First
come, first served.

ROLAND
H P450
SPECIAL

SCOOP PURCHASE
RRP £1400

NOW £799

* 88 note weighted
touch -sensitive keyboard

* MIDI
* Wood finish stand
* Soft and loud pedals

We also stock the latest pro -gear from: Roland,
Yamaha, Casio, Elka, Kawai, Technics, Vesta -Fire,

WEM, DOD and Viscount

3/5 KINGS RD SHALFORD Nr. GUILDFORD
SURREY GU4 8JU Tel Guildford (0483) 570088 "AILArs°813.-m-layt.VardWeltorne

OPEN TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 9.30-5.30

-Monkey Business\ s'ilf(i MUSICAL EQUIPMENT
1411) ROLAND KORG KEY CENTRE

Axis Remote Keyboard £399 Poly 800 MkII synth E499

EP50 MIDI piano £549 DW8000 polysynth E995

Juno 1 synth £499 EX8000 expander module E849

Juno 2 synth £799 NEW DSS1 Sampling Keyboard, now

New IX10 synth £1899 in stock£2245
New MC -500 Micro composer £799 New DVP-1 voice processor E799

New MKB-200 Mother keyboard £625 RK100 remote keyboard 099
New MKS -20 Digital piano module £1299 SQD-1 MIDI recorder E599

PG -300 Programmer for I uno's £199 Amazing New DDD1 Programmable

-.._ New RD1000 Digital piano E2499 Digital Drum Machine, Now
'a,,,, Roland S-10 Sampler £999 Available £798

Roland S-50 Sampler £2175 MR16 digital rhythm source £29,

KMX rack mount mixer
SDD1000 digital delay

£199

Ii £335

° jW1 r_--1 ii kr, 6
SDD2000 digital delay
SDD1200 dual dig. delay

£499
£399

GT6OX guitar tuner E29

n

LARGE SELECTION OF

SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT ALWAYS
IN STOCK -PHONE FOR DETAILS

MKS -10 Piano module special offer, one
only display model, reduced to £399, SV -350 Vocoder £575

"-'' G., SDE-1000 Digital delay E399

SDE-2500 Digital delay £449

SDE-3000 Digital delay £749

SRV2000 Digital reverb £1099
MC202 Micro Composer s/h £99

GR Bass synth x -demo £1795

FR505 Digital Drums, MIDI £225

TR707 Digital drums, MIDI £499
TR727 Latin percussion £399
PAD -8 MIDI Octapad E399

MPU 101 MIDI/CV interface £199

NEW Boss DR220A Rhythm Machine £165
NEW Boss DR220E Rhythm Machine £165
NEW CR1000 digital drum machine £335

NEW Boss Doctor Pads 6 voices per unit,
3 models £149 each

NEW DEP 5 effects processor £675

NEW GM70 GR/MIDI convertor £695

NEW GK1 guitar synth driver £190

- NEW MKS70, !X1° module £1725

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

DT1 chromatic tuner E45

MEX memory expander E199

KMS MIDI synchroniser £175

LARGE SELECTION OF
SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT ALWAYS

IN STOCK- PHONE FOR DETAILS

AKAI PRO DEALER
New S-900 sampler E1699

5612 sampler + disc drive £799

New AX73 polysynth £699

New MX73 mother keyboard £549

New VX90 expander £499

New MPX820 prog. mixer £1299

MUSS note separator MIDI £119

ME3OP patch bay MIDI £119

ME1OD MIDI delay f99
ME15F dynamics controller £99

ME20A sequencer MIDI £99

Full range of sample sounds in stock!

Opevl Mon-5ot 9.30-6.00
24hr cleliVer

FiAll time ehgiheers OH the premises
EFFECTS UNITS
Yamaha SPX90 £599

Yamaha REV7 reverb £875

Tamec Madrack D7 delay £299

Dynacord B memory delay £399

VestaKaza sampler/delay £295

WS digital delay £245

JHS delay/reverb £269

IHS spring reverb E79

Yamaha GC2020 comp/limiter £229

Ibanez DM1100 delay £299

Ibanez HD1500 harmonizer £495

Cutec stereo graphic £98

Cutec delay/reverb £142

Aria stereo reverb £199

Aces LISS stereo graphic £187

ADO patch bay £59
Trace Elliot GP11 pre -amp £250

Dynacord digital reverb £399

Vesis Midiverb £399

Alesis Midifex £399

ENSONIQ
Ensoniq Mirage £132

Ensoniq Mirage Rack £1 0;

Ensoniq ESQ1 Synth £1115

Ensoniq Piano £1115

FOSTEX
M0D80 8 track recorder E1699

MOD8OLS 8 track recorder £1575

M0D202 track recorder E899

260 New 4 track recorder £749

X154 track recorder E245

4508/4 mixer E699

MN15 mixer/compressor £49

TS15 sync box E59

6301 powered monitors E129

T20 headphones £45

4030 synchroniser £1495

4035 sync controller £517

4050 auto locator £899

8700 SMPTE generator £179

M0080 remote £59

M0D80 footswitch £14

A/C adaptor for X15 £34

X15 footswitch £9

HOME RECORDING
Yamaha MT1X 4 -track £499

Akai Super Pro 4 track system £899

Vestfire 4 track cassette, VU meters EQ,
DBX with power supply £325

Cutec MR404 high speed mains powered
4 track with EQ and DBX E481

Aria 4 track high speed 19' rack mounted
cassette recorder £495

Studiomaster High Speed 4 track with
6 channel mixer & Dolby £795

Seck 12/8/2 mixer E799

Seck 18/8/2 mixer £1195

YAMAHA
Always a large selection of Yamaha
equipment in stock, too much to
list Phone for details

MICRO RACK UNITS
NEW Boss Delay/Harmonizer £199

Boss BMR5 micro system rack £45

Boss RDD10 digital delay £149
Boss RCL10 complimiter £115

Boss RGE10 graphic EQ E115

Boss RBF10 flanger £115

Boss RPH10 phaser £115

Boss RADIO 19" rack adaptor £20

Boss RPQ10 parametric EQ £115

Boss RSD10 sampler/delay £199

Boss RPW7 multi power supply £64

Boss Individual power supplies £18

Boss RCE10 digital chorus £185

Boss RPS10 harmonizer/delay £199

Vista/it hp deposit H.PoVoiIGI9Ie (APR 36.4) Port -ex Welcome Viso/Access

Victoria Road, Rovviford,E55ex (0 7 0 8) 75 45 4 8 or 2 5 9 1 9

8.351 London Road (A13) Westcliff-ovi-Sea (0 70 2) 33274 3

\'
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I. WORK
v' -

Seems a little persuasion goes a long way. Many of you are now enclosing a short demo cassette with your submissions to
Patchwork, and decent descriptions to go with them. All of which makes our life a lot easier, and your chances of seeing your
name in print a lot higher.

If you're in the habit of copying sounds from these pages into your machine, don't be too hasty in dismissing them. A little
editing of your own can make the world of difference, and in any case, one man's meat...

If one of your patches gets published, a free year's subscription to E&MM will wing its way to your front door with our
compliments. So send us your favourite sounds on a photocopy of an owner's manual chart (coupled with a blank one for artwork
purposes), including a good description of your sound and its musical purpose in life- and don't forget to include your full name
and address on each chart. Remember, edited presets are all very well, but an original masterpiece is ten times more preferable.
OK?

The address to send sounds to: Patchwork, E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 1UY. 

Korg DW8000

Emerson GXJ

Richard Bagley, West Yorkshire

Richard was spurred on by the return of
Keith Emerson to the active music scene
(as well as the lack of patches for the
DW8000 in Patchwork), to submit a
patch based on the GX1 sound used by
Emerson on 'Pirates' (see 'Works Vol l'
by the original ELP). It's a powerful, full-
bodied and versatile patch which has
characteristic vibrato as part of the
aftertouch facility. The fast auto -bend
and portamento effects are best illus-
trated by alternating octave bass and
right-hand chords. 

11 16 21 16 31 32 41 3 51 0 61 0 71 3 81 2

12 1 22 10 32 0 42 12 52 0 62 24 72 15 82 1

13 31 23 31 33 2 43 8 53 31 63 0 73 13 83 0

14 1 24 1 34 / 44 24 54 26 64 0 74 6 84 1

15 1 25 4 35 17 45 7 55 31 65 0 75 12 85 1

16 4 26 0 46 10 56 10 66 2 76 is 86 1

17 13 47 6 57 3 67 0 77 4 87 2

NAME
ALGORITHM
FEEDBACK
LFO WAVE
SPEED
DELAY
PMD
AMD
SYNC

M.S. PITCH
AMPLITUDE
EG BIAS

VELOCITY
OSC. FREQ.

OP 1 & 2
OP 3 & 4
DETUNE

E.G. AR
D1R
D1L
D2R
RR

OP. LEVEL
K.S. RATE
LEVEL

In Bronze

4

6

Sq
0
0

66
0

on
6

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2 1 1 0

3.46 7.00

3.46 10.38

-3 -3 43 .3

31 31 31 31

8 6 7 8

0 8 0 0

0 0 0 0

5 4 2 2

99 75 85 0

0 3 0 0

0 0 0 0

Quad Bronze

4

6
Sq
0
0

66
0

on
6

0 0000
0 0 0 0

2 1 1 0

3.46 7.00

3.46 10.38

-3-343.3
31 22 31 31

8 6 7 8

0 10 0 0

0 0 0 0

5 4 2 2

99 75 69 70

0 3 0 0

0 0 0 0

1149461ent

4

5
Tri
32
20
3
0

off
5

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2 0 0 3

1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00

0 0 0 0

31 10 21 11

31 31 31 7

15 15 15 0

0 0 0 0

5 4 8 9

99 78 75 74

0 0 0 0

0 -0 047

Chinesynth

3
5

Tri
32
20
3
0
off
5

0 0 0 00

0 0 0 0

3 2 2 0

1.00 1,00

8.00 2.00

0 0 0 0

31 31 30 11

31 11 10 7

15 11 12 0

0 0 0 0

5 4 8 5

99 70 80 76

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 47

Mo Strings

1

7
Tr i

32
10
15
0

off
5

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

3 1 1 2

1.00 1.00

1.00 5.00

0 0 0 43

18 14 14 14

31 31 31 15

15 15 15 12

0 0 0 0

5 3 5 6

99 75 75 75

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

Not Brass

3

7

Tri
33
11

10
0
off
5

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0

2.00 1.00

12.11 1.00

0 -3 0 -2

20 25 27 25

31 23 12 7

15 13 10 13

0 2 0 0

6 3 5 5

99 50 85 70

1 1 1 1

017 0 0

thitiNom1

3

7
Tri
31
0
2
0

.off
-7

0 0090
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00

0 0 0 0

19 19 19 21

31 31 31 31

15 15 15 15

0 0 0 0

4 5 3 2

99 71 60 69

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

Itinimm2

3

7

Tri
30
0
3

0
off
7

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1.00 3.00

7.00 1.00

0 41 -2 -1

19 9 19 21

31 31 31 31

15 15 15 15

0 0 0 0

4 6 3 2

99 65 55 68

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

TRANSPOSE Cl C3 C3
POLY/MONO Poly Poly Mono
P.B. RANGE 5 2 4

PORTA. MODE Full T. Full T. Full T.
0 0 10

F.S. ASSIGN Sus .Sus. Por
W.R. PITCH O 50 25
AMPLITUDE 0 0 0

B.C.. PITCH O
AMPLITUDE O

:IF,. BIAS
E.G. BIAS

50
0

72

Yamaha DX100
FM Fates

Jo-rgen Bergfors, Sweden

Since Jorgen managed to display his
submitted patches together on one
computer printout, we've been able to
offer you the benefit of no less than
eight sounds in one go. Having rightly
supposed that many DX100 owners use
their synth as an inexpensive voice
expander, playing it from another
keyboard via MIDI, JOrgen has pro-
grammed his sounds to respond to key
velocity information.

However, 'Minimono 1' and '2' are
intended for the poseurs among you
who like to use the DX100 as a strap -on
lead synth, though we didn't feel either
to be particularly inspired.

Our favourites were 'TrisBronze;
'Quad -Bronze' and 'Chinesynth, and
the demo tape showed the sounds off
in a very classical manner - complete
with a rendition of Beethoven's Fifth. 110-
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SPECTRUM
MIDI INTERFACE

£49.95
With tape/MIDI and

pulse sync. STEP

MULTITRACKER £38.95
real time, 8 poly tracks, bar chaining,

quantizing, overdub with real time input
input

STEP SEQUENCER £38.95
Music score + 24,000 events, full edit, chords easily entered.

DATA BASE SYSTEMS £22.95
MIDI data base system displays save reload patch info songs etc.

Works with most synths

CASIO CZ EDITOR + SOUNDS £22.95
wave forms graphics, dump to tape library of 96 new voices to

load into the editor
CASIO SOUND

Another tape of 100 voices £9.95
TX7/DX7 EDITOR £24.95

Graphics, wave forms dump to tape. LIBRARY £24.95 new sounds
save to tape.

CUSTOMISED SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
CAN BE PRODUCED FOR ALL MIDI

APPLICATIONS
For further details please write (SAE) or phone

515TEIT15
10 Sunnybank Road, Wylde Green, Sutton Coldfield,

West Midlands B73 5RE. Tel: 021-382 6048 (Closed Wednesdays)

Ensoniq ESQ-1
This sensational new synth is now in stock.

along with ALL other ENSONIQ products including the
MIRAGE and the SAMPLED PIANO.Get yours NOW.

X15,001111"""A
.\\IM"/ AKAI Main Dealer

S 612 Sampler + Disk drive + Disks;

AX 73 synths, six octave,touch sensitive,sampler input,

100 programs etc; S 900 8 voice multisampler,40kHz
12 bit sampling; MX 73 master keyboard, six octave,
touch sensitive; midi rack effects in stock- all at best

prices.

163 6, IS:1

la la -m al

The brilliant sampling keyboard

&Ii449 from E -mu for under £2000 due
in soon- order yours now !!!

Ex -demo and s/h keyboards, mixers, effects, etcalways in

stock- POA. Tel 0222 373576
Dominkons Arcado,Chmon Sii,CardM.

logo lounDHoulE
'A

...,

JX8P
Due to an exclusive

purchase we can offer the
remaining 8Ps at a fraction
Remember, this synth is

sensitive and has 2 DCOs and
per voice. Fully assignable MIDI

ideal mother KBD. Surely an
unrepeatable opportunity.

rWe also have a small quantity of
PG -800 PROGRAMMERS for slider

I control of RRP (inn
44 parameters. £23 LOU P&P

.

Roland
4Alit)
-....731i

of the
touch and
2 ENV
spec makes

RRP
SCOOP
PRICE

BRAND
& FULLY

only
original cost.

pressure
generators

it the
£1,399

enn inc
L j p&p
NEW BOXED
GUARANTEED

4   .. AKAI
- _ At.......... _   _

CZNIFIM 50(4411-lcult
612/280 POLYPHONIC SAMPLER E100 LAST

FEW

& FREE 0 PACKAGES

CASIO CZ101 DIGITAL SYNTH inc P&P REMAIN

Roland Dealer0 YAMAHA Diei tecrh

TR 505  MC 500  JX10 S10 FB-01  SPX -90 DK, RX, KX

complete range. Best prices Unreal MT -1X package £499

KORG Key
Centre

SSI SAMPLER NOW IN

NEOLJEFIT.iaL Dealer
Prophet 2000, 2002. VS + updates.
software all in stock. Some Drumtraks

COMPLETE KORG RANGE IN STOCK available

TASCAM Main
Dealer Fostex Dealer

Porta-One Free Power supply, rnic.S can X-15 Inc Power Supply £245

settes, headphones, mull, -track primer. de. COMPLETE FOSTEX RANGE IN STOCK

magnettser and phono cables E379mc P&P SUPER KEEN 8 TRACK PACKAGES

CASIO MainDealer
g=i i, =r-tinir-3 nr,cici ....-_=---..E ilEaa, ..-a-.......

CZ230S and SK -10 in stock. Best Mirage II, Expander, ESO-1,Piano
UK prices on all Casio Synths, Drum Great packages. extensive library.

Machines Sequencers

AKAI Dealer
Main

q,.., ,

Main
Dealer

S900 in stock. EXTENSIVE RANGE IN STOCK
complete AKAI range in stock

dltoeiay.K ' 5 largest sales
(4 service centre 111/111111111 gc2"1,

SESSIONETTE 75W 112 £229

NEW JAPANESE VINTAGE IN STOCK SESSIONETTE 75W 210 £279

NEW SIDEKICK AMPS IN STOCK SESSIONETTE 30W 112 £159

At IS '''Ztainealer MOOSS MainDealer
MIDIVERS & MIDIFLEX HUGE STOCKS AT GREAT PRICES

STEREO MIDI, 63 PROGRAMMES NEW HF2. DC2, MICRO

INC GATES AND REVERSE ...POA
RSD-10 Rack Sampler £199 inc P&P

BARGAIN BASEMENT
ACCESSIT REVERB £129 CASIO CZ101, sit, f179 PEAVEY ENCORE, sth £195

ACCESSIT COMP £35 MIDIVERB v low POA PEAVEY DEUCE, s/h E295

ACCESSIT NOISE GT £35 MIDIFEX v low POA TRACE 410, s/h E575

SYNSONICS DRUMS E59 TASCAM 38 , MIXER £2150 SUNN 1 0 15 200, s/h £179

VESTA 411 DELAY £195 SHURE SM58 E110 STRATS from E199

ROLAND JUNO 1, s/h £349 TASCAM 244. NEW £599 B. C RICH M Bird £299

ROLAND TR707 v dem £365 FRONTLINE REVERB £59 ROLAND JC120 v low POA

ROLAND TR727, s/h fag T S ROCKMAN 100 £229 SHADOW MIDI GTR POA

MTR 6:41 DESK £199 FLOYD ROSE TREM nssi LES PAUL GOLD TOP £389

FOSTEX 250 s/h £475 LAB SERIES 212 E185 YAMAHA CP70B. s/h £1395

CALLERS: 18A SOHO SQUARE,
LONDON W1V 5FB 01-4341365

To: Soho Soundhouse Mail Order Freepost 38 London W1 E 6QZ

Name

Address

Tel

Please send me Model No(s)
I enclose cheque/postal order/bankers draft/cash in reg envelope or debit my

AccessNisa account no. 11111111111111i) for
NO STAMPS REQUIRED N.B. Per qsonal cheues allow 21 days. All other

forms of payment' 24 hours despatch EMM.10.86
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Casilo(1101/1000

Child's Voice

Chris Healey, Hounslow

PARAMETER

UNE SELECT

'Child's Voice' was just one of a selection of sounds from Chris, andone to which we
took a particular liking. The.amount of Fine Detune provides some sonic movement,
with delayed Vibrato hot on its heels, and a little subtle Pitch -bend (Range 01) may be
added for further expression. A pleasant, distinctive and versatile sound, 'Child's
Voice' should make plenty of friends, even if it doesn't live up to its name too
faithfully. 

TONE NAME CARTRIDGE NO. TONE NO.

CHILD'S VOICE

MODULATION
RING NOISE

1+1'

111

ON OFF

(ON/OFF)

DETUNE
OCTAVE

0

NOTE

00
FINE

08
(+44) (0-3) (0-11) (0-60)

DCO 1

WAVE FORM
FIRST SECOND

0
(1-8) 10-10

E N V (PITCH)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8

RATE 99 00

LEVEL 65 00
SUS/END sus END

ro-99)

(0 - 99)

VIBRATO OCTAVE
WAVE DELAY RATE DEPTH +/- RANGE

24 54 15 0

- 4) 10-p) (9- 99) 10-801 ( )

DCW 1

KEY FOLLOW

0 (0 - 9)

E N V (WAVE)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 6

RATE 64 70 50

LEVEL 25 19 00
SUS/END SUS END

(0 - 90)

(0-w)

DCA 1

KEY FOLLOW

0 (0 - 9)

E N V (AMP)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RATE 65 21 60

LEVEL 99 74 00
SUS/END SUS END

(0 - 99)

(0 - 99)

Roland Jupiter 6

Six String
Andy Horrell, Bristol

From a selection of quite nifty imitative
sounds from Andy, we settled on this
rich strings voice that affirms the old
adage that Jupiter strings in the hand
are worth two in the bush (or some-
thing like that). The VCF Cut Off
frequency is the critical setting, but
outside of that, feel free to make your
own personal fine adjustments. 

ROLAND JUP I TER 6 VOICE PATCH

<<<<<<<<<<<<<< V.C.0 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
OSC-1 nSC-2

WAVEFORM saw/Pulse saw/Pulse
RANGE 8 8
FINE TUNING OM +2
LFO MOD. 1 1

ENV MOD. 0 0
OUTPUT MIXER 0 0

1

<<<<< P. W. M >>>>>1 I<<< CROSS MOD >X>

PULSE WIDTH 0

P. W. MOD. 3

SOURCE lfo

<K ARPEGOIATOR ))

offMODE
RANGE
RATE

MANUAL 1

ENV -1

SYNC. off

PATCH NAME : strings.

I

I

I

<<<< V.C.F >>>>>>1 I<<<< V.C:.A >>>>%)

MODE 1P I ENV -2 MOD. 6
CUT OFF 6 I LFO MOD. El

RESONANCE 0

ENV. SOURCE 1 I<<<<< L.F.0 >>>>>
ENV MOD. 0 I

LFO MOD. 9 I RATE 4.5
KEY FOLLOW .5 I DELAY

WAVEFORM
0

tri
L

0 <<<<<<<<<<<<e:

<K KEY ASSIGN >>

MODE Poly -1

I DETUNE 0

I GLIDE off
I TIME

POLARITY
ATTACK
DECAY
SUSTAIN
RELEASE
KEY FOLLOW

ENVELOPE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>

ENV -1

Pos
0

0

0

0

ENV -2
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A Star is born!
MIDI 'Star Networking' Thru Unit

Only £29.95 Inc.

*I MIDI In to 8 MIDI Thrus
*Enables true MIDI Star Networking
*Eliminates all MIDI timing errors
*Multiple Output facility for Interfaces, Sequencers etc.
*Compact unit (90mm x 70mm x 30mm)

Requires 7 -12V DC Power Supply (3.5mm jack). Available Separately £4.95

Available direct from
SYNCOM MIDI RESEARCH LTD., Unit C, Hill Farm,
Gt. Dunham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk. PE32 2LQ.
Tel.(07605)644 /645 Dealer enquiries welcome rlFz'

YAMAHA MUSIC PULSE
REQUIRE

PROFESSIONALS IN HI -TECH SALES

This is an exciting opportunity for highly motivated
professionals to join the market leaders in Digital
Music Technology.
The positions will be based at the Kemble Group's
prestigious new retail facility in Conduit Street,
London and will involve the demonstration and selling
of Yamaha's Hi -Tech and Computer based musical
instruments.
Successful applicants will also be working closely with
the adjacent Research and Development department
and recording studio.
The ability to communicate effectively is of paramount
importance and a working knowledge of MIDI -based
music technology is essential.
Salary package will reflect the importance and high
profile of these positions within the Company.
Write in the first instance, enclosing full CV to:
Brian Kemble Esq.,
Freepost,
Bletchley,

MKI I YH YAMAHAMilton Keynes,

A/LAI

You've read about them
in the Music Press
Now get yourbands
on them at TA

L 0ti
IVE mucte

on ci-1
Sun. October 19th
12noon -8pm

PS

IttME MUSIC 51-10W1

SANDOWN RACECOURSE
Portsmouth Rd, Esher, Surrey

SUNDAY 19th OCTOBER
12 noon-8pm Adults £2, Children £1

For tickets and
more info contact.
85 High Street
Esher, Surrey
Tel: Esher (0372) 66195 MUSW

ABC

L
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Human League
Crash

Virgin LP
If you hadn't forgotten completely about the
Human League, you could be forgiven for
expecting great things from Crash. Apart
from the band's own track record as masters
of the modern electro-pop idiom, that of
producers Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis
includes Janet Jackson's production master-
piece Control. But as it turns out, Crash is
neither of the things these two facts might
lead you to believe.

Recorded over an extended period in

Minneapolis, the album reaches back to Dare
for many of its ideas, though boldly declares:
'There are no sequencers on this record'. The
practical upshot of this is manual playing of
sequencer lines. Was it worth the fuss?

But Crash doesn't grab at sampling or
multitudinous DX patches to replace the old
MC4. The synth sounds are predominantly
analogue, and there's even a little TR808 to
be heard on 'Love Is All That Matters'. Credit
for much of the synth playing and pro-
gramming goes to Paul Rabiger, who makes
an excellent job of building a rich backdrop
over which Phil Oakey's characteristic voice
croons unhindered.

In addition to the production, some of the
songwriting has been entrusted to the Jam/
Lewis partnership. In spite of this, both songs
and production sound as if they belong to the
League. Perhaps the days of producers
obscuring their artists are, at last, drawing to
a close. Crash is Dare in 1986, not 1986's Dare.
Take it or leave it.  Tg

Hans -Joachim
Roedelius

Like the Whispering of
the Wind

Cicada Records LP
An album of charming piano improvisations
from one of avant-garde music's most
charming characters. Like Gift of the Moment
a couple of years back, Whispering is a
collection of calm, delicately meandering
pieces arising from spontaneous doodling on
the part of their creator.

The six pieces cover a broad range of
moods: from the pastoral spaciousness of
'Beneath Blooming Trees' (recorded live at
Roedelius' Bloomsbury Theatre concert in
July '85) to the whimsical, almost Eastern
balladeering of 'Uphill'. But none of the
compositions clashes against any of the
others, and you can listen to Whispering over
76

and over again without a single jarring
moment.

Technically, Roedelius doesn't possess the
keyboard -playing prowess of (at extreme
ends of the stylistic scale) a Jarrett or a
Wakeman. But the comparative lack of
dexterity actually works to his advantage:
the pieces on Whispering take myriad un-
expected turns as the performer surprises
himself with the occasional key -change.

A disarmingly honest record, and a fine
example of musical innocence making for
rewarding listening. Dg

DMC Re -mixes
DMC Records

The idea of putting two identical singles on a
pair of turntables then scratching and mixing
between them is hardly new. But until now,
it's remained primarily the territory of DJs
and hip hop recording artists.

In essence, the Re -mix package consists of
two LPs containing the original 7' and 12"
mixes of a song, plus a series of other
specialised mixes: instrumental, a capella,
percussion dub and so on.

For their first Re -mix release, DMC have
chosen Tina Charles' disco classic 'I Love To
Love'. Although the original recording lends
itself well to the Re -mix concept it also,
unfortunately, brings out all the most cliched
elements of disco. The latin and a capella
mixes have a certain fascination to begin
with, but there's a finite number of times the
human ear can safely endure Tina's party-

time whoops without danger of insanity.
Realistically, the opportunities presented

by the Re -mix concept stretch from those
intended by DMC, to a golden source of
potential sound -samples that isn't available
anywhere else. So what about covering some
decent material, DMC?  Tg

This Mortal Coil
Filigree & Shadow

4AD double LP
'Studio projects' are something of a rarity
these days. No bad thing, perhaps, when you
think back to the musical horrors inflicted on
us by studio -written concept albums during
the seventies.

But This Mortal Coil is a studio project
with a difference. Spearheaded by 4AD label
boss Ivo Watts -Russell (who co -produces the
album with engineer John Fryer), the 'band'
has just completed this double album of
original songs, cover versions and instru-
mental mood pieces.

There are 25 tracks in all, though some are

little more than transient, half -structured
atmospheres - 'Inch -Blue', with its simple
strings textures, and the tribally rhythmic
'At First, And Then' are the most striking of
these.

Of the songs, Tim Buckley's 'I Must Have
Been Blind' is given a deliciously haunting
treatment by singer Richenel and keyboardist
John Turner (the latter a strong and distinc-
tive influence throughout Filigree), while the
Colourbox oldie 'Tarantula' gets a dramati-
cally clear, spartan arrangement from Turner
and singers Dominic Appleton and Deidre
and Louise Rutkowski.

Every note, every sound of Filigree and
Shadow appears to have been struck with
care and dedication. Every word is sung with
compassion, and every treatment carefully
considered. As a whole, the album contains
some fine original synth textures and power-
ful delay effects.

Yet 80 minutes of this kind of studied
seriousness makes for a landscape that
initially refreshes but ultimately becomes
flat and featureless - something the mono-
tonous drum programming of some of the
tracks does little to brighten. If you're going
to be calm and reflective, you need more
than a sprinkling of production ideas and
talented performers to make it last a double
album.

Miss this record, though, and you miss a
dreamworld of glittering arrangements,
finely detailed engineering, and stunning
vocal technique.  Dg
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HARDWARE
Prophet 5 to MIDI Interface

£100.00

DX Voice Vault

£POA

Decillionix
'THE BOX'

£ POA

DX7 Rittor Roms

£49.95

DX7 Skyslip Rom Cartridge
£51.88

DX7 Skyslip
Eproms 1 to 5

£15.41

DX7 Skyslip Rams Cartridge
£59.99

Beetla PR7-TX Programmer

£ POA

Beetla QR1-DX7
Ram Disk Drive

£ POA

Spectrum Sampler

£44.95

Micro Vox Pro Sampler

£229.95

Greengate
DS.3 - DS.4

£ POA

Hybrid Arts Atari ST-professional
sampler

£ POA

CX5 DMS Sampler

£599.00

SOFTWARE

Prophet 2000
editor for the Commodore

£85.00

AKAI S612
Editor for the Commodore

£129.29

Steinberg PRo24

£250.00

Passport Master tracks with interface Apple or

Commodore

£319.94

Juno 106 Editor for the Spectrum
£19.95

Steinberg 8 Track Star with interface
£70.00

Mopro Treesoft for the Atari St
£75.00

Hybrid Arts 60 tracks Atari St
£POA

Hybrid Arts DX Droid St
£POA

Steinberg,
Passport, C Lab, Joreth, Microvoz, Treesoft,

DHCP, Lemi, XRI Systems, Icon, Cheetah, Roland, ETE.

STOP PRESS

NEW HARDWARE DEPARTMENT

AKAI - YAMAHA - ROLAND - CASIO - ALESIS

EMAX - OBERHEIM - ATARI - BOSS - BOKSE ETC.

Overseas Customers Welcome

UK Send
Cheque or PO for 1, Overseas send

£2 International
Money Order, for facts

pack and price list. Refund on purchase.

24 HIGH ST., BROCKMOOR,

BRIERLEY
HILL,

WEST MIDLANDS
DY5 3JA

E&MM OCTOBER 1986

FREE
PARKING
 FREE ADVICE
 FREE & EASY
ATMOSPHERE

FREEDOM
OF CHOICE
FROM
OUR HUGE
PRODUCT
RANGE:
Roland/Yamaha/Akai
Casio/Peavey/Marshall
Dean Markley/Session
Carlsbro/Charvel/Fender
'aria/Ibanez/Weston

Feel FREE to call
in for a chat,.
PRODUCT
ELECTRONIC
MUSIC
71 Salisbury Road
Hounslow, Middx TW4 7NW

Tel: 01-570 4444

^40251
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A couple of tracks all the way from Runcorn tell us

that High Crime are an electronic duo with a

healthy interest in black music.

Getting the criticisms over first, the recording
quality is clean but devoid of any serious attempt at
production - and well below the standard deserved

by the songs found here. A proliferation of Yamaha

gear takes care of most of the musical chores: an

MT44D multitrack, DX7 and DX100 synths, an
RX I I drum machine and a QX2 I for the
sequencing. Pity about the programming, though:

the synth patches are adequate without being
exciting and the drum patterns over -complex - a
particularly sad state of affairs considering they've

been programmed by a drummer.

All that said, 'Who Do You Want To Love?'
opens with a jazzy DX bassi ine and funk DX brass

stabs that provide a lively platform for Damian
McMullen's vocals. The bass sounds like it's
sequenced, and a lot more thought has gone into it
than the drums and synths put together, since it
provides plenty of punch while allowing the music
to breathe. The vocals are strong, and are enhanced

by some beautiful harmony work. A little guitar
from two guest musicians adds the final touches,
giving the song anything it may have lacked had the
instrumental voicings all been synthetic.

But best of all are the songs themselves. Between

them, McMullen and synth player Gary Horabin

have an undeniable talent for writing catchy,
distinctive and commercial songs.

Sort out some decent sounds, lads, and get into a
studio.

Given a little more vocal presence, the two -song

demo from Antic Hay would make very impressive
listening.

Submerging tape hiss in high signal levels and
noisy music are just two ways of combating the
limitations of recording on a tight budget. Faced
with a Fostex X15, Antic Hay found themselves

employing a Boss DE200 delay to add dub effects to

the drum track. And considering the weight of
music that draws heavily on distorted guitars and

aggressive cross -modulated synth sounds, the Korg

DDM 110 entrusted with the beat can use all the
help it can get. Meanwhile, the DE200 also finds

itself regurgitating the odd vocal sample to augment

the busy but infectious sequences flowing from an

old MC202 Microcomposer.

Keyboardsman Tony's (JX3P) synth programming

is well suited to this particular brand of energetic

pop, and avoiding obvious sound -creation pitfalls
seems to come as easily to him as finding a

memorable melody does to singer Brenn. Only
Dermott's guitar solos sit uncomfortably, falling
midway between the over -simplistic and the
musically superfluous.

Odd how rarely good music and presentable

recordings find their way onto the same demo.
Suffice it to say that Steve Dixon and Steve
Winder have made an excellent job of recording

'Dreaming of Kerry' and 'War of the Heart'. And
that the music falls painfully into the sickly love

song/Eurovision category, even though it is well
arranged and faultlessly performed.

Again, the equipment listing reads like a Yamaha
brochure, with an impressive -looking MT44/RXI5/

DX7/CX5M combination. Keyboard sounds revolve

around inoffensive tinkling presets, well suited to
this style of songwriting. Unfortunately, Messrs

Dixon and Winder are not the only casualties of a

musical backwater that modern, modular technology
makes so dangerous.

The key to the success of the recording is subtle

use of reverb, stereo and, in particular, advance
planning. The reverb on Dixon's voice, especially,

plays a large part in turning a good vocal into an
excellent one. Recording in stereo can present big
problems when you're limited to four tracks, but a
single, careful bounce and a moment's thought
before rushing headlong into the recording can pay
huge dividends.  Tg

Send your demo -tapes to: DemoTakes,
E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton Rbad,
Cambridge CB4 lUY, including plenty of
biographical and technical info, and a photo-
graph if possible.

A
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YOUR ELECTRICAL LANGUAGE

90, QUEENS ROAD,
WATFORD, HERTS.
WD1 2LA
Tel: (0923) 40294

Come to Vroom Music
for all the latest
equipment from a
company run and
maintained by
musicians.

Understanding the
market and providing a

reliable and fully
guarenteed service are

standard - Come to
Vroom and see why we

are the areas experts,
providing you with

friendly service and
more importantly

Electrical Language ...

OPEN 9.30 - 5.30 Tues - Sat

0923-40294
Access - Visa - H.P. Mail Order

Pad Exchange

OKI

iraRoland

DIGITAL DELAYS £99 HEAVY METAL PEDALS £29
DIGITAL FLANGER CHORUS £115 DISTORTION £29
LOCO COMPRESSORS £19 LOCO DISTORTION £25

NLEWPHA

H1142:31E9R91"

STRAYS £1

19

ROLAND LEAD OR SYNTH

MARSHALL
KEYBOARD COMBO

140

ONE ONLY MIDIFEX £299 CASIO SAMPLER £79CUSTOM SOUND 727 KEYBORD COMBOS £249

L/H GUITARS AT R/H PRICES
S/H YAMAHA SG200 £75 AVOX CUSTOM

DELUXE
BASS £135

Soundhouse Shats/Teles/Jazz

S/H HP70 ...........................
£299

NEW HP20 PIANOS .............. £199

CASES..................................
£19

IN STOCK EX -DEMO SUPER JX10

& MKS20 PIANO MODULE.

ROLAND STANDS ..................
£20

510 SAMPLER,
ALPHA JUNO's,

TR505, MC500

Di
MICRO RACK SERIES

SOBS
RDDI 0 £149 RGE10 £115RCLIO £115 CE2 £79RBF10 £115 CS3 £68BF2 £89 HM2 £55DD2 £139 0C2 £59RPSI 0 £210 BF2 £89RCE10 £185 DD2 £139



PUTTING
SYNDROMIC MUSIC

ON THE MAP

HYBRID ARTS, INC (USA)
With the intelligent inclusion of MIDI ports on
Atari ST computers, the music applications are
really beginning to emerge making them the
number one choice for the working, composing
and discerning MIDI musician

Syndromic Music are delighted to announce the
sole distribution rights of Hybrid Arts software
and hardware for the Atari ST/XE range of
computers. This competitive, innovative and
intuitive software really enables the musician to
be totally in control - not the other way around.

The Hybrid Arts ST range includes EZ Track ST, EZ
Score ST, MIDITrack ST w/Tape Sync, MIDITrack
ST Professional w/SMPTE read/write, DX-Droid,
CZ-Droid, GEN Patch ST plus a whole host of
software in development plus the incredible
ADAP SoundRack, 16 bit sampler/audio processor
transforming the computer into a stereo digital
recorder, recording direct from CD a 20 second
sample at 44.1Khz!

Hybrid Arts software and hardware is available
from Syndromic Music and selected dealers in
the UK.

TOA PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
When it comes to authentic sound
re-inforcement for today's demanding audio
applications there was only one company to talk
to. We think TOA 380SE Electronic Mu: pecker

System to be the very best, featuring a 3 Way
system with 360W continuous power with a
Bass -Reflex enclosure housing a 15" bass driver,
constant directivity horn and exponential horn
tweeter. Accuracy, quality and craftsmanship
ensure that only the music gets through!

C -LAB

Written in West Germany this well known
software house is currently supplying some of
the most popular and versatile editing and
sequencing packages around. The ScoreTrack/
SuperTrack and DX support programs,
synchronisers and interfaces ensure that C -Lab
can offer an extremely attractive and economical
alternative.
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Every so often a new idea comes along based r - the needs and desires of the
musician.
Continuous advances In MIDI, Sampling, Synthesis and Computer Music Applications
have meant that you - the musician - have wanted to talk to other musicians/users
who fully understand the product and are prepared to take time out to talk, help and

show you on a one-to-one basis.
At Syndromic Music we select products on their merit; that we believe in, and that
otter the very best value in musical technology.

There Is nothing like a faulty MIDI cable or an ignored MIDI instruction to take the
'edge' off your musical creativity - And it happens all too frequently if you respond
to a price rather than a product!

Here at Syndromic Music we make it easy, our team of Player/Programmers have
had years of professional experience In the field, helping and advising in all areas
of the electronic music, computer, pro audio and recording Industries.

It takes a personal and specialised approach in understanding the needs of today's
musician, to iron out all those 'little bugs' well In advance.

Getting things right - Instead of getting them cheaply!
Call Syndromic Music on 01-444 9126 and make an appointment to talk to people
who care!

AKAI S900 SAMPLER
At last an instrument with 'people'
orientated software! Simplicity and brilliance
combine to make the Akai S900 a major talking
point. Adding the ASK90 option allows 8 audio
triggers turning the S900 into the ultimate drum
percussion controller. Sophistication and
flexibility are the criteria, and Akai are set to
achieve this yet again with the introduction of the
X7000 Sampling Keyboard!

LI
Please send me more details on
Syndromic Music and the above products.

Name

Address

Postcode E&MM.10.86

STAR SAMPLES
Syndromic Music are proud to announce sole
marketing rights on this superb quality TDK MAL
cassette (F1 version available) of drum,
percussion and electronic drum sounds recorded
at John Foxx's Garden Studios by Gary Wallace
(Nik Kershaw, Style Council, Power Station). 54
samples with cueing designed for easy, trouble -
free, high quality sampling. Call for details!

1=1

STEINBERG RESEARCH
Steinberg Research software is in constant
development and they are a company that is
writing serious, easy to understand software for
the musician. At Syndromic Music we support the
excellent Pro -16 and Pro -24 sequencing
packages for Commodore 64 and Atari ST
computers. We are committed to the visual
editing and generic librarian approach towards
MIDI instruments which allow musicians to do
what they do best - make music!

ALESIS, SOUND TECHNOLOGY
The Alesis MIDIVERB - 63 preset programs
0.2s - 20s plus gated and reverse reverb all
controlled through MIDI patch. This truly
outstanding audio product is now joined by 'The
MIDIFEX', 21 different echoes, 15 MultiTap
delays, reverb bloom and reverse MultiTap pan. A
19" rack mount adapter available for both units.

Based in Los Angeles, the Alesis Corporation's
commitment to quality and innovation, and their
development of 'Reduced Instruction Set
Computer' architecture, using 3 million memory
instructions per second provides the user with
simple, speedy and noiseless operation.

SYNDROMIC SUPPORT SYSTEMS
We don't just handle the big orders - We go
on helping with supply of MIDI cabling, diskettes,
audio leads, rack holders, flight cases,
computers, disk drives, monitors, ROM Packs,
RAM Packs, servicing and repair and all the latest
publications from the world of computers,
sampling and electronic synthesis, all
despatched promptly by our efficient staff.
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RISING
STAR

Trackstar, Steinberg's new software package for the Commodore 64, is a simple,
inexpensive sequencing system aimed at getting novices interested in the idea of
MIDI recording. Is it friendly enough to whet the beginner's appetite? Ian Waugh

4 5 6 T

111

,o. This is not an in-depth interview with

Steve Cram (Track Star, geddit?). It's a look at

Steinberg's latest MIDI package for the family of

Commodore 64 -compatible computers.

Another Steinberg package? What on Earth can

they add to their much -vaunted Pro 16 and Pro24 to
justify the release of another one? The answer is

quite simply nothing, because, having produced pro -

quality software for the pro and semi -pro musician,
Steinberg are now aiming at the semi -pro, the

amateur and the home musician.

Regression? Not at all. There are thousands of

people out there just dying to get into computer

music, but who lack the confidence, expertise - or
money. If that sounds like you - come on now, own

up-Trackstar could just be what you've been
waiting for.

Since I've already written half my conclusion, I

may as well continue in this retrogressive manner

and mention the price - GO. For this, you get a

small interface, the MMI, with a MIDI In and two
80

flf VEL CNN

QA, PLT IRP
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MIDI Outs. You also get a bright -red floppy disk, a

plastic covered 22 -page manual, and a big box.

Trackstar is very much an introduction to MIDI,

and the manual carefully explains what MIDI is and

what Trackstar does in terms that even I can

understand. It's been designed to operate like a tape

recorder to bridge the gap between audio and full-

blooded digital recording, a method which seems to
work well but which has its drawbacks, as we'll see.

Trackstar is an eight -track sequer m, but you can

only record music on the first four. Tracks 5 to 8 can

only play one note per track, and are reserved for a

drum machine. We'll get to this in a moment. It's

mainly a real-time system, but you can enter notes
in step -time, too.

The screen display- there is only one-is divided

into four sections. The top left shows a tape

recorder with play, record and fast forward and

rewind controls. The spools actually revolve during

tape operations, and slide off the screen when you

select a disk option, which is a nice touch of

animation. Contrary to rumour, though, a small pair

of hands does not appear at regular intervals to
clean the tape heads...

In between the two spools are the numbers Ito

4, representing the first four tracks. A tape counter
cleverly ticks off in crotchet increments, so it's fairly
easy to work out where you are.

Under the tape machine is the track box, which

lists the tracks Ito 8. Under each track is a velocity

indicator which shows the volume of each track

during recording and playback. At the bottom of
this display is a one -line text window into which you
type filenames when saving and loading pieces. You

can get a directory of the disk by pressing Shift -D.

The top right of the screen shows tracks 5 to 8.

These are allocated to bass drum, snare, hi -hat and

percussion (ie. anything else) respectively. There

are play and record indicators here, too.

The lower right section is the parameter area.
From here you can switch individual tracks on and
off, alter their channel numbers, set quanrisation,

transposition and tempo. You can also adjust the

velocity on each track by up to ±63. This allows you
to balance track levels independently of the synth

producing the sounds, providing it's velocity-

sensitive. There is a double -speed facility called MLT
(is it me, or are abbreviations and acronyms getting
more obscure?). A track which plays twice as fast

only lasts half as long (yes, that makes sense), so if it
previously took eight bars to play, it'll beover in
four bars with MLT. The other tracks will play at

normal speed, so the feature's use needs to be well -
planned. Very handy for the tricky bits. Finally, an

Auto Repeat feature continuously plays a section of
tape.

'sing Supertrack is straightforward

enough. You can record with or without an eight -

beat count -in, and this is where the auto repeat can

be especially useful. When this is selected, the

ogram goes into a 'record on hold' mode, and

plays through without wiping what's already there.

It starts recording when you hit a note, and lo-
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477 HORNSEY ROAD, LONDON N19
TEL: 01-281 4768/9

MAIL
ORDER
HP
PART EX

music
MUSIC...!

HOME RECORDING CENTRE
MICROPHONE BONANZA

AKG
D7OME dynamic £26 HM560 (headset) £180

D80 dynamic £33 Boom mic stands £30

D125E dynamic £73 SHURE

D190E (Hi) dynamic £73 515 SDLC Unidyne B (our

D310ES dynamic £78 best seller) £30

D320EB dynamic £107.50 1OHLC Prologue dynamic £21

D321 dynamic £109 12HLC Prologue dynamic £30

D330 EBT dynamic £153.50 14HLC Prologue dynamic £38

STUDIO MICS AUDIO TECHNICA

D112 £85 Pro 20 dynamic £45

D12E (bass) £159 80M 41A dynamic £112

BEYER Pro 4H dynamic £57

M300 NCS £105 80M63 dynamic £105

M88 NC £197 80M21 dynamic £112

M400 NCS £139 Seiwn good quality cheap all

M69 NC £110 purpose dynamic mic £30

ANY MIC POSTED TO YOU IN UK £2 extra P&P

Yamaha SPX90 multi
effects processor £575

MidiVerb +
MidiFex £399

DOWNBEAT SPECIAL
32 way patchbay £49
8 way headphone splitter
box £29
DI box £29
12 to 4 way XLR wall boxes with
4 jacks £35

Yamaha NS10's super small
monitors 30w each £200 pair

Full range of Home Recording Gear
by Fostex, Yamaha, Seck, Korg,
Teac, Alesis, Quad, Tannoy, Ampex,
Drawmer & Bel.
Plus lots of effects

Newport Music
13 The Friary 17 High Street

Grosvenor Centre Newport Pagnell
Northampton Bucks

0604 24858 0908 612559

11 -(Roland
TR505

...........
1101190"...

FOSteX

X15 4 TRACK
CASSETTE 260

NEW IN 160
Technics Piano's
Korg DW8000
Siel DK600 £599
Siel DK80 £499
Casio CZ101
Casio CZ1000
Casio SZ1 Seq
Casio RZ1 Rhythm
Casio Sampler £99 or less

ALPHA JUNO 1 & 2
JX10 IN STOCK

Charvel Jackson Guitars
Amps & PA's by:
Marshall, Ohm, Session, Pearl
(Delay £79)
Dod, Vision & Boss (Pedals)
Drums by Pearl, Premier,
Yamaha, Cymbals, Zildjian,
Paiste, Meinl, Pearl
Drum X £599

*YAMAHA
4111111111111111=1280

DX21 £599
DX27 £499
DX100 £349
VSS100 Sampler £169

MICK ABRAHAMS
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

Representing Allied Dunbar I cater for people involved in the
music industry, either as musicians, technicians, sales people
or in the retail and wholesale industry.

As a former professional guitar player with two of the worlds leading rock bands I
have had first hand experience of the problems that can beset people working in
the music industry.
I invite you to reply to me today for information on any of these services which I
may be able to help you with. I guarantee a swift reply. Backed by a professional,
confidential and caring service.

1. Mortgages for residential and commercial purposes
2. Home Loans
3. Commercial finance
4. Tax efficient finance investments
5. Portfolio management service
6. Inheritance, tax planning, life assurance and pensions
MICK ABRAHAMS FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
801 SILBURY BLVD, MILTON KEYNES MK9 3NA
TEL: (0908) 663202/663218
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10- continues recording until the end of the section. If

you stop playing before the repeat, it reverts again

to 'record on hold'. So, to keep playing a piece until

you get it right is simplicity itself.

To help you move quickly around the tape, the

function keys can be programmed to make the

counter jump to preselected tape positions.

Quantisation can be set to 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 64

and 0 - why no 32? It defaults to 16, and the 0 value

is actually 192 which, as the manual points out, is

probably near enough to no quantisation at all for

most people.

Step -time input uses the quantisation value as the

note duration, and you can tie notes by holding a key

and pressing the space bar. Pressing the space bar

alone enters a rest.

This system works fine, but you can't alter the

quantisation value while recording, so you have to

tie lots of small notes together. A missed chance for

very easy step -time input.

As I've said, tracks 5 to 8 are reserved for

creating drum parts. You can run a MIDI drum

machine by plugging it into the second MIDI Out

socket, and the program synchronises everything

with a clock pulse. The program also produces its

own drums from the SID chip, and plays them

through your TV. In all honesty, these are pretty

awful, but if you've no drum machine they're better

than nothing. You can program patterns easily from

the keyboard, as any note triggers the drum you've

selected.

Compared with more upmarket packages,

Trackstar has few frills. You can copy one part of the

track to another, but you can't copy individual

tracks or merge tracks. Copying actually does just

that - copy - and uses an equivalent amount of

memory, too: one of the drawbacks of a tape

machine simulation. It's possible to lock up the

machine if you try to copy more than the memory

can hold, and you know it's locked up because you

get a Record Buffer Full message. Tut, tut,

Steinberg.

In total, there's enough memory for several

minutes of music, though as usual, the amount you

can store varies according to the number of notes

you play. You're only told how much memory is

free when you press R (to record without a count -

in), not Shift -R (for a count -in), something the

manual doesn't tell you.

The program works a treat with Casio CZ

synths, and it's easy to build up four mono tracks to

make use of their multi-timbral facilities. You can

switch this feature on from the program, and it'll

even remember the voices (well, they have to be

set initially from the Casio first), so you don't have

to mess about with the MIDI and Solo buttons on

the synth each time you play a piece. The program

accepts voice -change and pitch -bend information,

too, though the pitch -bend resolution depends on

the quantisation setting. A value of 4, for example,

just produces jumps, not a smooth transition.

I important to remember that Trackstar is

an introductory package, and we reviewers who

have sampled the delights of mega programs could

easily be tempted to put down a simpler program.

When MIDI first arrived and I didn't know a track

from a channel, I'd have given my eye teeth for

something like Trackstar.

For all it's a simple package, Trackstar still has a

few niggles, but if you're hesitant about taking the

plunge into computer music because of the

technicalities, then this package will get you going-

without tears. And if you do decide you want all the

bells and whistles, the Pro 16 program will run quite

happily with Trackstar's interface.

Trackstar is maybe not quite a nova, but it's

certainly a star that should encourage more people

to plug their keyboard into their computer. It's

what your MIDI socket's for, innit? 

Price£70 for software and interface
More from Oxford Synthesiser Company, 68
Wilsdon Way, Kiddleton, Oxon OX5 1TX. 216
(08675) 5277

4

Tackle the Mystery of Midi & Synthesis!
With Hal Leonard Publications

YAMAHA EASY DX 7
The DX 7 is the most popular synthesizer ever mode.
This book explains how it works, with lots of hands-on
examples. It discusses using the controls to play ex-
pressively and explains how to create sounds on the
synthesizer. The book also includes 20 new songs for
the new sounds for the instrument, as well as a chapter
on MIDI as it applies to the DX 7.
70234 £7.95

YAMAHA EASY DX 100/27
The DX 100 and DX 27 are recent additions to the
growing Yamaha DX synthesizer line. This 88 page
book explains the operation of, and performance on,
these synthesizers. It discusses getting the most from
the 192 preset voices; it covers the playing techniques
used in imitating a variety of instruments, along with nu-
merous musical examples; it explains the theory and
practice of the EDIT and FUNCTION modes; it provides
20 new voices.
70235 £7.95

THE MIDI BOOK
"The Midi Book" gives you practical and useful informa-
tion for understanding and using MIDI technology for
your instruments. Written by Steve DeFuria, featured
columnist in KEYBOARD Magazine, and Joe Scacciaferro,
a leading industry consultant, THE MIDI BOOK is meant to
be an enduring text on the subject of MIDI, 'The Midi
Book" is a true reference book whether you ore in-
volved in the area of keyboard, guitars or drums.
70330 £8.95

THE SECRETS OF ANALOG AND DIGITAL SYNTHESIS
Musicians will now be able to fully understand the world
of analog and digital music, as well as apply that knowl-
edge to their instruments. Written by Steve DeFuria,
featured columnist in KEYBOARD Magazine, and Joe
Scacciaferro, a leading industry consultant, "Secrets Of
Analog & Digital Synthesis" provides insight into virtually
every major manufacturer's synthesizer products.
70331 £8.95

Yes! Please rush me the following:

gl±y

- Yamaha Easy DX 7 (70234) £7.95
- Yamaha Easy DX 100/27 (70235) £7.95
- The Midi Book (70330) £7.95
- Secrets Of Analog And

Digital Synthesis (70331) £8.95

To order, contact your local dealer or send your SHIP TO:

order, including £1.00 for postage and pocking to:

MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS
Alexander House, Milton Rood,

Cambridge, CB4 lUY
ENGLAND

Nome

Address

Town Post Code

or



SPECIAL PACKAGE
DEAL

PURCHASE THE AMAZING NEW
ALESIS MIDIFEX MULTI EFFECTS

PROCESSOR AND RECEIVE A FREE
SCINTILLATOR SOUND

ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM
NREPEATABLE OFFER FOR ONE

MONTH ONLY

£399 INC VAT
A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK CURRENTLY

AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES:
Aries 10:4:8 mixers
Vestafire SL200 Space Commander
AKG K2400F headphones
AKG C535EB mic
Audio Tech nica ATM41A & ATM63 mics
Cutec Multirecorder
Symetrix 544 expander/gate
Akai S900 super sampler
RSD Series 2 mixing desks

£927
£538
£57

£150
IN STOCK

£514
£423

£1475
In Stock

Casio CZ1 their own DX5 for only £780
Yamaha SPX90 - digital multi effects processor £519
Yamaha MT1X -4 track recorder/mixer £390
Cutec 210 graphic EQ £75
MTR Frequency Conscious noise gate £234
Full range of Bokse Equipment in stock
Alesis Midiverb £343
Boom Stands £15
Sennheiser Headphones £15
32 way patchbays only £35
Seck 12-8-2 (New Model) £702
Loaded stage boxes (8 cannon, 4 jack) £35
Deltalab Effectron 1050, dig. delay units £140
Casio SK1 Polyphonic Sampling Keyboard - Amazing! £75
Headphone Splitter Boxes -8 way £25
DI Boxes . £25
Effectron II 17K DDL £185
AHB Keymix KM1 & KMR + RPS1 COMPUTERIZE £1400
KM2 YOUR £725
KM3 MIXING DESK £410

PLUS ACCESSIT, APHEX, ART, BEYER, CASIO, CUTEC, DIGITECH, DYNAMIX,
ENSONIQ, FOSTER, MTR, RSD, ROLAND, REVOX, SEQUENTIAL, SYMETRIX, TANNOY,

TASCAM, VESTAFIRE, YAMAHA . . . AND MUCH, MUCH, MORE
RING NOW FOR DETAILS (*All prices exclude VAT)

For those of you who live some distance from
Bedford, there are now two Thatched Cottage
Demonstration Studios. Based around fully
professional 16 track set ups, they are designed to
let you hear equipment in a working environment.

From a Midifex to a SPX90, or an E16 to a noise gate, you'll get
good, unbiased advice and as they only demo gear, there'll be no
hard sell (you have to ring Bedford for that!). Whether you are
buying your first four track set-up or embarking on a Pro -16 track
venture, Phil and Paul know what it's like from experience. Give
them a ring and talk to guys who have proved it isn't a dream - you
can make a living from recording!

THATCHED COTTAGE
MIDLANDS

Tel: 0926 315812
Contact: Paul Johnson, Thatched Cottage Audio,

The Lodge, Woodland Grange, Old Milverton Lane, Blackdown,
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire.

THATCHED COTTAGE
SOUTH WEST

Tel: 0392 77205

Contact: Phil Trickey, Thatched Cottage Audio, Exeter & Devon Arts
Centre, Bradninch Place, Gandy Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 3LS.

SECOND GREAT MONTH

THE THATCHED COTTAGE

SUMMER SALE
LOOK CAREFULLY - YOU MIGHT FIND A SECOND HAND OR

EX -DEMO BARGAIN YOU'VE BEEN AFTER .. .
Tascam headphone power amp £75
Cutec 12-2 mixer (ex demo) £175
C-Ducer 5 drum mic/trigger set £250
Teac 216 8 track mixer £600
Fostex 450 mixer £500
MXR System 2 delay LED readout £250
Fostex 816 (eight months old) £2750
TAC Matchless 26>24>8>2 £8999
RSD Series II 24>8>16>2 computer desk £2750
RSD 16>8, old style but good condition £500
Ashly Stereo Noise Gate £200
ART digital reverb £350
Revox A77 £275
Sequential Prophet 2000 sampling keyboard, mint, silly price £1399
Teac 3340, as new £499
Pro Audio stereo compressor/limiter £145
Yamaha Rev 7 £799
MTR dual noise gate £195
Alesis Midiverb ex demo £299
Symetrix 544 expander/gate, as reviewed, ex -demo £325
Alesis XTC Digital Reverb. Amazing 16K Bandwidth £450
Amazing Symetrix 511 single ended noise reduction £375
Fostex A80 8 track - (only 6 weeks old) £1250
RSD 16-16-2, mint £1199
Yamaha Compressor/Limiter £175
Loads of S/H mics & stands
Slapback Scintillator £175
Tannoy DTM8 monitor speakers £275
Sennheiser 421 mics £99
Aces 18:16 desk - slightly scratched £850
Seck 18:8:2 £899
Aces Hi -Spec 24 track 250 hrs use £7900
Yamaha RX21 digital drums £179
MXR pitch transposer £650
Various Accessit effects units Et*

Tannoy Little Red Monitors £599
Casio CZ5000 £495
Yamaha TX7 £335
Casio RZ-1 sampling drum machine £275
Yamaha MT1X (ex demo) £370
Fostex model 80 + 450 mixer package- mint £1599
Yamaha DX21 £450
Time Matrix multi -tap delay £850
Bel 240 sampler/delay (18k - 6secs) £650

(All prices exclude VAT)
New 24 track studio now fully operational - only £13 per hour * Why not bring along your
multitrack and use the studio as a mixdown suite? (We offer more outboard gear than any

other UK studio).

For those of you who are seriously considering starting a commercial 8
or 16 track venture, I've come up with two packages, one eight track and
one sixteen track. Each contains EVERYTHING you will need for your
first paying session, from the multitrack machine right through to DI
boxes and cables. The price of the 8 track system is £4300 + VAT and the
16 track is £8000 + VAT. At Thatched Cottage I proved it could be done.
In the last 3 months I have helped 13 new studios open and start making
money - my experience could help you. Give me a ring and have a chat -
what have you got to lose?

Do you find that your recordings sound great on site but lousy when played on another
system? I will spectrum analyse the control room (or bedroom!) and insert a graphic

equaliser in the monitor system. The difference will astound you. Your tapes can
sound great anywhere - not just in the control room!
Prices from £99 + VAT (inc stereo 10 band graphic)

 FULL CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE  MAIL ORDER 

Thatched
Cottage Audio

Telephone Dave on Bedford (0234) 771259/771166
Thatched Cottage Audio, Cross End, Thurleigh, Beds.



SELL IT FOR NOTHING
with a free classified ad in Electronics & Music Maker

Keyboards

AKS synthesiser by EMS, excellent condi-
tion includes keyboard plus sequencer,
£500. Yateley (0252) 873194.
ARP monosynth, 2VCOs, ring modulator,
excellent condition, £100 ono. Rob 22
Portsmouth 255353.
ARP ODYSSEY, L160. Moog Rogue E90.
Arp Omni £200. Roland Vocoder Plus +
headset £550, or L950 the lot. 2 (0629)
3550.
BIT 99 four mths old, absolutely perfect
condition, boxed, manuals, etc, £350. DaveaYork (0904) 34626.
CASIO CTI02 four -octave polyphonic
keyboard, full-size keys, autochord, rhythm
etc, L85 ono. Ross e Middleton -on -Sea
(024 369) 2409.
CASIO CZ101 boxed with manuals and
power supply, £190. Can deliver. 2 061-
4560795.
CASIO CZIO I excellent condition, power
supply, cartridge, manuals, £280. 2 01-874
9957.
CASIO CZ1000 hardly used, still boxed,
under guarantee, RAM cartridge included,
L295 ono. Gill e Brentwood (0277)
215253.
CASIO CZ1000 six months old, excellent
condition, would swap for Yamaha PF 10 or
Juno 60.25 Tyneside 091-483 8966.
CASIO CZI000 mint condition, boxed,
with power supply and RAM cartridge,
£220. Brian 72 Bradford (0274) 879699.
CASIO CZS000 home use only, excellent
synth, sequencer £575. Brian 2S (0602)
209845, eves.

CASIO CZS000, case, and stand, £520.
Roland TR707 L300. ES Dundee (0382)
68741.
CASIO CZ5000 immaculate with stand,
sustain pedal, manuals, etc, £575. Will p/x
for JX8P. John e Frodsham 35416.
CASIO CZS000 I 6 -voice, multitimbral
synth and sequencer, home use, guaranteed,
as new, £550. Shaun Et Bristol 520208.
CASIO MT400V poly speakers, stereo
chorus, filter section, as new, nice sound,
L 145 ono. Lee 2 Dean 24902.
CASIO MT400V preset keyboard with
ADSR filter, excellent condition, boxed
with manual, £130 ono. 2 Winchester
(0962) 51721.
CASIO MT400V stereo keyboard, auto
accomp, ADS filter for tone and rhythms,
excellent condition, £100. Scott 22 (089
081) 579.
CRUMAR STRATUS fully polyphonic
synthesiser, immaculate, home use only,
boxed with case, manuals, pedal, £225
delivered. Dewi 22 (0222) 24658.

ELKA RHAPSODY 610 the original
Tangerine Dream harpsichord/string sound,
features violins, cellos, piano, harpsichord,
LI50. 2 Telford 507086.
EMS SYNTH! AKS (featured E&MM Aug
86), patch system, touch keyboard, sequen-
cer, £750. Kevin n (0203) 311799.
EXCHANGE JX3P or DX9 for MKS30
module or TR707, both synthesisers cased
and vgc. Andy 2 (0752) 362414.
FENDER RHODES 73 hard case, un-
marked, home use only, L260 ono. Gary 2
(0204) 57015, eves.

FENDER RHODES Stage 73, recently
recovered in deep red vinyl, looks classy,
£350 ono. Neil 22 (0606) 852339.
HOHNER DUO CLAVINET and Pianet,
home use only, vgc, £100. SCI Pro One
L160. 22 Manchester 06 I -798 9864.
KORG CX3 (superb 'Hammond' sound),
perfect, L250. Leslie 145 speaker, ex
condition, L200. No offers. 2 (0744)
84

894122.
KORG DW8000 velocity sensitive 8 -note
polyphonic etc, mint condition, home use
Only, £950. Chris 22 Medway (0634) 45303.
KORG EX800 expander, pristine condi-
tion, boxed, still under guarantee, £130
ono. Dan e Uxbridge (0895) 32184.

KORG MODULAR OWNERS I have a
rare Korg signal processor in mint condition,
£20.25 Bexhill (0424) 220255.
KORG MONO/POLY 4VCOs, twin
envelopes, LFOs, sync, cross -mod. Swap for
CXSM 11/128 or sell £225 ono. Richard 22
01-937 3004.
KORG MONO/POLY excellent condi-
tion, powerful 4VCO, independent wave-
forms, free delivery, E250 ono, or p/x
Polysix. 2 (066 85) 360 or 390.
KORG MS20 good condition, E90. Vox
Busker amp, hardly used, £35. Mike 2 061 -
776 1277.

KORG MS20 2VCO monosynth/guitar
synth, L170. Yamaha CX15, LI 70. Korg
DDM220 percussion, £95.12 01-552 2951.
KORG POLYSIX amazing fat sounds,
L360 ono. Yamaha CSS, L70 ono. Both vgc.
Sally 2 (0902) 894804.
KORG POLY 800 home use only, (270
ono. Brian e (0602) 209845, eves.
KORG POLY 800 home use only, as new,
hardly used, £235. Henry 22 (0625) 528816
(Wilmslow, Cheshire).
KORG POLY 800, £320. Roland RS202
L I 00, or swap Juno 106. Also bass guitar
L80. Andy 22 (04536) 70926.
KORG POLY 800 home use, cased
includes PSU and tape of patches, E260.
Brian 22 (0742) 66855, after 6pm.
KORG POLY 800 good sounds, built-in
sequencer, looks new, only £275. Paul 2
01-393 0585.
KORG POLY 800 good condition, extra
sounds, L235.22 01-658 7251.
KORG POLY 800 home use only, as new,
£300.25 Durham (0385) 62103, after 5pm.
KORG POLY 800 MkII, brand new, 2
days use, brilliant synth, debts force sale,
E465 ono. Mal 2 (0792) 588708, days.
KORG TRIDENT Mkll, built-in strings,
brass and Hanger. A bargain at only £800.
Neil 2 061-928 6028.
MOOG OPUS 3 brass, strings, organ,
boxed, vgc. L120 or so. Nick 2 01-223
6159.

MOOG POLY SYNTH made USA for
Radio Shack. CV, gate inputs, fat sound,
£225 ono. 2 0 I -509 1873.
MOOG SOURCE sequencer, arpeggiator,
16 memories, vgc, boxed, manual, dual
oscillator, dual envelope, E220. Gordon Et
04 I -634 1027.
OBERHEIM OBXa MIDI, + DSX, (1500.
DMX L1000 . Emulator 1, MIDI, 300 sound
diskettes, offers! Renaud 2 Belgium 2/537
81 62.

POLYSYNTH 64 memories, sequencer,
8 memories, guaranteed, great sounds.
Mono, poly, hold, chord modes. 6250. John
22 Liverpool 051-480 2245.
PPG WAVE 2.2 digital synth/sequencer,
latest software, simply the best, studio use
only, L1950. 2 061-231 6310.

ROLAND EPI I electric piano is still for
sale, £170 inc stand. Also MKS I 0 module.a 01-570 4205, eves.
ROLAND HP PIANO PLUS 70 excel-
lent condition, cost E600, bargain at 4295
inc stand, never used. 22 Southend 586463.
ROLAND JUNO 6 great beginner's
synth, £320 ono. Guy 22 Nuneaton 384423,
after 6pm.
ROLAND JUNO 6 immaculate with box
manual and extra patches, £360 ono. Chris
2 Aldershot (0252) 29703.
ROLAND JUNO 60 plus JSQ60, C450.
TR606 C100. Fostex X 15 plus psu, £200. All
vgc. Stuart e (02774) 25555.
ROLAND JUNO 60 immaculate condi-

tion, E400. Colin 2 (0783) 77354.
ROLAND JUNO 106 as new, L400. 12
Manchester 061-223 0239.
ROLAND JUNO 106 perfect condition,
home use only, £419. Can deliver. 2 (053)
759 2446.
ROLAND JUNO 106 and stand, 4430.
OSCar (MIDI), L300. Korg DDM110, L100.
All vgc. 22 Scunthorpe 867067.
ROLAND JUNO 106 boxed as new,
minimal use, complete with manuals and
leads, L420. e 01-318 2932.
ROLAND JUPITER 6 with stand, un-
gigged, E700. SH101 LI 00. Pair CSQ600
sequencers, £90 each. e Cotswold 21275,
eves.

ROLAND JUPITER 6 mint, E725 ono, or
swap for Prophet S. 2 021-421 1958.
ROLAND JUPITER 6 mint, boxed,
manual, little home use only, £800 ovno. 22
0 I -921 3971 daytime. Oxted (088 33) 2701
eves/weekends.
ROLAND JUPITER 8 home use only,
£1000. Crumar DP80 Piano £250. AHB
Mod 3 16:8:16 mixer £700. Frank e
Portland (0305) 820100.
ROLAND JX3P programmable MIDI
polysynth, built-in sequencer, immaculate
condition, E420 ono. Lisa 12 (0621) 816144,
eves.

ROLAND JX3P plus PG200, both excel-
lent condition, boxed, manuals, must be
seen, £450 ovno. Stew 22 061-370 6263,
eves.

ROLAND JX3P immaculate condition,
L430 ono. 2 01-703 1447.

ROLAND JX3P swap Akai, Korg, multi-
track, etc (no Yamaha gear) or bid me!
CZ I 000 considered. 2 (0532) 646956.
ROLAND JX3P with PG200, 12DC0s,
poly sequencer, chorus, MIDI etc. Superb
sounds with knobs for twiddling! L495. e
(02576) 2609.
ROLAND MKBI000 mint, E820. Tech-
nics SX-PV 10 MIDI preset keyboard, E455.
REW 6:4 mixer, immaculate, £170. n 0 I -
866 2491.
ROLAND PG200, f 100 ono. 2 (0933)
681674.
ROLAND SHO9 very good condition,
home use only, with f/case, L100 . Cassian
01-348 5053.
ROLAND SHO9 monosynth, the classic,
one owner, home use from new, L95. Bath
2 (0225) 319662.
ROLAND SHO9 + CSQ100, VKI organ,
Elka strings/piano. Cash/swap for Korg
KMS30, anything MIDI. Steve 2 Sheffield
399058.
ROLAND SH I 0 I boxed, MGSI, strap,
lead, manual, as new, home use only, L120 .
22 (0279) 51356, eves.
ROLAND SH101 MGSI + case, leads,
manual. Fully boxed, mint condition, £150.
2 01.570 5435.
ROLAND SH101 (blue), inc power
supply + grip. Boxed, mint, hardly used,
6139. John 2 Shropshire (Midlands) (074
62) 297 I .

ROLAND SH101 case, grip/strap, £120.
Boss DR I 10 £60. Jen SXI000 £50. All ex
condition. Tony 22 (0205) 61173.
ROLAND SH101 perfect £135. Yamaha
CSO I ? Casio MT400V, £130 ono. Korg
CPSO I chord processor? Buy them quick.
72 Hornchurch 53833.
ROLAND SH101 monosynth, including
Boss adaptor, manuals, box, immaculate,
L I 35. Steve n Wakefield (0924) 370832,
after 6pm.
ROLAND SH101 with hand' grip and
strap, home use only, vgc, L 100. Ian 22 01-
506 0366.
ROLAND SH2 classic analogue synth,
E100. 12 Guildford (0483) 572705.
ROLAND SH2000 preset synth, complete
with case, £135. Marshall 50W valve PA
amp top, E75. Robin 12 Lincoln 752458.

ROLAND SUPER JX10 flagship poly -
synth, MIDI, split/layer, ungigged, no home
use, L 1400. 2 (0279) 54025.
SCI PRO ONE including f/case, perfect
condition, £180. e 01-472 7788.
SCI PRO ONE monosynth, £100, buyer
collects. 22 Leeds (0532) 692720 eves/
weekends.
SCI SIX,TRAK as new, £200. Et Man-
chester 061'-223 0239.
SIEL DKOO unwanted gift, still boxed with
guarantee card, ROM + RAM cartridges,
used only once. E400. 2 (0909) 566695.
SWAP SCI Pro One and Roland MC202 for
MIDI OSCar monosynth. 01-223 1857.
TECHNICS SX-PV 10 Piano, 3mths old,
still under guarantee, £500. Offers con-
sidered. Swap for Bit 99. Martin e (0375)
705 41.
£100 WAITING for a black Yamaha KXS.
Desperately needed! Must be perfect. M
Bointon, Bedales School, Petgrsfield, Hants,
GU3 I 2DG.
WASP MONOSYNTH and Spider se-
quencer, good working order, leads, mains
adaptor, etc, E80. 2 01-609 1616.
£225 & L495 will buy my Yamaha SK20
(polysynth/organ/strings) and Teac 3440.
Both vgc. 72 (053 86) 680 (Staffs).
WURLITZER EP200 electric piano,
excellent condition, £180. Russell, 4 Rowena
Court, Outram Road, Southsea, Hants,
POS I RB.

WURLITZER 630T three manual organ,
excellent condition plus Roland SH2000
synth, bargain L1100. 22 Wigan 45823.
YAMAHA CS2OM home use only, excel-
lent condition, £310 ono. Paul 2 Pagham

YAMAHA CS80 polysynth, excellent
condition, must sell, no reasonable offer
refused, plus extras. Tom 2 Ruislip (0895)
637789.
YAMAHA DX7 inc aluminium f/case,
pedals, breath control, stand, home use
only, as new, L1000 ono. a (0625) 75707.
YAMAHA DX7, £860 ono. Yamaha
RX I I, £430 ono. Roland MSQ100, E160.
Fostex A8, E850. Kevin 2 (062 84) 74752.
YAMAHA DX7 very new, 6950. James 2
(0792) 202027, after 6pm.

YAMAHA DX7 + extras. £795. Roland
JX3P + aluminium f/case, £445. Casio
CZ I 01, £175. All ungigged, vgc. 22 (0424)
218711 (E Sussex).
YAMAHA DX7, £825. Paul tir (0484)
602193.
YAMAHA DX9 excellent condition,
home use only, £425. 2 01-254 8764.
YAMAHA DX9 excellent condition, with
30W amp, will separate, L450 ono. 2
Basildon 550975, anytime.
YAMAHA DX9, breath/foot controls,
stand, 300 voices with Amdek rhythm m/c,
Powertran CV sequencer, £499. Bill a
Know le 78488.
YAMAHA DX21 l0mths old, boxed for
last 8mths, new piano forces sale, perfect
condition, £380 ono. 25 (0628) 29513.
YAMAHA DX2I home use only, guaran-
teed, as new, + 160 new sounds'on tapes,
quick sale, £500. a 01-504 0964.
YAMAHA DX27 MIDI synth, good con-
dition, plus Korg Poly 800, L650, echo,
stands (will split). Phil 2 061-7940180.
YAMAHA DX100, 1 mth old, boxed,
E250. Korg Mono/Poly, flexible bass/lead
sounds, £200.25 (0324) 482348 (Scotland).
YAMAHA DX100 under Imth old, C275.
Reason for sale? Buying tsUo FGO s.
Basildon (0268) 411890, after 7.30pm.
YAMAHA DX100, 2mths old, mains
adaptor, excellent condition, £265 or
possibly p/x or swap Arp Pro Soloist.
Offers? a (0926) 36668.
YAMAHA MKI00 good condition, pro-
grammable sounds, drum m/c and bassline,
boxed, 4170. 2 01-643 7905.
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YAMAHA PFIO piano, good condition,
with case. Must sell, offers around E350.
(0742) 589068.
YAMAHA PF 10 electric piano, home use
only, immaculate 0400. IT Durham IT
(0385) 62103, after Spm.
YAMAHA PFI5 good condition, £650
ono. 30W stereo mixer amp, L I 50 ono.
Parris, 124 Chelston Avenue, Yeovil BA2 I
4PR.
YAMAHA PS6I00, £680. Korg DW8000
E995, c/w f/case. MEX (Korg) memory
expander LI 69. Korg EX800 £169. Tascam
M I B line mixer E195. Torque PA cabs SOW
L80 pair. Will separate. IT (0268) 794879,
eves/weekends.

Sampling
CASIO SKI sampling keyboard, new,

I I mths guarantee plus adaptor, £75. Boss
DR I 10 rhythm 070. Danny IT Medway
404050.
GREENGATE DS:3 system with library,
as new, debts force reluctant sale, hence
L950. 2T 051-922 520 days, 051-526 5987
eves.
GREENGATE DS:3 and MIDI etc, LI 150
ono. James a (0792) 202027, after 6pm.
GREENGATE DS:3 MIDI Apple Ile, twin
drives, keyboard, lots of software, looping
etc, Apple monitor. E1000. IT (0532)

489453 or 700858.
GREENGATE DS:3 multi -sampler cards,
MIDI, over 300 samples, games, + other
software, 0490 ono. Robin IT (0235)

28095, eves.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE sampler with
MASOS software. Very good condition,
only E895. 0 (0705) 753176.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE plus full sound

library, excellent condition, owner in finan-
cial trouble, C790 ovno. Peter IT 051-933
3954.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE plus f/case, CI 100.
Roland TR707, E400. Wanted: good choir/
orch samples, disk -Bruce 0 (0482) 703168.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE EXPANDER,
E795. Fostex SPA I 1, 100W powered
monitor, £110. Sennheiser MD44IU micro-
phone, El 10. Malcolm IT (066 641) 605.
MICROVOX SAMPLER professional
model for Commodore 64, MIDI, 20K
bandwidth, £210. Korg KMT60 MIDI Thru
box, L25. 0 01-328 0244.

Sequencers
KORG SQD I, 10 disks, L450. EX800 LI 50
ono. 3G reverb, vgc, E I 50 ono. Yamaha
RX I I, boxed, 0525 ono. Steve IT (0268)
727066, after 4pm.
ROLAND BASSLINE TB303, £75 ono.
IT (0933) 681674.
ROLAND CSQ600 digital sequencer,
boxed, excellent condition, £85. Roland
TR606 Drumatix, power supply, case,

excellent condition, E85. IV 01-281 1918.
ROLAND MC202 MicroComposer,
2728 -step memory, two channels, built-in
SH101 synth, tape and DIN -sync to drums,
only L99 ono. 0 01-837 1538.
ROLAND MC202 MicroComposer, hardly
used, boxed as new, £100 . T 01-735 0996.
ROLAND MC202 MicroComposer, with
power supply and manuals, mint, E99. IT
Southampton (0703) 771833, after 6pm.
ROLAND MSQI00 MIDI sequencer,

L220. 2 (0923) 53728.
ROLAND MSQ 100 sequencer, mint con-
dition, L195 . Nigel Lord 0 (0223) 313722.
YAMAHA QX7 sequencer (MIDI, 2 -

track), mint condition, 0185. ES Brighton
34030.

Drums
BOSS DR I 10 as new, complete with
manual, home use only, E80. Tony IT
Berkhamsted 75284.
KORG DDM 110 separate outputs, £120 .
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DDM220 £70. MPC Synctrak £20. All
boxed. Together LI85 . 01-609 9572.
KORG DDM 110 + power supply and
manual, quick sale, £C3. Marc 0 021-328
8119.
KORG DDM220 latin percussion, mint
condition, bargain at E100. IT 051-342
3632.
KORG DDM220 digital latin percussion,
as new, L125 ono. Marc IT 01-549 5629, 7-
8pm.
LINN DRUM Mk I, + 4 chips, Anvil f/case,
reluctant sale, £900 ono. IT Brighton
(0273) 474675.
MPC/C-64 stage/studio drum computer +
f/case, Pearl SY1 drumsynth, Verysound
50L practice amp, Shure Unidyne B, Guy -
atone PS007 phaser, + extras. £595.
(0262) 606661.
MPC DRUM COMPUTER and Roland
M202 MicroComposer, less than 6 mths
old, perfect, both L250 ono. Paul 0 (0235)
33473.
ROLAND CR8000 programmable drums,
E125 ono. Akai GX4000D tape deck, £60.
Ibanez analogue delay, £25. Paul 2 (077
478) 4335.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, with separate
outputs for all sounds, boxed with manuals
and carrying case, only £90 ono. IT 01-837
1538.

ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, boxed with
manuals and carrying case, 4100 Amdek
hand clapper, percussion synthesiser, L15
each. 0 01-735 0996.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, programm-
able drum m/c, good condition, with manual
and carrying case, L80. David T Bacup
876116.

ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, with power
supply and modified outputs, L70. Ken 2
Farnborough (0252) 510582.
ROLAND TR808 drum m/c, wonderful
condition, only used at home, £245. Stuart
IT 051-426 5510.
ROLAND TFt808 vgc, £250. Korg KMS30,
MIDI to Roland/Korg Sync converter, vgc,
L I 30. 23 01-253 1744.
SCI DRUMTRAKS home use only, excel-
lent condition, E495 ono. Brian T (0602)
209845, eves.
SWAP YAMAHA RX I5 drum m/c for
Roland TR707. Paul IT Keevil (0380)

870406.
SYNSONICS drum m/c, excellent condi-
tion, E25. Also Quest Atak II guitar with
semi f/case, mint, E I 40. IT (0462) 685455.
SYNSONICS drums, with two toms, one
tunable, snare, bass, cymbal, hi -hat, E25 ono.

0 Cheshire (0625) 584915.
TWO SIMMONS SDS I s and 8 chips,
£300. 2 (0923) 53728.
ULTIMATE PERCUSSION eight drums,
brain, stands, cases, etc, £595. Set of Paiste
2002 and Zildjians, LI9 5. 0 (0342) 23094.
YAMAHA RXIS inc MIDI, amp connec-
tor leads, unused, still boxed, L350 ono. IT
(0625) 75707.

Computing
BBC B computer LI 50. Music 500 system
C50. Symphony keyboard L75. Rob 0
Bristol (0454) 776803.
CASH WAITING for Atari 520STM/
1040STM and or Steinberg Pro 24 soft-
ware. John 0 01-301 5666 or (03224)
35616.
COMMODORE 64, two tape decks,
doubler, 4 joysticks (I microswitch) and
loads of games and magazines. IT (022 14)
66514.
COMMODORE 64 boxed, plus cassette
drive plus 050 worth of games, only E140.
Frank 2T Bracknell (0344) 56904.
CX5M SOUND -PACK: 144 excellent
sounds (cassette), + data sheets, immediate

delivery. Ch/PO £10. N Fawcett, 10

Cressex Road, High Wycombe, Bucks.
DRAGON 32 Atari VC6, Vectrex. Soft-
ware, cartridges, mags, etc, + more. Offers
for all or swap CZ 101. Nic IT (058 470)
443.
DX7/TX7/DX9 edit program for CBM
64, E15. ES 061-998 3494.
DX7/TX7 voice support software for

C64/ I 28 disk. Simply the best. Phone for
full details by post. 2 (0702) 366695.
50 EXCELLENT DX7 voices, tape/sheet,
01 1.50. Send for massive worldwide cat-
alogue. Bateman Promotions, 33 Barring-
ton Close, Swindon SN3 6HF.
KORG EX800 voice + polysequences
Editor for ZX Spectrum. One dump = 40
sequences + 64 programs. £29 (or to
exchange): Miler Antal, 23000 Zrenjanin,
Vranjevacka 31 /A, Yugoslavia.
MUSIC 500 USERS swap sounds, pro-
grams, etc. Contact: Steve Hoole, 17

Grovebury Court, Chase Road, Southgate,
London N14.
SIEL 16 -TRACK SEQUENCER rassette
based + Siel MIDI interface for Com-
modore 64, £55. (0271) 71607.
STEINBERG PROI6 sequencer plus

MIDI interface, E85. Korg MS20 E 165.
DDM220 percussion drum m/c, £95. 01-

552 2951.
SWAP CASIO CZ EDITOR/Sounds (for
Micon Interface) for TX7/DX7 Editor.
(Sell/buy for C7.50). 0 (0424) 218711 (E
Sussex).
XRI CASIO CZ EDITOR and 96 voices
for Spectrum, 014. IT 01-278 5266.
YAMAHA CXSM large keyboard, lots of
sounds, two for sale, £250 each. Plus SQD I ,

RX 1 I , EX800, offers? IT (0268) 727066.
YAMAHA CXSM Music Computer, small
keyboard, with Music Composer and Voicing
cartridges, £260 ono. 0 S -on -T (0782)
262286.
YAMAHA CX5M disk drive, SFG05 +
new software, small keyboard, technical
manuals, E600 ono or split. Korg DDM220,
offers? (023 57) 4146.
YAMAHA CX5M large keyboard, Voicing,
Composer and DX7 ROMs, £250 ono. 2
Edinburgh 031-447 1149.
YAMAHA CX5M FM Voicing cartridge,
keyboard, manuals, boxed, excellent condi-
tion, stacks of features, bargain, 0245. St

Ives (Cambs) 69779.
YAMAHA CXSM large keyboard,

3ROMs, real-time software, E250. OSCar
monosynth, E210. Roland CR78 drum m/c,
£100. Mark 23 (0935) 824738.

Recording
ACES 5M16:4:2 in 24:4:2 frame, only
L600. Korg SQD1 sequencer E400, both in
excellent condition. Martin 0 01-903
4611, (037 44) 65674.
AKG K141 PRO -HEADPHONES as
new, 100% condition, £25 (640+ new).
David IT 01-346 8138.
ARTISTIC CONTROL reverb,. harmon-
iser, chorus, synth drums, and more. Sae:
Steven Shand, 9 Markbrar, Wynd, Dumfries,
Scotland DG I 4XD.
BOSS DE200 digital delay, perfect condi-
tion, home use only, L 195. Brian 2 (0602)
209845, eves.
BOSS RH 1 I M headphone mic, L30. F/case
for 144/244 £35. 0 (0908) 606278.
BRENELL MINI EIGHT with all.connec-
tors and Allen Heath desk, £3000 ono (ex -
Peter Gabriel) 2T (0642) 614852.
FOSTEX 250 Multitracker, E400. Juno 6
C275. Roland SDE2000 digital delay E175.
All home use, perfect. IT 01-226 4602.
FOSTEX 250 Multitracker E345. Roland
MSQ700 E425. LinnDrum Mk3 L1350.
Emulator 11, L4750. Near offers considered.
IT 01-467 4603.
FOSTEX 250 Multitracker, unused,

boxed, with manuals, excellent condition,
£325 ono. Grahame 2 Sirral 051-6446782,
after 6pm.
FOSTEX B16, £3450. Powertran MCS I
£200. Sony TC377 reel-to-reel E90. Realistic
12 -band graphic E60. John 2 01-640 7007,
FOSTEX XIS as new, 9mths old, £200.
Nick T 01-286 0702.
FOSTEX XIS unused, still boxed with
PSU, £200. IT Scunthorpe (0724) 762190.
FOSTEX XIS MANUAL, hints on use.
Tim Young, 162 Henwick Road, Worcester.
GBS SPRING REVERES immaculate con-
dition, hardly used, L 135. Studio Fflach,
Rocinch, Ymlaen, Cymru, Amfanylion.
Sarah -Jane T (0239) 614691.
GREAT BRITISH SPRING still a great

reverb. £110. IT (09277) 66664.
GREAT BRITISH SPRING reverb, bar-
gain, L100 . Andrew (Flat 5) IT 01-769 691 7
(Streatham).
19" JACK FIELD 100 holes, GPO, patch
leads, plugs, 2X 19" equipment racks, £200
the lot. IT Bath (0225) 319662.

MIDIFEX, £375. MlDlverb E350. SM58
£99. Drawmer Gates £250. Ross Chorus,
19", L 179. SPX90 E550. 0 (0904) 39048.
MIDI VERB as new, L340 (have upgraded).
Also two channel Aural Exciter, mint
condition, C90. Tony IT 01-8836753, eves.
PAICE 20:8:2 studio desk, 6 -way EQ,
computer routing, autofade, 3 aux's. Phone
for manual. 0500. Mike IT (0329) 43821.
REALISTIC STEREO 6:2 mixer, pan
pots, EQs, VU meters, etc, 6rnths old,
boxed, L75. (0271) 71607.
REVOX A77 quarter -track, recent ser-
vice, excellent condition, original manual,
£285. Phil 2 (0258) 880971, after 6pm.
ROLAND SDE2500 MIDI digital delay
(cost L625). Light home use, manual and
box, E425 ono. Bryan ES (092 52) 7753.
SECK 12:2 mixer, E399. Also Studio -
master 8:4:2 mixer, E350. Both mint
condition, home use only. 0 01-524 8893,
anytime.
STUDIOMASTER 8:4 mixer, LED
metering, mint condition, E480 ono. Pro -
mark MX3 6:8:4:2, peak VU LEDs, offers.
IT (0203) 503042.
STUDIOMASTER 12 -channel mixer,
6mths old, E550. Yamaha 2250 power amp,
fan cooled, as new, £550. Pair JBL 15" bass
speakers, cabaret series, the best, never
gigged, L600. 0 (0253) 822428.
TASCAM PORTA ONE 3mths old,
PSU, strap, mic, £280 ono. a (0267)
230800 (South Wales), eves.
TASCAM 22-2 stereo tape recorder, one
year old, home use only, as new, in box,
E350. T (0532) 700858.
TASCAM 244 Portastudio, vgc, L450.
Korg Sigma synth, £100. a 01-398 3933.
TASCAM 244 excellent condition, 0450
or p/x 4 -track reel-to-reel. IT (0722)
337879.
TASCAM 244 Portastudio, excellent con-
dition, recently serviced, boxed, manual,
E460 ono. Boss RX I00, boxed, as new,
manual, 070 ono. T Derby 551328.
TEAC A-3440 2A mixer, RC70 remote
E650. Revox A77, 71/2/31/4ips, E250. Korg
KR55 drum m/c E70. Carlsbro echo E45.
(0203) 31 I 799.

TEAC 3340S four -track immaculate L375.
Tascam Model 5 8:4 mixer, E275. Together
L620. Also, tatty MM 12:2 mixer LI 10. 0
01-609 9572.
TEAC X- I OR quarter -track stereo reel-
to-reel, 6 heads, auto -reverse + loop, 2 -
speed, c/w service manual + tape, E295
ono. Andy IT (0706) 876116.
UHER CR160 portable cassette machine,
leather case, rechargeable batteries, mains
unit, hardly ever used, £265. a Bath (0225)

319662.
YAMAHA MT44D multitrack recorder,
virtually unused, I mth old, best condition,
L350. 0 031-443 4747.
YAMAHA RI000 digital reverb, immacu-
late sound, still the best for gating, a

giveaway at L200. Simon 0 01-858 4176.
YAMAHA RI000 digital reverb £200. IT
Brighton (0273) 27894.

Amps
CARLSBRO COBRA 90 keyboard
combo, unused, mint condition, L250 ono.
IT (0625) 75707.
CARLSBRO COBRA 90 and Hornet 45
keyboard combos, mint condition, offers?

(074 788) 361.
HH KI 00 keyboard combo amps, home
use only, mint condition, have two, will split,
0280 ono each. IT (0373) 864029.
PEAVEY K8300 keyboard combo with
black widow speaker, reverb, EQ,

channel, vgc, £500 new, only E280. T o 1 -

837 1538.
ROTARY SPEAKER CABINET pro-
fessionally custom-built and f/cased, crazy
L50 to clear. Ian IT (0491) 576207 days,
(0734) 595801 eves.
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Personnel
CAMERAMAN seeks musicians for
video-ing. If interested, please IT 01-554
0232, eves.
ENIGMATIC MALE VOCALIST (syn-
thesist) wanted to complete band. Early
Human League, Kraftwerk influences.
Walsall area. e Walsall 643255.

INSTANT FLESH require an additional
keyboard player. Own gear essential. Single
next year, gigs imminent. IT Bath 882668,
days.

KEYBOARDIST (28) seeks virtuoso mu-
sicians for Oxfordshire hi -tech trio/quartet.
Influences: Emerson, Zawinul, Jarrett, S

Tracey. 2T (0993) 72284.
KEYBOARD PLAYER required for funk
band, studio work waiting, gigs waiting.
Tony IT Bradford (0274) 633605.
KEYBOARD PLAYER(S) wanted to
form Southampton -based synth group.
Own equipment essential. Must like Jarre,
Tangerine Dream. Paul ET 4-44000.
LEAD SINGER wanted for band. Age
between 16 and 19, living in London area.
Jason ET 01-241 1933.
LIVELY KEYBOARD PLAYER wanted
for gigging band, interested in alternative
pop. Morgan e 01-609 7504.
LYRICIST SEEKS keyboard player to
form duo. Write to Jon, 20 Bridgeacre,
Manhattan Drive, Cambridge CB4 I JU.

NILS LOFGREN WRITER wants to
contact anyone worked with, influenced by,
fans of. Trish, 5 Gretton Ave, Stretton,
Burton, Staffs.
NUMAN, KRAFTWERK, Ultravox,
Depeche Mode, etc, influenced musicians
wanted to form band. Edinburgh area. Scott
IT 031-229 3864 or (089 081) 579.
POLYPHONIC SYNTHESIST required
for young band with management backing,
experimental approach, influences include
'Ioyd, Eno, TD, Zappa. IT 01-472 7788.
SCHOOL-LEAVER seeks music/video
work in studio? 4 x GCEs, including physics
+ maths, 2x CSE I s. Very keen. Southamp-
ton area. Peter 23' (0703) 420312.
THE VENUS HUNTERS (Yorkshire
five -piece) moving to Reading (November)
seek competent synthesist to join modern
original band into beauty, panache. Richard

Hemsworth 612192.

Misc
BOSS RHI IM microphone headset for
Play Bus or vocal use, as new, unused, E35.
e (0908) 606278.
BOUDOIR GRAND PIANO Lauberger
and Gloss (Vienna), Opus number 10233,
excellent condition, regularly tuned, L950.
TT (0536) 760514.
65 COPIES of The Face for sale, or swap
for anything musical. Morgan TT 01-609
7504.
144 CX5M voice cassette, professional
bass, percussion, keyboard sounds, C5.

Sound on Vision, 113 Bonchurch Road,
Brighton BN2 3PJ.
DIGISOUND RKI PITCHTRACKER
as reviewed E&MM April, L99. ET (0772)
686598.
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DX2I VOICES four sets of 32 voices. L2
per set. Write to: Vivid Sound Creation, 20
Reedham Drive, Purley, Surrey CR2 4DS.
DX2 1 /DX27/DX100 (state model) 96
new quality sounds, E4.95 inc: To DXs, 6
Hailes St, Edinburgh, EH3 9NF. IT 031-229
8204.
E&MM set of Back Issues, going cheap, any
offers? ET (East London) 01-552 2951.
E&MM BASS PEDALS perfect, £65 ono.
MPC SyncTrack £20 ono. Ian, 15 Brays
Lane, Stoke, Coventry.
ETI VOCODER (plus cash) for DX100
(or best cash offer). Freddy IT Tunbridge
Wells (0892) 45946.
EXCHANGE RECORDS, tapes, typical
instruments, books, Brazilian articles. Angelo
Salles, Rua Euclasio, 357 AP503 Belo
Horizonte MG, Brazil.
FLIGHT CASES (fully prof): DX7/
DW6000/DW8000, L90. PF80/ I 5, L I 00.
Both excellent condition, foam lined. ET
061-301 4145.
FREE! Due to cramped studio space:

custom TR808 rack, tilts controls to near
vertical. S Moore, 53 The Avenue, Durham.
GIBSON LES PAUL Humbuckers, case,
£325 ono. Yamaha CS50 polysynth L260.
Ray IT Littlehampton (0903) 714132.
GORDON SMITH GIPSY II with hard
case. Lovely guitar, 0200. 2T 01-861 1684
eves, or 01-954 2311, X4700 days.
1949 HUMBER HEARSE! straight six,
good for lugging gear, £400. TT 021-382
6048.

LASER 4MW, red, housed in effects unit,
projects oscilloscope pattern with audio
input, £350 ono. Andy ET (0706) 876116.
IBANEZ DDL footswitch, 2mths old,
guarantee, 28-1800ms echo, complete with
9V battery and manual, C 100 ono. Geoff e
(0428) 723744.
128 JUNO 106 sounds, stunning choirs,
effects etc, patch charts included, just L9.99!
Sound Investments, 20-27 Rogersons Quay,
Dublin 2, Eire.
KORG KMS30 MIDI -sync, 24/48ppqn
tape synchroniser with PSU, E125. Jon ET
01-734 4257 days, 01-603 4907 eves.
KORG POLY 800/EX800 OWNERS 64
excellent new sounds on high -quality ca-
ssette for £5, or 128 sounds for L7.50. Tony
Baden, 10 Richard Road, Liverpool L23 8TF.
"MEETINGS" sensitive heartfelt music by
Ravi and Anudeva L4.50 from Top Flat, 47
Rosebery Gardens, London N8 8SH.
NON -WORKING COMMODORE 64
plus manuals, etc. Also complete oscillo-
scope kit with instructions. Any offers?
Steve IT (0883) 45979, eves.
ONE -DAY COURSES in music tech-
nology, beginners welcome. Qualified
teacher. Six hours hands-on experience. IT
(0327) 843449.
POWERTRAN Vocoder, L50. Black Hole
chorus, £30. Boss analogue delay pedal, £25.
Electro-Harmonix electric mistress Hanger,
£20. ET 01-584 5816.
POWERTRAN VOCODER assembled
kit, E&MM Transpozer assembled kit (with-
out display), offers? CEM, BBD ICs for sale.
e 021-523 6752, eves.
RICKENBACKER 4001 stereo bass with
hard case, L300. Ultimate Percussion UP5
brain minus pads, £40. IT 01-582 8648 (or
8548?).

RICKENBACKER 4001 bass, £350. Ibanez
Musician active bass (early MC -924), £100.
Drumatix L85. P/x or swap possible. e 01-

727 2245.
ROLAND PACKAGE TB303, TR606,
SH 101, 100 synth (101, 102, exp) L300.
Roland TR707 L400. Bruce ' (0482)
703168.

ROLAND SPACE ECHO RE150 C100.
TT 01-237 0837.
ROLAND SPACE ECHO 201, perfect
condition, £180. Chris IT 01-858 7154,
eves.

ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, separate
bass and snare outputs, excellent condition,
inc case, L90 ono. Pianet £90. Chris ET 01-
572 8515.
SUZUKI GX1255 1983, black. Will swap
for CZ5000 polysynth or similar. Dan Et
01-9038233 (work), 01-802 4514 (home).
THE COMPLETE E&MM 5 years of
E&MM, March '81 to '86. All issues. Offers
please. Also Boss DR55, L40. IT (0983)
299391.
THE REALISATION Eleven great new
age synth songs on cassette, only L2.50.
Craig Et (0501) 43204, after 6pm.
TOKAI DELAY pedal, brand new, LSO, or
swap for Boss Chorus. TT 01.848 7224.

Wanted
AKA( AX80 swap for CX5M, 2ROMs,
large keyboard and cash. Jase a Reading
589682.

ANY AMDEK CMU-800 hardware or
software parts wanted. Please ring, especially
if you have software, Al 'ET (0742) 661317.
ANYONE OUT THERE got an old
Dallas -Arbiter distortion/overdrive circular
effects pedal for sale? Tom IT Rochdale
4410.
ARP AXXE Owner's and Service manuals
(or photocopies) wanted. 8B Dents Road,
London, SVV11 6IA 2T 01-223 1857.
BOSS KM60 mixer in good condition.
David e Ashtead (03722) 75293.
BOSS KM60 mixer, approx £60. Manches-
ter area. ES 061-682 9107.
CAN ANYONE HELP ME? I am
unemployed and desperately need poly-
phonic synth for piano practice. Brian ET
(0475) 707518.
CAN'T AFFORD the arm and leg shops
want. Anyone got a KMS30 cheap, please?
Tim 2T Hereford (0432) 269149.
CASIO CZ101 in mint condition, will
collect in Shropshire or Coventry area 23'
(0746) 861 609.
CASIO CZ101, SHI01, SPX90, plus any
synths and recording gear, wanted for cash.
IT (0904) 642761.
CASIO CZ 1000 around L300. Preferably
local. 2T Llandudno (0492) 75075, 6pm.
COMMODORE 64 cassette, FM expan-
der, disk drive, printer, sound sampler and
lots more. Swap for DX2I, DX9 or £400
cash. Graham TT (042 879) 2416.
DX9 MASTER SOUNDS tape (copy?).
Julian IT (0527) 44952.
E&MM April 84, Jan 85, vgc, pay £5 the pair
+ postage. Contact Giovanni Calderini, via
Ardeatina No 222, 00042 Anzio (Rome),
Italy.

EMS SYNTH AKS or VCS3 wanted, any
condition. a (0726) 883265.
ESP WASP, L40 if working OK. Dave
Sherriff, 28 Horninghold Close, Binley,

Coventry, W Midlands CV3 2GH.

GREENGATE DS3 looping software,
Syn. I software wanted, eight channel dbx
for Tascam 80:8 wanted. IT 01-237 0837.
GREENGATE DS:3C please! Have got
Apple and drives but would love DS3C,
sensible offers. Pete IT (0492) 69766 (N
Wales).

HAGSTROM GLITTER GUITAR will
person who rang please ring again! Still
wanted. John 2T Huddersfield (0484)
546062.

IMMACULATE DX7 case and ROMs, in
Northern area, L800 cash waiting. Jason IT
(0706) 217260.
KEYBOARD STAND at least 3 -tier. S
Moore, 53 The Avenue, Durham DH1 4EB.

r K9 RG DDM 110 for no more than £80.
Must be in immaculate condition. David''
(0932) 65514.
KORG DW6000 wanted urgently, must
be mint, for E450 cash. East London area if
possible. 2T 01-471 5797, eves.
KORG EX800 expander, Manchester
area, will collect! Mike IT 061-748 3285.
KORG MS50 top working condition, will
pay L150 or so. Peter Todd, Churchill
College, Cambridge CB3 ODS.
LYRICON in working condition. IT 01-
272 9270.
MEMORY MOOG PLUS (with sequen-
cer), in good condition. Also Yamaha CS80.
ET Tonbridge (0732) 364881, anytime.
MICROVOX experienced needed to
exchange good samples and tips. F Ratto, via
de Vincenzi 63/I I, 1-16138, Genova, Italy.
ET 10-864532.
ML50 BASS PEDALS (MIDI), second-
hand (sorry, foot!) only. Reg ET Mellis
(Suffolk) (037 983) 415.
RHODES PIANO (preferably 88 suit-
case). Also Korg Polysix and Roland TR808.
Sensible prices please! Chester (0244)
371002.
ROLAND MKB300 and expander or
synth with good piano sounds and light
weighted touch. 2T Tyneside 091-266
8295.
ROLAND MKS 10 or MKS30, pay up to
E200, must deliver. Roger 2T Churchdown
856355, after 6.30.
ROLAND TR707 rhythm composer, must
be vgc, Rob ' Blackpool (0253) 401473.
STEINBERG PRO 16 user, computer
'literate, needs help on system use. e 01 -
552 2951.

SYNC -TO -MIDI Help! Photocopy of
ES&CM project please. Mike IT (0299)
250006.

SYNTON SYRINX mono synth. ET

Bourne (0778) 425342: Wed/Thu after
4.30pm; Fri 4.30-6pm; Sat before 6.30pm.
TASCAM PORTA ONE. L260. Will
collect, write to Mark Nijs, 72 Danger Lane,
Moreton, Wirral, Merseyside. Include
telephone number.

WIRING DIAGRAM for Lowery Holiday
organ: 102 Blackcarr Road, Manchester
M23 8PJ. ' 061-998 9819.
YAMAHA CP80 piano, cheap, any condi-
tion. Dave IT (0272) 744928.
YAMAHA DX27 or DX100. e Chester
(0244) 677213, eves/weekends.
YAMAHA QX7 or Korg SQD I , Korg
EX800, Boss BX600 mini mixer, headphone
amp. IT 091-266 3433.
ZX SPECTRUM power supply wanted.
IT (0908) 648945, days.

E&MM FREE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
Fill in the form to a maximum of 18 words (one in each box), and send
it to: E&MM Free Ads, Music Maker Publications, Alexander House, I

Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 I UY. Please print clearly in BLOCK
CAPITALS. The ad must reach us on or before Tuesday, Oct,14 for
inclusion in the November '86 issue of E&MM - late arrivals will be
printed in the next available issue.

Please include this ad in the section.
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R. V. W. TRUST
Electro-Acoustic Music Composition Scolarship

The R. V. W. Trust will award ten bursaries of up to £5,000
to British composers of electro-acoustic music who wish to
study or compose at one of the major electro-acoustic
centres in Western Europe (excluding the UK).

All British composers of electro-acoustic music, aged 21 or
over, are eligible except for full time staff members of
academic institutions.

The applicant must have a specific project or course of study
planned. Approval by the electro-acoustic centre is not
required prior to the initial application to the Trust.
However, all awards will be subject to an eventual written
confirmation from the electro-acoustic centre.

The successful applicants will expected to attend the centres
for at least six months.

Applications must reach the R. V. W. Trust office no later
than December 15th 1986.

Application forms can be obtained from:

Bernard Benoliel
Administrator
R. V. W. Trust
28/29 Southampton Street
London WC2E 7JA

the perfect beat
NEW 60 MIN. RHYTHMIX
CASSETTE TAPES

inc.VAT, P&P
Each tape contains no less than 16 modern drum rhythms, ranging from

ballad to rock. from funk to disco. Each track with its own count -in,

musically arranged eight bar phrases and fills Ifor verses and choruses)

and track listing describing beat and duration
Ideal for songwriting/composing, for practising or simply backing/
accompaniment RHYTHMIX tapes are designed for all active musicians

also a must for the studio.
RHYTHMIX tapes have been specifically produced for

MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS and feature a leading professional
session drummer. RHYTMIX tapes will be produced as an ongoing
series. Volume 1 available now - send cheque/postal order made

payable to:
MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS LTD., ALEXANDER HOUSE,

I MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 I UY,
or use credit card Hotline (0223) 313722 ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD.

E&MM OCTOBER 1986
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Music

Save your hard earned cash at City
Music! Phone our Hot Line now for
your FREE FACT FILE of

instruments and City Music
SAVE IT prices on

YAMAHA & ROLAND!

[0YAMAHA

NOW IN STOCK
MT1X MULTITRACK £449

SPX90 MULTI EFFECTS £599

RX21L LATIN RHYTHM £249

PF-70 PIANO £899

PR -80

'OX -21 DIGITAL REC £259

£999

[11(. 'Roland
NOW IN STOCK

ALPHA JUNO 1 £575

ALPHA JUNO 2 £799

EM101 SYNTH MODULE £275
HP5500 PIANO £2200
TR505 RHYTHM £225

TR707 RHYTHM £499

HOTLINES
LONDON AREA:

01-863 1841
DEVON/CORNWALL:

0752 673166
CHANNEL ISLES:

0534 78901

THE STUDIO USER GUIDE
is an informative cassette to help guide

musicians around the maze of recording, at
studios. Devised for those utilising mid -range
multitrack studios, it will also be beneficial to
musicians recording at larger and at home

studios. There are twelve sections which will
follow a typical band through from the rehearsal
stage, preparing to record and right through the
recording chain to the finished demo. The aim is
to save the listener time and money and point

out some tips of the trade. Available on cassette
from Skysound Communications at a cost of
C5.50, post free. Trade enquiries welcome.

For more information contact:

SKYSOUND COMMUNICATIONS
Lomas Farm, Fen Road, Chesterton,

Cambridge or Phone Cambridge
(0223) 358644

TR707 OR TR909
A fine collection of 192 modem dance beats/

measures on DATA CASSETTE including
documentation for £18. Also 64 hard DX7 voices

for TX7 on DATACASSETTE for £20; or send
32/84 voices DX7 RAM CARTRIDGE for 12/£22
return post insurance included; or 64 DX7 voices
SHEETS for C20. Specifying machine and data

format required, send cheque/lntemational
Money Order to

DEGREE ZERO
PO Box 909

London SE22 8DL

88

I

CLICKTRAX VOL I
12 Drum Tracks ideal for

practice or recording only
£2.00 + 50p P&P
To: F. McErlane,

73 Waterside,
Peartree Bridge,
Milton Keynes

HIRE
HI -TECH INSTRUMENT HIRE

Latest keyboards including Yamaha DX7, TX7
expander, IX816 rack, Roland Juno 106, JX8P
Ensoniq Mirage i library. Roland & Yamaha
sequences from £15
MIDI drum machines inc Roland TR707 & TR727
latin, Yamaha RX11, Linn Mk3 & Linn 9000
from £10
Simmons electronic drum kits SDS7, 8 and 9
from £15

MIDI SYSTEMS
01-995 4730

Ensoniq Mirage " £25
Yamaha DX7 £18
Roland JX3P £15
Tascam 244 head phones + mic £12
RX11 £15
Simmons SDS9 £20
Alesis Midiverb £12

PLUS Rackmount effects, complete
PA's and various backline

Discount weekend and weekly rates
Ring for details of secondhand

and ex -hire sales

Tel: 01-690 1848

ADVANCED
SOUNDS HIRE

Emulator 2 - Akai 0900 - Ensoniq Mirage
Prophet VS- Roland JX10 - Ensoniq - ES01
Alpha Juno 2 - Roland JX8P- Yamaha DX7
Emu SPI2 - Linn Drum Mk3 - Yamaha RXI
Roland TR707/727 - Casio RZ I - Fostex B16

Sony PCM 701- Fostex A8LR/A80 - Revox B77
Ponastudio- 8/16 Channel Mixers
Yamaha SPX90 - Roland SRV20(0
Yamaha Rev 7 - Roland SDE3000

Aphex Exciter - Drawmer Gates/Comps
Roland MS0700/MC500
Roland SBX80 Sync Box

 Plus much more * Ultra Low Rates
Unbeatable Package Deals

01-467 4603
or Mobilephone

0860 310618

Big Home Music
01-485 3495

For hire
Keyboards
Sequencers

Drum computers
Effects units

Free delivery/collection
inside London

Rates for 1986: Lineage 35p per word (min 12 words);
Box No. 80p extra. Display: L15.00 per single cm. column.
All prices are subject to VAT at 15% All lineage
advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 6 weeks
preceding cover date.' Advertisements are accepted subject to the
terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available
on request).

A CUISSiPiEos mID
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0223 31 b7 22.
TOMORROWS MUSIC

MACHINE
I intend to establish a company to
develop a powerful 32 bit music

computer (CM!). If you would like to
participate in the development or if you

are interested in providing financial
backing for the project. Please phone:
James 03-344 2001 (Japan)

or write to Box No. 100, E&MM,
Alexander House, 1 Milton Road,

Cambridge CB4 1UY

groove
or E 1

Juno 6/60 MIDI interface, provides in,
thru, out, split, voice change, channel

assign, active sense and more for only £99.
Groove DDM 110/220 Separate output

mod kit £8.50
Interested? SAE or phone Neil 0722 21758.

Convinced? Cheque PO to:
Groove Electronics, 'Tango -wood',

Southampton Road, Alderbury,
Wilts SP5 3AG

SERIES 4 MIXER
Series 4 modular mixer, 5 -band EQ,

4-9 auxiliaries, True 16 -bus architecture,
low noise, expandable to 50/50/16/2.
16T Recorder Circuits £2.50 plans and
circuits for Series 4 £9.50. Send 17p for

catalogue of modules, patchbays,
faders, s/h bargains, circuits and plans.

SALES, SERVICE & REPAIRS
K-Tek, PO Box 172A,

Surbiton KT6 6HN
01-399 3990

191' RACK MOUNT CASES
Industrial quality fully enclosed with separate

chassis. 1U x 250mm depth at £18.84,
1U x 300mm at £21.35, 2U x 250mm at £22.05,
2U x 300mm at £24.69, 3U x 250mm at £25.22,

3U x 300mm at £27.99. P&P £3.00 plus VAT.
Also 4U sizes.

Newrad Instrument Cases,
Unit 19, Wick Ind. Est.,

New Milton, Hants BH25 6.SJ.

Tel: (0425) 621195

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
 Coverings & frets
 Flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers
 Rean jacks & fittings

 P&N stands

Send 30p PO/cheque for
illustrated catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

BUILD YOUR OWN

15-®11):1
MO/DU L AR
SYNTHESISER ;
FREE CATALOGUE FROM -
TIM HIGHAM. 16 LAURISTON Rd
LONDON SW19 4TO (mail order)

DX21, 27,100 OWNERS
Unleash the true potential of your synth with our

data cassettes of superb original sounds
TAPE 1 160 voices - strings, brass, synths,

percussion and more C12.95 inc
TAPE 296 voices lots of synth sounds plus

sequence voices and effects £7.50 inc
OR buy both tapes for only £17 inc

Cheques/PO's to

DX SOUND LIBRARY,
1 Warwick Road, Eccleston,

Nr Chorley, Lancs. Tel: 0257 452303
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

COMPLETE HOME STUDIO
FOR SALE

Fostex 250 £400
Fostex A2 £400
Fostex Graphic EQ C80
Yamaha comp/limiter £120
Yamaha RX21 drum machine £150
Yamaha digital reverb £250
Ibanez delay/harmonizer £150
Patch bay £50

Plus many more accessories
Phone Pete for details

BRIGHTON (0273) 420704 DAY
(0273) 453606 EVES

JINGLES RECORDS. Two great new releases
featuring BRUCE GRAHAM, Britain's leading

exponent of electronic music. 'Expressions' and
'Impressions'. Exclusively available on high

quality chrome cassettes. £4.50 each or £8.00
the pair inclusive. Also three SAMPLER tapes,

361 quality samples, only £18.00 inclusive.
Send to Jingles Records, PO Box 149.

Wallington, Surrey SM6 9RD.

Emusicmakers 2N
BIRMINGHAM'S BRIGHTEST NEW

MUSIC STORE
Yamaha Roland Korg + Casio

Synthesisers, drum machines &
sequencers.

Fender, Aria, Kramer, Taal
Yamaha and Weslone

Guitars + accessories
Boss, Alesis, Tokai, Yutaka & Arlon

Pedals + accessories
848 BRISTOL RD, SELLY OAK

BIRMINGHAM B29 6HW
021-471 3434

THE AAR MEN LIKE 24TRACK DEMOS
You can have yours from as little as £100 I VAT.

We have Soundcraft desk and 2" 24 track
machine. Sony digital mastering, four digital

reverbs and DDLs, DBX and Rebis compressors
and gates, Exciter 'C'.

BXR STUDIO
TEL: 01-458 7651

UMI-2B MIDI composing system -
Sales, advice & software support
contact SoftRock Systems: Ed Jones
01-229 4052. DX -7 Library vol. 2 now
available on 5.25" disks with voice
data base utility programme.
YAMAHA CX5 owners! New sounds
for your music computer - FEX-1
(drums and percussion), FEX-2 (sound
effects), FEX-3 (instrumental), FEX-4
(synths), 192 excellent original voices
on cassette from COMPUFEX - (0202)
690740
YAMAHA DX100/27 owners! More
than double your voice range! 240
superb original sounds available on
cassette from COMPUFEX. Tel. (0202)
690740 for details.
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0-120 in as seconds

If you're interested in a high-performance synth, it's time to test drive an Ensoniq
ESQ-1 Digital Wave Synthesizer. It puts 120 sounds at your fingertips as fast as you
can switch it on and plug in a cartridge. But that's only the beginning.
In addition to standard synthesizer waveforms, the ESQ-1 features complex multi -
sampled waves for a total of 32 waveforms on board. Each of the ESQ-1's 8 voices
uses 3 digital oscillators with the ability to assign a different waveform to each
oscillator. That's thousands of distinct sonic possibilities.
The ESQ-1 is simple to program because it lets you see what's really going on inside.
Its 80 -character lighted display shows ten programs or parameters simultaneously.
So you'll spend less time writing down numbers and more time laying down music.
A built-in 8 -track polyphonic sequencer makes the ESQ-1 an ideal MIDI studio.
Each track can play internal voices, external MIDI instruments, or a combination of
both. And each track can be assigned a separate program and MIDI channel. Like
any good studio, the ESQ-1 can auto -correct timing, auto -locate passages and balance
individual tracks during mixdown.
You can build songs made up of 30 different sequences and store them internally,
externally on tape or on 3.5" diskettes using the Mirage Sampling Keyboard or
Multi -Sampler.
If controlling other MIDI instruments is on your list of priorities, the ESQ-1 puts you
in the driver's seat. It supports poly, omni and mono modes along with Ensoniq's
multi and overflow modes that extend the MIDI capability of the ESQ-1 far beyond
ordinary synths. You won't ever have to leave the comfort of its 61 -note weighted,
velocity sensitive keyboard to play any MIDI instrument in your setup.
Comparable high performance digital waveform synthesizers and MIDI sequencers
can easily exceed the legal limits of your cash on hand. But the good news is that the
ESQ-1 comes from Ensoniq-at a sane price of just $1395. For a glimpse of
technology that's earned the name "advanced", put an ESQ-1 through its paces at
your authorized Ensoniq dealer today.

Although you should always fasten your seat belt when playing the ES0-1, you don't have to wear a helmet or obey the 55mph

speed limit. ES0-1 and Mirage are trademarks of ENSONIQ Corp.

ensoniti)

Synthesizer
8 -voice polyphonic and polytimbral
32 synthesized and sampled
waveforms
40 internal. 80 cartridge programs
80 -character lighted display
Each voice features:
3 digital oscillators
3 multi -waveform LFO's
4 -pole analog filters
15 routable modulation sources
4 complex envelope generators

Sequencer

8 polyphonic tracks
Auto -correct, auto -locate, step edit
Internal storage -2400 notes
Expandable to 10.000 notes

MIDI

Poly, omni, multi and mono modes
MIDI Overflow Mode for slaving units
8 simultaneous polyphonic channels
MIDI remote programming
MI01 guitar controller compatible

ENSONIQ Corp, 263 Great Valley Parkway, Malvern, PA 19355 0 Canada: 6969 Trans Canada Hwy., Suite 123, St. Laurent, Que. H4T 1V8 a ENSONIQ Europe, 65 Ave de

Stalingrad. 1000 Brussels o Japan: Sakata Shokai, Ltd., Minami Morimachi - Chu -0 Building, 6-2 Higashi-Tenma, 2-Chome, Kita-Ku, Osaka, 530



Why combine a sampler
and a synthesiser?

OET SYSTEM
SAVE SYSTEM
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I need to get to my sounds quickly and
also create new patches when I'm on tour.
The DSS-1 gives me that flexibility. It's a
very responsive instrument.

Steve Winwood
Multi -Instrumentalist, Vocalist, Composer

Korg combines the realism of sampling
with the flexible control of synthesis to
create a new kind of keyboard with un-
limited possibilities for musical experi-
mentation: the DSS-1 Digital Sampling
Synthesizer. The DSS-1 recreates sounds
with digital precision. But it also shapes
the complexity and variety of sampled
sources into new dimensions of sound.

Exceptional Range The DSS-1's ex-
traordinary potentiaor creating new
sounds begins with three sound genera-
tion methods. Digital oscillators sample
any sound with 12 bit resolution. li,vo so-
phisticated waveform creation methods -
Harmonic Synthesis and Waveform Draw-
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for precise touch control of Autobend,
VCF, VCA, envelope rates and other param-
eters. Velocity Switch lets you play com-
pletely different sounds as you change
your attack.

Unlike other samplers-, the DSS-1 lets
you access 128 sounds without changing a
disk. Each disk stores four Systems of 32
sounds. Within each System, your pro-
grams combine up to 16 sample groups
and/or waveforms with complete sets of
synthesis parameters and keyboard set-
ups. In effect, the DSS-1 becomes a new
instrument every time you call up a Sys-
tem. The library of easily available 31/2"
disks is already substantial and growing
fast. Four disks - each with 128 sounds -
are supplied with the DSS-1 to start your
comprehensive Korg sampling library.

By combining the best of digital sam-
pling with familiar and flexible control of
synthesis, the DSS-1 allows the modern
synthesist to experiment with new sounds
never before available.

Start exploring the fusion of sampling
and synthesis now, at your authorized
Korg Sampling Products dealer.

KORG
Sam

Division

SAMPLING IS ONLY THE BEGINNING
For further details on all Korg products contact KORG VK, 32 Gordon House Road, London NW1 1NE

ing - let you control the oscillators di-
rectly. Use each technique independently,
or combine them in richly textured multi -
samples and wavetables. You edit samples
and waveforms with powerful functions
like 1Yuncate, Mix, Link and Reverse, plus
auto, back and forth or crossfade looping
modes. Then apply a full set of synthesis
parameters, including two -pole or four -
pole filters and Korg's six -stage envelopes.

Exact Control Choose from four sam-
pling rates between 16 and 48 KHz, with
up to 16 seconds of sampling time. Config-
ure the keyboard with 16 splits assignable
over the full 127 note MIDI range. Layer or
detune the two oscillators on each of eight
voices. Then process your sounds with a
complete synthesizer architecture and two
programmable DDLs.

The DSS-1's power is easy to use, so you
can work with sound and music, not pro-
gramming manuals. The backlit 40 char-
acter LCD display takes you through the
total sound generation process with op-
tions and instructions at every step. Soft-
ware that talks your language and a logical
front panel menu help you go beyond syn-
thesis, beyond sampling - without dictat-
ing your direction.

Expression The DSS-1's five octave key-
board is velocity- and pressure -sensitive,


